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Exascale computing could soon enable a predictive theory of nuclear structure and reactions
rooted in the standard model of particle physics, with quantifiable and systematically improvable
uncertainties. Such a predictive theory will help us more fully exploit experiments that use nucleons
and nuclei as laboratories for testing the standard model and its limitations. Examples include direct
dark matter detection, neutrinoless double beta decay, and searches for permanent electric dipole
moments of the neutron and atoms. It will also help us connect quantum chromodynamics (QCD) to
the properties of cold neutron stars and hot supernova cores, environments governed by the strong
interaction. We argue here that a quantitative bridge between QCD and the properties of nuclei
and nuclear matter will require a synthesis of lattice QCD (especially as applied to two- and three-
nucleon interactions), effective field theory, and ab initio methods for solving the nuclear many-body
problem. While there are significant challenges that must be addressed in developing this triad of
theoretical tools, the rapid advance of computing is accelerating progress. In particular, we focus this
review on the anticipated advances from lattice QCD and how these advances will impact few-body
effective theories of nuclear physics. We review the status of lattice QCD applications to low-energy
nuclear physics and current challenges the field is facing. We describe progress in developing few-
body effective (field) theories of nuclear physics, including the expected use of lattice QCD to provide
first-principles determinations of their low-energy constants. We use the examples of neutrinoless
double beta decay and the nuclear-matter equation of state to illustrate how the coupling of lattice
QCD to effective theory might impact our understanding of symmetries and exotic astrophysical
environments.
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2I. MOTIVATION
A number of high-profile, high-impact nuclear and
particle physics experiments are planned over the next
decade that will test the limits of the enormously suc-
cessful standard model (SM) of particle physics, probing
for subtle violations of symmetries at low energies or new
particles and interactions at the energy frontier. We are
quite certain that the SM, with its many seemingly arbi-
trary parameters, is incomplete, and hope the discovery
of new physics will provide the hints needed to deduce
what lies beyond the SM. A more fundamental theory
could allow us to address some of the most important
open questions in physics:
• How did the Big Bang generate the matter-antimatter
asymmetry, avoiding the fate of a universe filled only
by radiation?
• What is dark matter, and does it interact with visible
matter other than gravitationally?
• What is the origin of the neutrino mass, why are neu-
trinos so much lighter than other fermions, why are
their mixing angles larger?
• Are neutrinos their own antiparticles, and is there a
connection between neutrino properties and the uni-
verse’s matter-antimatter asymmetry?
• What is dark energy, and why do dark matter and dark
energy play roughly comparable roles in the evolution
of our universe?
Some of the experiments designed to explore these
questions are prioritized in the 2015 NSAC Long Range
Plan for Nuclear Science [1] and the High Energy Physics
P5 report [2]. They include large-scale, ultra-clean detec-
tors to search for the elastic scattering of heavy dark mat-
ter (DM) particles off nuclei, employing targets such as
Xe, Ar, Ge, and others [3–11], as well as new technologies
sensitive to lighter particles, should DM particle masses
not be associated with the weak scale [12–14]. They in-
clude neutrinoless double beta decay searches for lepton
number violation and Majorana masses, with ton-scale
experiments planned for deep underground sites, using
isotopes such as Xe, Ge, and Te [15–29]. The search
for new sources of CP violation among first-generation
quarks are motivating new efforts to measure electric
dipole moments (EDM) of the neutron and of atomic
nuclei, including 199Hg [30], 225Ra [31], and potentially
229Pa: the latter two are long-lived unstable isotopes
where the effects of CP violation are expected to be
greatly enhanced due to nuclear level degeneracies and
collectivity. The Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB)
at Michigan State University (MSU) will produce these
isotopes at rates sufficient to allow high-statistics EDM
measurements in traps. Construction is beginning on
the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE), a
multi-kiloton liquid Ar detector that will record neutrinos
produced in Fermilab’s Long-Baseline Neutrino Facility
(LBNF), as they arrive at the Sanford Underground Re-
search Facility after traveling through 1300 kilometers
of rock [32, 33]. Together with other long-baseline ex-
periments such as J-PARC’s T2K, the results will deter-
mine the neutrino mass hierarchy and the value of one
of three neutrino CP phases. Japan’s megaton-scale wa-
ter Cherenkov detector Hyper-Kamiokande will be used
in the J-PARC neutrino program, in searches for proton
decay of unprecedented sensitivity, and as an observa-
tory for astrophysical neutrinos from a variety of sources.
FermiLab and J-PARC are also planning extraordinarily
sensitive tests of flavor violation, probing µ → e conver-
sion in the nuclear field [34–36].
These are just a subset of the efforts to find new physics
in the next decade. Common to almost all of these exper-
iments is the use of complex nuclei as “laboratories” for
probing beyond-the-Standard-Model (BSM) phenomena.
This connects fundamental physics to one of the main
subjects of this paper: developing effective (field) the-
ories (EFT/ETs) of nuclear physics, rooted in the SM,
that will make the nucleus into a more quantitative lab-
oratory for BSM searches.
Other exciting laboratories can be found in astro-
physics; for instance, core-collapse supernovae or binary
neutron-star mergers produce matter at extremes of tem-
perature, density, and isospin asymmetry. As these
conditions are difficult to probe in terrestrial experi-
ments [37] (see also Sec. I A), the emergence of multi-
messenger astrophysics is placing new demands on the-
ory to provide a more predictive nuclear-matter equation
of state (EOS). Progress is needed if we are to answer
long-standing questions such as What is the origin of el-
ements heavier than iron? Multi-messenger astronomy
encompasses electromagnetic, cosmic-ray, neutrino, and
gravitational-wave (GW) detection. KAGRA and other
next-generation gravitational wave observatories will im-
prove the sensitivity and extend the frequency range of
observations. In addition, more will be learned about the
maximum mass and mass/radius relationship of neutron
stars. The need for a quantitative nuclear-matter EOS
grounded in first-principles QCD has never been greater.
At very high densities, n & 60n0, relative to nuclear sat-
uration density n0 ∼ 0.16 fm−3 (ρ0 ∼ 2.7× 1014 g cm−3),
perturbative QCD (pQCD) [38–42] has already been used
to guide the construction of the EOS over the range of
densities relevant for neutron stars [43, 44].
Chiral effective field theory (EFT) has become the
standard approach for deriving nuclear (many-body)
forces that respect the symmetries of low-energy QCD.
A variety of many-body frameworks have been employed
in conjunction with chiral EFT to generate low-density
EOSs valid up to ∼ (1− 2)n0. Parameterizations of the
EOS or the speed of sound have been used to extrapolate
the low-density EOS systematically to intermediate den-
sities relevant for neutron stars, n ∼ (2− 10)n0, without
making assumptions on the composition of nuclear mat-
ter at these densities (see, e.g., Ref. [45]). The aforemen-
3tioned stellar observations provide important constraints
on the extrapolated EOS; for instance, neutron-star radii
are most sensitive to the EOS at ∼ 2n0 [46]. To improve
these extrapolations, constraints on the EOS at nuclear
densities must be tightened; for instance, by reducing
quantified truncation errors in the EFT expansion.
Furthermore, three-nucleon forces generally play an
important role for nuclear phenomena such as driplines
and saturation (see Ref. [47] for a review). Better con-
straints on the isospin T = 3/2 channel (e.g, three inter-
acting neutrons) are particularly important for neutron-
rich matter. Lattice QCD (LQCD) calculations of three-
neutron interactions can thus help to pin down the EOS
at nuclear densities (see Sec. I A). Alternatively, the
functional renormalization group (FRG) [48] is a very
promising non-perturbative method for computing the
nuclear-matter EOS at intermediate densities directly
from quark-gluon degrees of freedom [49]. Clustering
of quarks into nucleons as well as the emergence of
long-range correlations between nucleons make the QCD-
based FRG approach increasingly difficult towards lower
densities; especially, since the average inter-nucleon dis-
tance is still larger than 1 fm at 3n0. We will discuss
the details of such calculations in Sec. V. For a review of
nuclear-matter calculations using FRG methods applied
to chiral Lagrangians we refer the reader to Ref. [50].
The fundamental theory of nuclear physics is QCD, a
well-accepted cornerstone of the SM. However, the nu-
cleons, which make up atomic nuclei, are themselves
composite states of fundamental particles – massless glu-
ons and nearly massless quarks. The deceptively simple
equations of QCD describing the interactions between
quarks and gluons give rise to the strongly-coupled, non-
perturbative strong interactions. At low temperatures
and densities, the quarks and gluons are confined into
colorless, composite states of strongly interacting mat-
ter, the hadrons. For example, the nucleons are com-
posite states with the quantum numbers of three quarks
and a mass of ∼ 1 GeV (see Ref. [51] for the most com-
prehensive breakdown of the nucleon mass from QCD).
The emergence of nucleons, whose masses are 95% due
to interactions, is a remarkable feature of QCD.
After confinement, there is a relatively small resid-
ual interaction binding protons and neutrons into atomic
nuclei with a typical binding energy per nucleon of ∼
8 MeV. While this energy scale is two orders of magnitude
smaller than the confinement scale, it is still very strong
compared to the other known forces. In conjunction with
the other two interactions of the SM, electromagnetism
as well as the weak force, the entirety of the rich field of
nuclear physics emerges from QCD: from the forces bind-
ing protons and neutrons into the nuclear landscape, to
the fusion and fission reactions between nuclei, to the
prospective interactions of nuclei with BSM physics, and
to the unknown state of matter at the cores of neutron
stars. How does this emergence take place exactly? How
is the clustering of quarks into nucleons and alpha par-
ticles realized? What are the mechanisms behind collec-
tive phenomena in nuclei as strongly correlated many-
body systems? How does the extreme fine-tuning required
to reproduce nuclear binding energies proceed? – are big
open questions in nuclear physics. To give answers joint
efforts of LQCD along with EFT/ETs are required.
Exascale computing offers us the opportunity to de-
velop a predictive theory of nuclear structure and re-
actions, rooted in the SM, with quantifiable theoretical
uncertainties. This is the focus of this review, with an
emphasis placed on the connections between QCD and
EFT/ETs of nuclear physics.
The foundational layer of this theoretical framework
is LQCD, a formulation of QCD in which spacetime
is discretized and truncated while respecting gauge-
invariance [52], leading to a finite-dimensional path in-
tegral, which may then be sampled numerically using
Monte Carlo methods, see Sec. II for details. LQCD is
the only non-perturbative regulator of QCD low-density
regime in which all sources of systematic uncertainty
can be quantified, controlled, and improved. Therefore,
LQCD offers the promise of quantitatively understanding
the emergence of nuclear physics from QCD and the SM.
However, because LQCD is formulated in terms of quark
and gluon degrees of freedom in Euclidean spacetime,
our ability to determine properties of complex systems
directly from QCD is very limited. This sets the stage
for EFT/ETs constrained by LQCD.
In the exascale era, we can hope to compute the struc-
ture, spectrum, and reactions of nucleons and light nu-
clei directly from the SM. In order to connect to more
complex systems and processes, we must couple the re-
sults from LQCD calculations to EFTs and effective the-
ories (ETs) of nuclear physics. The concepts and rules
behind EFTs and ET are very similar with the main
difference that EFTs relate to quantum field theories
and ETs to quantum mechanics. EFT/ETs form the
basis of our modern understanding of nuclear physics
and we will discuss them in some detail in Sec. III. The
most popular realizations of EFT/ETs are formulated in
terms of nucleon (and pion and delta) degrees of free-
dom, whose interactions are described by a series of op-
erators of increasing irrelevancy based on the symme-
tries of low-energy QCD and dictated by a power count-
ing scheme. In principle, EFT/ETs provide a complete,
model-independent description of the underlying physics
over the range of energies for which they are valid. At
each order in the EFT/ET expansion, the theory de-
pends on a finite number of unknown couplings, called
low-energy constants (LECs), that encode the effects of
unresolved short-distance physics. Once these LECs are
determined by experimental data of one set of observ-
ables, the theory can be used to make predictions for
other observables. The advantage of the systematic ex-
pansion underlying EFT/ET approaches is their capa-
bility to provide theoretical uncertainties by estimating
contributions from neglected higher orders (truncation
errors). In addition, uncertainties in the (experimental
or lattice) data constraining the LECs as well as approx-
4imations in the methods solving the nuclear many-body
problem contribute to the overall uncertainty budget of
any predicted observable.
In nuclear physics, the LECs are commonly extracted
from two- and few-body observables by matching com-
puted quantities to measured observables such as bind-
ing energies or charge radii. In order to root nuclear
physics in QCD, it is desirable to determine these LECs
by requiring that correlation functions computed in the
EFT/ETs and from QCD to match, at a given resolution
scale and at a given order in the EFT/ET expansion,
much in the same way the coefficient of the four-fermion
operators in Fermi’s theory of weak interactions can be
determined by matching to the full electro-weak SM, for
example by matching the muon-decay amplitude in full
SM and with the W and Z bosons integrated out, to
determine Fermi’s constant, GF . The non-perturbative
nature of QCD at low energies has so far prevented this
quantitative matching, but the growth in computational
power and algorithmic advances has brought us to the era
in which it is beginning in earnest. In practice, the best
determination of the LECs will happen through a combi-
nation of matching to LQCD calculations and also apply-
ing constraints from physical processes, where LQCD in
particular can help pin down LECs that are very difficult
to impossible to access from experimental measurements,
such as few-neutron or hyperonic systems as well as the
LECs that accompany quark-mass dependent operators.
In addition to determining the LECs, by varying the
quark masses in LQCD calculations, we can map out
the convergence pattern of the EFT/ETs and determine
their range of validity. As an example, we will discuss
constraints on chiral perturbation theory in the nucleon
sector from LQCD results in Sec. III A.
Another key aspect of nuclear EFT/ETs that neces-
sitates LQCD input is the determination of matrix ele-
ments of BSM operators, for which there is no experi-
mental information available. LQCD can be utilized to
compute the hadronic and nuclear matrix elements of
such operators, and thus make controlled predictions of
the SM background and the possible BSM signal in fun-
damental symmetry tests of the SM.
In the next subsection, we describe in more detail the
impact LQCD can have for fundamental-symmetry tests
of the SM and for observables which are extremely dif-
ficult or inaccessible experimentally. We then provide a
brief introduction to LQCD in Sec. II, emphasizing par-
ticular challenges in applying LQCD to nuclear physics,
reviewing the state of the field, and highlighting the most
important challenges that must be overcome. In Sec. III,
we briefly introduce EFT/ETs of nuclear physics, chiral
EFT and Harmonic Oscillator Based Effective Theory
(HOBET) and then discuss the particular input from
LQCD to these EFT/ETs that will enable the most
progress. In Secs. IV and V, we use neutrinoless dou-
ble beta decay (0νββ) and the nuclear-matter EOS as
specific examples to elaborate upon the connection be-
tween LQCD and EFT/ETs of nuclear physics. We then
provide an outlook in Sec. VI
A. Fundamental Symmetry Tests and
Experimentally difficult/inaccessible observables
Low-energy tests of fundamental symmetries, such as
searches for the violation of CP, lepton number or baryon
number, provide an important window on physics be-
yond the SM, as they are competitive and complemen-
tary to high-energy collider experiments, see for exam-
ple Refs. [53, 54]. In order to interpret bounds and, in
the future, signals in low-energy precision experiments,
to disentangle different BSM models, and to quantita-
tively compare the reach of experiments at the intensity
and energy frontiers, it is necessary to develop a smooth
connection between physics at the microscopic level, of-
ten described in terms of quark- and gluon-level effec-
tive operators, and theoretical predictions obtained with
hadronic and nuclear degrees of freedom. The last few
years have witnessed a growing awareness in the commu-
nity of the need to replace estimates from models of the
strong interactions (e.g., large Nc techniques, QCD sum
rules, naive dimensional analysis estimates) with con-
trolled, first principle calculations of mesonic, one- and
few-nucleons observables, which can be input for nuclear
EFT/ETs.
The nuclear calculations relevant for low-energy sym-
metry tests typically include the evaluation of the matrix
element of a weak operator between strongly interacting
states (nucleons or nuclei). The required LQCD input
depends on the form of the weak operator. The sim-
plest cases involve observables that are dominated by
one-body operators. For example, dark matter-nucleus
scattering cross sections and non-standard corrections to
nuclear β decays are mediated by the coupling of weakly
interacting particles to quark bilinears that, below the
hadronization scale, translate in couplings to a single nu-
cleon, possibly via pionic contributions [55–60]. In these
cases, LQCD can provide nucleon charges and form fac-
tors. For the vector and axial currents, which are induced
by SM interactions, the comparison between LQCD and
experimental extractions of the form factors translates
into tests of possible BSM contributions, becoming more
and more stringent as the accuracy of LQCD calcula-
tions increases [61]. LQCD calculations are even more
important for currents that do not appear in the SM,
or are not easily extracted from data. Notable examples
are the nucleon scalar and tensor charges, the strange
and charm content of the nucleon, and the nucleon ax-
ial form factor. We will discuss some of these calcula-
tions in Sec. II. Two-body contributions to the vector,
axial, scalar, pseudoscalar and tensor currents are ex-
pected to be subleading. These operators can be sys-
tematically constructed in chiral EFT [57–60] but often
involve LECs, in particular those corresponding to BSM
currents, that cannot be experimentally determined. The
5first LQCD evaluations of two-nucleon matrix elements
have appeared [62, 63], allowing a cross-check of the size
of two-body effects, and to determine unknown LECs,
albeit for heavy pion masses and the caveats discussed in
Sec. II C 1.
Baryon-number violating processes such as proton de-
cay and neutron-antineutron oscillations are also domi-
nated by matrix elements between one incoming and one
outgoing hadron. In these cases, the processes are medi-
ated by three- and six-quark operators, respectively, with
the LQCD calculations under good control [64, 65].
Theoretical predictions of the EDM of the nucleon,
light nuclei, and diamagnetic atoms involve more compli-
cated matrix elements. While the nucleon EDM induced
by the EDMs of the light quarks is related to the well
determined nucleon tensor charges [66–68], in the case
of CP violation from the QCD θ¯ term and from purely
hadronic dimension-six operators in the SM-EFT La-
grangian (e.g., the quark and gluon chromo-EDMs) one
has to evaluate a four-point function, with the insertion
of the CP-violating source and of the electromagnetic
current on the nucleon. These calculations are very chal-
lenging, especially for the QCD θ¯ term, and only recently
some promising results have started to appear [69–73].
The intricate mixing pattern of BSM operators [74–76]
further complicates the extraction of the nucleon EDM,
even as the application of gradient flow techniques to this
field has allowed for significant progress [71, 72, 76]. The
calculation of EDMs of light nuclei and of the Schiff oper-
ator, relevant for atomic EDMs, require in addition the
estimate of time-reversal-violating (TV) non-derivative
pion-nucleon couplings. As shown in Refs. [77–82], for
all chiral-breaking TV operators these can be related to
corrections to the meson and baryon spectrum, reducing
the problem of TV pion-nucleon couplings to the evalua-
tion of generalized pion and nucleon sigma terms, which
should be tractable on the lattice [81].
Finally, predictions of 0νββ half-lives and hadronic
parity-violating (PV) observables involve the evaluation
of two-body matrix elements on hadronic/nuclear states.
The form of the two-body operators can be derived us-
ing nuclear EFTs and will in general include long-range,
pion-range and short-range contributions. In the case of
light-Majorana neutrino exchange (the so called “stan-
dard mechanism”), the long-range piece of the 0νββ tran-
sition operator is determined in terms of the nucleon ax-
ial and vector form factors [83, 84], while non-standard
long-range mechanisms involve the nucleon scalar, pseu-
doscalar and tensor form factors [85–87]. The nucleon-
nucleon PV potential and corrections to the 0νββ tran-
sition operator from dimension-nine quark-level opera-
tors have pion-range contributions [88–90], demanding
the evaluation of new pion-pion and pion-nucleon ma-
trix elements [91, 92]. Finally, the PV potential and
the 0νββ transition operators from standard and non-
standard mechanisms also have short-range pieces, which
can be determined from LQCD calculations of nucleon-
nucleon scattering amplitudes. New insights using large
Nc indicate the most important matrix element to be de-
termined for understanding the observed strength of var-
ious PV amplitudes is the isospin-2 matrix element [93],
which is the easiest one to tackle with LQCD [94].
This brief and incomplete survey of fundamental sym-
metries tests highlights how LQCD will play a more and
more important role in connecting models of BSM physics
to nuclear observables, a connection that is necessary for
a quantitative understanding of the form of physics be-
yond the SM. Another important role for LQCD is to help
constrain components of EFT/ETs that are extremely
challenging or impossible to isolate experimentally, such
as those relevant to neutron stars.
Neutron stars are the densest objects in the observ-
able universe (besides black holes) [95–98] and unique
laboratories for studying neutron-rich matter under ex-
treme conditions. These conditions are difficult (if not
impossible) to reproduce in laboratory experiments [37],
even at rare isotope facilities such as RIBF (RIKEN) or
FRIB (MSU) and FAIR (GSI). From the theory side,
LQCD can pave the way for QCD-based calculations of
the nuclear-matter EOS as well as finite nuclei [99, 100].
Solving the full many-body problem with A > 4 directly
from LQCD with physical quark masses, nonetheless,
cannot be expected in the foreseeable future despite ex-
ascale computing capabilities. Low-energy EFT/ETs of
QCD, on the other hand, are powerful approaches to de-
rive nuclear potentials and external currents as well as
extrapolate lattice results to the physical regime. The un-
known LECs encoding unresolved short-distance physics
can be constrained by LQCD calculations of two- and
few-nucleon systems. Applying many-body frameworks
to these microscopic potentials combined with Renormal-
ization Group (RG) methods [101, 102] is a promising
joint approach towards truly ab initio nuclear-structure
and -reaction studies across the nuclear chart.
Three-nucleon forces play an important role for nu-
clear phenomena, such as driplines along isotopic chains
or nuclear saturation [47, 103]. The isospin T = 3/2 com-
ponents (e.g., three interacting neutrons), however, are
only weakly constrained by experimental (few-body) data
(see, e.g., Refs. [104–107]) but are crucial at the neutron-
rich extremes. Particularly, constraints from LQCD cal-
culations of few-neutron systems, which are difficult to
access experimentally, may provide important insights
that can lead to much improved predictions for key quan-
tities of nuclear physics and astrophysics, such as the
nuclear symmetry energy (especially beyond nuclear sat-
uration density) [47, 108]. We will discuss these points
in more detail in Sec. III B.
The composition of neutron stars at the high densities
near the inner core is an open question (see Refs. [95–
98, 109, 110] for reviews). Degrees of freedom heavier
than nucleons may be favored due to the occurring high
chemical potentials, such as strange matter in the form of
hyperons (Y). However, scattering with hyperons is ex-
perimentally very difficult to realize. The limited amount
of data from hyperon-nucleon (YN), yet alone hyperon-
6hyperon (YY), scattering makes the development of hy-
pernuclear potentials challenging. Dominant constraints,
in fact, come from binding and excitation energies of hy-
pernuclei. Such potentials have been derived from chiral
EFT [111–119]) and applied to hypernuclei as well as
matter [120–129] (for studies with phenomenological po-
tentials see also Refs. [130–137]). However, these chiral
EFT derivations rely on a perturbative expansion about
the SU(3) chiral limit, and as we will discuss in Sec. III A,
LQCD calculations have shown that SU(3) baryon chiral
perturbation theory is not a converging expansion, even
at next-to-leading order. These chiral EFT potentials are
therefore likely qualitative at best.
Obtaining more constraints on hypernuclear poten-
tials is essential for solving the hyperon puzzle (see, e.g.,
Refs. [109, 138, 139]): the presence of hyperons in neu-
tron stars, although probable given the high central
densities, causes a softening of the EOS that seems to
be incompatible with observations of ∼ 2M neutron
stars [140–143]. Lattice results for baryon systems with
at least one strange quark, such as YN phase shifts, may
help to overcome these experimental limitations directly
from QCD [144, 145]. Such observables are computation-
ally less expensive compared to pure nucleon systems as
the reduced number of light quarks in the system leads to
a milder signal-to-noise ratio in the LQCD calculations,
see Sec. II A. This will shed light on many-body hyper-
nuclear forces (i.e., YNN, YYN, etc.) and consequently
the role of hyperons in neutron stars.
Very neutron rich nuclei are short-lived in the labora-
tory, but form the ground state of nuclear matter under
the conditions that prevail in core collapse and in neutron
star mergers, where neutron fluxes are so high that neu-
tron capture is fast compared to beta decay. It is thought
that many of the heavy nuclei we find on Earth are the
children of the species synthesized in such neutron-rich
astrophysical explosions, in the process of rapid neutron
capture (or the r-process). One of the main purposes of
FRIB is to create such nuclei in the laboratory, determin-
ing their masses and decays rates, and thereby allowing
us to more quantitatively describe the r-process. This
in turn will make nucleosynthetic yields a more powerful
test of the astrophysical environments that sustain the
nucleosynthesis. The properties of such nuclei may help
us test our understanding of nuclear interactions within
neutron-rich material: very weakly bound nuclei found
near the drip-line tend to have extended neutron halos.
Properties of those halos can be related to the pressure
of a neutron gas at subnuclear densities, providing an
additional constraint on the EOS.
II. LATTICE QCD
LQCD is a non-perturbative regularization of QCD
that is amenable to a numerical implementation. The
QCD path integral is implemented on a discretized space-
time lattice with the quark fields defined on the sites and
the gauge fields defined on the links between sites. The
lattice spacing a serves as an ultraviolet (UV) regula-
tor while the finite spatial and temporal extents serve
as an infrared (IR) regulator. Even with such a trun-
cated space, it is not possible to perform the path inte-
gral exactly with classical computers. By Wick rotating
to Euclidean spacetime,
Z =
∫
[dU ]e−SG(U)
∫
[dψ¯dψ]e−Sψ(U,ψ¯,ψ) (1)
the path integral can be evaluated stochastically, pro-
vided the fermion action Sψ = a
4
∑
x ψ¯x [D/(U) +m]ψx,
is real valued. In this case, 0 < e−Sψ and so this term can
be treated as a Boltzmann weight. SG(U) is the gauge
action which is also real valued. A Hybrid Monte Carlo
(HMC) algorithm [146] is used to generate a stochastic
sampling of gauge fields U with a probability according
to these weights. If the fermion action were complex,
such as with a finite chemical potential, the known HMC
methods will not work, except for perturbatively small
(phenomenologically uninteresting) values of the chem-
ical potential. There is a substantial effort to explore
methods of simulating at finite density, but that is be-
yond the scope of this article.
The discretized Dirac operator couples fermions at
neighboring sites. Therefore, a gauge link field
Uµ(x) = e
iaAµ(x), (2)
is used which transforms under gauge rotations Ω(x) as
Uµ(x) → Ω(x)Uµ(x)Ω†(x + µˆ) with µˆ = anµ a vector
of length a in the µ direction. Then, ψ¯(x)γµUµψ(x +
µˆ) and similar operators that appear in Sψ, are gauge
invariant [52].
The simplest gauge action is given by a sum over the
smallest “plaquettes” that tile the lattice,
SG(U) = β
∑
n
∑
µ<ν
Re
[
1− 1
Nc
TrUµν(n)
]
, (3)
where
∑
n = sum over all sites and the plaquette is
Uµν(n) = Uµ(n)Uν(n+ µˆ)U−µ(n+ µˆ+ νˆ)U−ν(n+ νˆ)
= Uµ(n)Uν(n+ µˆ)U
†
µ(n+ νˆ)U
†
ν (n) . (4)
Expanding the gauge links for small lattice spacing, the
gauge action can be shown to be
SG(U) =
β
2Nc
a4
∑
n,µ,ν
1
2
Tr [Gµν(n)Gµν(n)] + O(a
6),(5)
where Gµν is the standard gluonic field strength tensor,
which in the continuum is given by Gµν = ∂µAν−∂νAµ−
i[Aµ, Aν ]. This defines the parameter
β =
2Nc
g20
, (6)
to match the lattice onto QCD in the continuum limit
with the gauge coupling, g0.
7The fermion fields are Grassmann variables, which are
not simple to handle on computers. However, the QCD
action is quadratic in the fermion fields, allowing for an
analytic manipulation of the fermionic integral to a form
suitable for computation. This involves the introduction
of pseudo-fermions, which are bosonic degrees of freedom
Zψ =
∫
[dψ¯dψ]e−a
4ψ¯x[D/(U)+m]xyψy
= Det[D/(U) +m]
=
∫
[dφ†dφ]ea
4φ†x[D/(U)+m]
−1
xy φy . (7)
In this expression, we have explicitly written the Dirac
operator as a spacetime matrix, which happens to be
very sparse. One of the most demanding aspects of
LQCD is to solve the inverse Dirac operator for small
quark masses, as the Dirac matrix becomes increasingly
ill-conditioned with decreasing quark mass: the smallest
eigenvalue is set by the quark mass while the largest is
a typical QCD scale. The full dimension of the Dirac
matrix is 12V × 12V where 12 = 3 colors × 4 spins and
V = N3L × NT with NL spatial sites and NT tempo-
ral sites. A typical state-of-the-art computation has
NL = L/a = 64 and NT = T/a = 128 resulting in a
matrix of size O(400 M × 400 M). Significant effort has
gone into optimizing the solution of the inverse Dirac op-
erator, as historically this step has represented 90% or
more of the effort required for LQCD calculations (see
for example [147]). The advent of GPU accelerated com-
pute nodes has been a disruptive innovation for LQCD, as
GPUs are particularly fast at performing matrix-vector
and matrix-matrix multiplications, two key kernels for
solving [D/(U) + m]−1. This, for example, has led to the
optimized QUDA library for performing key LQCD rou-
tines on NVIDIA GPUs [148, 149].
Once a set of gauge field configurations are generated
using a given discretization of the QCD action, any num-
ber of observables may be computed on this set. A
stochastic estimate of the observable is then given by
〈O〉 = 1
Ncfg
Ncfg∑
i=1
O(Ui) +O
(
N
−1/2
cfg
)
, (8)
where the stochastic error vanishes with the square-root
of the number of configurations, Ncfg. This assumes each
configuration is statistically independent, which is gener-
ally not the case in LQCD calculations as the configura-
tions are generated from an ergodic Markov chain Monte
Carlo; however, the auto-correlation effects are typically
accounted for when results are presented. These autocor-
relation effects are thought to only become problematic
for very fine lattices, with a . 0.05 fm, when the auto-
correlation length becomes so large that O(1 M) config-
urations with standard algorithms are required to pro-
duce enough stochastically independent configurations
to properly sample the path integral (see for example
Ref. [150]). Typical calculations involve O(1000) nearly
statistically independent configurations.
In order to recover QCD, there are three extrapola-
tions/interpolations that must be carried out: the con-
tinuum limit, a → 0, the infinite volume limit, V → ∞,
and the physical quark mass limit, mq → mphysq . Uncer-
tainties from each of these are systematically improvable,
enabling predictions of nuclear and hadronic processes
with quantifiable uncertainties.
Computations with near physical quark masses have
historically been prohibitively expensive, necessitating an
extrapolation from heavier masses down to the physical
light quark mass. It is now common for calculations of
mesonic quantities to include results at the physical value
of the light quarks and even slightly below, such that it is
often an interpolation that is performed to the physical
light quark masses. This has led to percent-level uncer-
tainties, requiring highly refined volume and continuum
extrapolations in order to control all systematic uncer-
tainties to this level of precision.
In the infinite volume extrapolation of single-hadron
observables, a rule of thumb is to hold mpiL & 4 in order
to keep finite volume corrections to hadronic observables
at a few percent or less [151, 152]. At the physical pion
mass, this corresponds to L ∼ 5.8 fm, and with a lattice
spacing of a ∼ 0.1 fm, one is led to the typical size V =
643 × 128 used on modern computations (and larger for
smaller values of a). To obtain percent-level accuracy on
single hadron quantities, the continuum limit is typically
the most expensive step as the numerical cost of the HMC
algorithms scales as tHMC ∼ a−6 in the best scenarios: a
reduction of the lattice spacing by a factor of two requires
64 times more computing resources. A minimum of three
lattice spacings is required to be able to differentiate a
potentially non-trivial continuum extrapolation from a
linear one and some groups use as many as five [153, 154]
or six values of a [155].
The use of many different discretized versions of QCD
in LQCD computations is beneficial, and a particular
choice is often referred to as a lattice action. For example,
there are substantial challenges to include fermions which
respect chiral symmetry in LQCD calculations [156].
This has led to the development of a number of different
discretizations of the fermion action with varying degrees
of complexity. The most commonly used ones are Wilson,
Staggered, Domain Wall, Overlap and their variants. We
refer the reader to the nice review in Ref. [157] for more
details. Each lattice action defines a different UV the-
ory which can be expanded as an effective local action
close to the continuum limit [158, 159]. For all lattice
actions, at mass-dimension four the only operators are
those of QCD, and so there is a universality of the con-
tinuum limit which should be observed if all calculations
are performed sufficiently close to the continuum limit
and a continuum extrapolation is performed.
Some of the simplest observables are derived from two-
point correlation functions, in which creation and annihi-
lation operators of fields (source and sink operators) are
chosen with the quantum numbers of the system of in-
terest and separated in Euclidean time t. The Euclidean
8time behavior of such correlation functions, C(t), may be
shown to behave as,
C(t) =
∑
n
Zsnkn Z
†src
n e
−Ent , (9)
where the sum runs over the infinite tower of states
having the quantum numbers of the operators, and
Zsrcn (Z
†snk
n ) represents the overlap between the chosen
source (sink) operator and the wavefunction of eigenstate
n. In the large Euclidean time limit, the lowest energy
state for quantum numbers specified by the interpolating
fields dominates the correlation function, allowing for a
precise determination of the ground state hadron spec-
trum, for example.
Matrix elements are traditionally computed using
three point correlation functions in which the quark level
operator of interest is inserted at a third Euclidean time
between the source and sink, requiring a second time to
be made large, which increases the numerical cost and
the complexity of properly isolating the ground state ma-
trix elements. Additional methods exist in which the ef-
fects of the operators are instead folded into modified
quark propagators, which are then inserted into correla-
tion function calculations [62, 160–166].
In practice, particularly for calculations involving nu-
cleons as discussed in the following subsections, the limit
of large Euclidean time can be difficult to reach due to
computational limitations, particularly as the physical
pion mass is lowered towards its physical value. Thus,
while calculations at the physical pion mass are necessary
to lend confidence in the ultimate results from LQCD
predictions, calculations at heavier than physical pion
masses can be used in conjunction to improve the pre-
cision of results interpolated to the physical pion mass
point, provided the chiral extrapolation is well behaved.
A. Challenges for nuclear physics applications
While simple in concept, the application of LQCD to
problems of interest in nuclear physics is hindered by a
few well-known challenges beyond those discussed above.
The first serious challenge one encounters is an expo-
nentially bad signal-to-noise (S/N) problem that mani-
fests from the stochastic evaluation of the path integral,
Eq. (8). The variance of the correlation function of a
nucleon is dominated at late times by a three-pion state.
Therefore, in the long time limit, the S/N ratio decays
exponentially as [167]
R(t) −→
t→∞
√
Nstoche
−(MN− 32mpi)t , (10)
where MN and mpi are the nucleon and pion masses and
Nstoch is the number of stochastic samples. Overcom-
ing this S/N problem at late times requires exponentially
more statistics, while at early times, the signal is polluted
by excited states. Furthermore, the correlation function
at neighboring times is highly correlated, and so the late
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FIG. 1. Effective mass plots of the nucleon from Ref. [61]
which suffer from correlated, late time fluctuations, making it
more challenging to identify the ground state. The top plot
is from a calculation with a ∼ 0.15 fm and mpi ∼ 220 MeV
while the bottom is for a ∼ 0.09 fm and mpi ∼ 310 MeV.
time behavior, as the noise grows, is susceptible to corre-
lated fluctuations, making it non-trivial to robustly iden-
tify the ground state of the correlation function. For ex-
ample, Fig. 1 shows two sample effective mass plots from
Ref. [61] of the nucleon mass which suffer from these cor-
related late time fluctuations.
These problems become exacerbated when comput-
ing the structure of the nucleon or multi-nucleon sys-
tems. For nucleon structure calculations, achieving high-
momentum transfers is difficult since the ground state
energy grows with momentum but the variance couples
to zero-momentum states, increasing the energy gap in
Eq. (10). To alleviate this issue, a modified quark smear-
ing algorithm with a momentum profile centered about
non-zero momentum has been shown to work well up to
momentum transfers of the order Q ∼ 3 GeV [168].
For multi-nucleon systems, the argument of the expo-
nential of the S/N ratio scales roughly as A(MN− 32mpi)t.
Beyond the S/N challenge, additional complications for
multi-nucleon systems include:
• The nuclear physics of interest resides in the small en-
ergy difference ∆E = EAN − AmN  AmN . For
the deuteron (A = 2), the interaction energy is a mere
0.1% of the total mass at the physical pion mass.
9• Multi-nucleon systems exhibit complex excitations,
creating a large density of states with splittings of or-
der ∆E. Resolving these energy gaps without sophis-
ticated operators requires that the correlation function
be determined at a time given roughly by t∆E ∼ 1/∆E,
which is well into the region where the noise has
swamped the signal. For a volume of L = 6.4 fm at
the physical pion mass, the first non-zero back-to-back
(each nucleon moving with one unit of equal and op-
posite momentum), the energy gap to the first elastic
scattering state is ∆E ∼ 40 MeV leading to a time-
scale of t∆E ∼ 5 fm. However, in existing calculations
at heavy pion masses, the two-nucleon correlation func-
tion becomes swamped by the noise before 2 fm.
• There is a factorial growth in the number of quark-level
Wick contractions required to construct multi-nucleon
systems which scales as Nu!×Nd! where Nu and Nd are
the number of up and down quarks required for the sys-
tem of interest. While important algorithmic methods
have been developed to dramatically reduce the num-
ber of required contractions by exploiting symmetries
of the system of interest [169–172], these methods only
work for unrealistically simplistic “wave-functions” in
which all the quarks originate from the same space-
time point or are otherwise identical. For example, a
proton p or neutron n requires two contractions. With
the simplest contraction routines, pp, the triton pnn,
and 4He ppnn require 48, 2880 and 518,400 contrac-
tions, respectively. This costs exceeds the cumulative
sum of all other parts of the LQCD calculations.
These challenges are more significant than imagined even
a few years ago. In the original exascale Scientific Grand
Challenge report for nuclear physics [173], it was esti-
mated that sustained 10-Petaflop-years would yield an
understanding of two-nucleon interactions at the physical
pion mass. We are now in the sustained 100-petaflop-year
era and it is still not certain if two-nucleons are bound in
either the deuteron or di-neutron channel at pion masses
as heavy as mpi ∼ 800 MeV, where the S/N challenges
are exponentially milder. We will return to this point in
Sec. II C 1.
B. Status and challenges for single nucleons
In the last few years, we have witnessed the emergence
of the first LQCD results of properties of single nucle-
ons with controlled extrapolations to the continuum, in-
finite volume and physical pion mass limits. A repro-
duction of the ground state spectrum of octet and de-
cuplet baryons was first achieved in 2008 [174]. Seven
years later, a reproduction of the neutron-proton mass
splitting was achieved including dynamical QED effects
with an accuracy of ∼ 300 keV [175]. More recently,
there have been determinations of the static charges of
the nucleon [61, 66, 176–179] and the elastic form fac-
tors [180] which have included full continuum, infinite
volume and physical pion mass extrapolations. In con-
trast, determinations of light and heavy meson proper-
ties have progressed to the point that they are routinely
reviewed and averaged by the Flavour Lattice Averaging
Group (FLAG) [181]. The precision of these results rivals
what can be achieved from experiment and phenomenol-
ogy and the LQCD results play a central role in unitarity
tests of the CKM Matrix. Signalling a paradigm shift,
for the first time, properties of nucleons were included in
the most recent FLAG review [68].
The most ubiquitous nucleon quantity appearing in
weak interactions is the nucleon axial coupling (often re-
ferred to as the axial charge, or gA). It was initially
thought this would be a “gold-plated” quantity for bench-
marking the success of LQCD applications to nucleon
matrix elements, but it has proven to be a challenging
quantity to determine, leading the field to estimate that
a determination with a 2% uncertainty would be possible
by 2020 with near-exascale computers (such as Summit
at ORNL) [177, 182]. However, the use of an uncon-
ventional strategy [166] that included the use of early
Euclidean time results, where the stochastic noise is ex-
ponentially smaller, allowed for a determination of gA
with 1% precision in 2018 utilizing Titan era supercom-
puters [61].
Theoretical studies of quantities which may be pre-
cisely measured experimentally, such as gA, can signal
new physics when discrepancies are found. Calculations
of quantities that have not yet been observed in nature,
such as tensor and scalar isovector currents, may also be
used to constrain potential BSM interactions. Lattice
QCD results for these quantities have been performed by
several groups, with global averages reported in Ref. [68].
See Ref. [53] for a nice review of how precision neutron
beta-decay measurements constrains heavy BSM physics.
Isoscalar charges represent processes mediated via elec-
tromagnetic, weak neutral, or dark matter interactions.
For example, the tensor isoscalar and isovector charges
quantify contributions to the nucleon electric dipole mo-
ment from quark electric dipole moments, and are there-
fore relevant for probes of CP violation. Lattice calcula-
tions of these quantities present additional technical diffi-
culties due to the presence of so-called “disconnected” di-
agrams, involving a quark loop at the operator insertion.
These contributions require calculating propagators be-
tween all possible lattice points, and therefore scale with
the lattice volume. In practice, they are often estimated
stochastically or sometimes disregarded altogether.
There is currently significant tension between LQCD
results and phenomenological determinations of one in-
teresting quantity, the pion-nucleon sigma term σpiN , the
source of the primary uncertainty in estimating the spin-
independent coupling of dark matter to nuclei. The
LQCD results tend to favor smaller values of σpiN ∼
40 MeV [183–187] while the best phenomenological deter-
mination is σpiN = 59.1±3.5 MeV [188]. The phenomeno-
logical extraction makes very few assumptions and relies
upon a dispersive understanding of pion-nucleon scatter-
ing, while the LQCD calculations provide a direct de-
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termination of the matrix elements. It has been pro-
posed [189] that LQCD be used to directly determine
the pion-nucleon scattering lengths such that they can
be compared to those that are input to Ref. [188].
C. Status and challenges for two-nucleons
As discussed in Sec. II, LQCD calculations are nec-
essarily performed in a finite Euclidean volume typically
with periodic spatial boundary conditions. The finite vol-
ume means there are no asymptotic states and so direct
access to scattering amplitudes, as one would perform
experimentally, is not possible [190]. However, there is
substantial literature on the “Lu¨scher method” [191, 192]
to relate the finite volume spectrum to the infinite vol-
ume scattering amplitudes [193–208] (see Sec. III C 7 for
the construction of an ET in finite volume).
The Lu¨scher method provides a mapping between the
finite-volume energy spectrum, in particular the shift in
the energy levels from their non-interacting values, to
the infinite volume scattering phase shifts. The relation
is valid below inelastic thresholds and for volumes which
are larger than the range of the interaction, but other-
wise does not make any assumptions about perturbation
theory or non-relativistic expansions. Substantial effort
has gone into generalizing the method to boosted sys-
tems [193, 196–198, 201, 202, 208], coupled channels [204]
and states of arbitrary spin [207]. There is also significant
effort in extending the method to handle three-particle
systems which is nearly complete [209–213].
In periodic volumes, the boundary conditions induce
an unphysical mixing of various partial waves due to
the reduced symmetry of the cubic volume. In practice,
one must truncate the basis of partial waves considered,
which is a controlled approximation for low-energy scat-
tering. In the limiting case of a single channel in the most
symmetric state (the A1 cubic representation for spinless
particles) where one truncates all but the S-wave inter-
actions, one has the relation [194, 195]
p cot δ(p) =
1
piL
S
((
pL
2pi
)2)
S(η) ≡ lim
Λ→∞
Λ∑
j
1
|j|2 − η − 4piΛ (11)
where p is the relative momentum of the two-particle
system satisfying E = 2
√
m2 + p2 (for non-interacting
systems, pn = 2pin/L, but the interactions distort this
relation), L is the size of the periodic box, and δ is the
corresponding phase shift at that momentum. The sum
is over all integer three-vectors such that |j| < Λ. The
function S(η) has poles precisely at the non-interacting
energies, showing consistency with the poles on the left
hand side corresponding to δ → 0.
A significant challenge for these calculations is that the
interaction energies are small compared to the total en-
ergy of the system and so the shift in the value of p from
the non-interacting values |pn| are small. Thus, one re-
quires statistical precision at the multiple sigma level on
the difference in the total energy from the non-interacting
levels to ensure that the uncertainty in the scattering
phase shifts does not become grossly magnified by the
proximity to these poles. Phase shifts for two-meson sys-
tems have been studied extensively due to their exponen-
tially milder statistical noise compared to nucleons. For
a nice review, see Ref. [214]. Systems containing a sin-
gle baryon are considerably noisier than purely mesonic
systems which has limited calculations to meson-baryon
scattering to just a few [215–222].
Baryon-baryon scattering calculations are sufficiently
noisy that they have been largely restricted to heavy pion
masses. These computations include hyperon-nucleon
scattering [144, 223, 224], which are important for un-
derstanding the EOS at the high densities inside neu-
tron stars, and studies of the potentially bound H-
dibaryon [225–227]. Nucleon-nucleon calculations at un-
physical pion masses are of particular interest in the s-
wave channels, where fine-tuning and the appearance of
real or virtual bound states may be studied. Several lat-
tice QCD calculations of nucleon-nucleon scattering have
been performed at heavy pion masses [228–235], but cal-
culations near the physical point have yet to be com-
pleted. As discussed in the next subsection, an alternate
method which involves constructing a nucleon-nucleon
potential has been employed by the HAL QCD collab-
oration, which has produced results at several values of
the pion mass [236].
1. Two-nucleon controversy
An alternative method to extract the two-body scatter-
ing information from LQCD calculations has been devel-
oped by the HAL QCD Collaboration [237–243]. Instead
of directly relating the energy levels to the scattering am-
plitude via the Lu¨scher method, a coordinate space ratio
correlation function is constructed
R(r, t) =
CNN (r, t)
(CN (t))2
, (12)
where the two particle correlation function is given by
CNN (r, t) =
∑
x
〈N(x+ r, t)N(x, t)N†(0)N†(0)〉 .(13)
N(x, t) is an interpolating field with quantum num-
bers of the nucleon. The standard correlation func-
tions used in the Lu¨scher method can be obtained from
Eq. (13) by a Fourier transform over the relative coordi-
nate. Alternatively, Eq. (12) can be used as a Nambu-
Bethe-Salpeter wavefunction to extract scattering phase
shifts [237, 244, 245]. A time-dependent version has also
been developed [240][
∂2t
4M
− ∂t −H0
]
R(r, t) =
∫
d3sU(r, s)R(s, t) . (14)
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The strategy is to determine U(r, s), which then provides
a complete description of the elastic NN scattering states
below the particle production threshold. There are sev-
eral required assumptions for this strategy to be valid,
and if satisfied, it provides an alternative means of deter-
mining the infinite volume elastic scattering amplitudes.
However, results from the two different methods thus
far have not agreed even qualitatively: for heavy pion
masses in the SU(3) flavor limit (mpi ∼ 800 MeV) [229]
as well as intermediate pion masses of mpi ∼ 450 −
510 MeV [230, 232], where the S/N problem is expo-
nentially less severe than at light pion masses, LQCD
calculations using Lu¨scher’s method have observed that
the deuteron becomes more deeply bound and the di-
neutron also becomes bound, while applications with the
HAL QCD potential have concluded there are no bound
states in either channel for similar pion masses [236, 240].
Lu¨scher’s method requires a few mild assumptions:
1. The range of the interaction is smaller than the volume
and the exponentially suppressed corrections, scaling
as e−mpiL, are negligibly small;
2. The total energy of the two-particle system is below
the first inelastic threshold not taken into account;
To implement the Lu¨scher method, a few extra practical
assumptions must be made:
3. The set of interpolating fields used spans the complete
space of states that meaningfully couple in the energy
range of interest.
As has been demonstrated with I = 1 pipi scattering, a ba-
sis of operators that is purely local, such as q¯(x)γµq(x), or
purely non-local, q¯(x)γ5q(x)q¯(y)γ5q(y), both fail to pro-
duce the correct spectrum: even though they appear to
provide well defined energy levels, they are linear com-
binations of the true energy levels from which they lie
multiple sigma away [246]. If both sets of operators are
used, a more complete spectrum is recovered, which we
believe to be the correct spectrum. This is also observed
for negative parity piN scattering [216].
4. The partial wave expansion appearing in the full
Lu¨scher equation converges at the order of truncation,
which may be tested by varying the cutoff.
For low-momentum scattering states computed so far,
this is expected not to be an issue. For boosted nucleon-
nucleon (NN) systems, where the box-induced partial-
wave mixing becomes more prominent, this must be
checked carefully.
The HAL QCD potential method requires a few addi-
tional assumptions to be valid. Practically, to determine
U(r, s), one must assume it can be well approximated by
a local gradient expansion
U(r, s) =
[
VC(r) + Vσ(r)σ1 · σ2 + VLS(r)L · S+ · · ·
+ VNLO(r)
∇2
Λ2
]
δ3(r− s) , (15)
where the potential has been decomposed into a central
term, VC , a spin-dependent term Vσ, spin-orbit coupling
terms, VLS , etc. Then, there is a gradient expansion with
higher order terms in the gradient expansion appearing
at NLO in ∇2. The suppression scale, Λ in this gradient
expansion is somewhat ambiguous, making the task of
rigorously showing whether all neglected orders are small
compared to the leading terms and whether the series
converges at low orders, a more involved one.
In principle, the issue of resolving individual en-
ergy eigenstates using large Euclidean time and multi-
exponential fits is somewhat relaxed for the time-
dependent potential method, relieving issues of S/N. The
relaxed assumption requires only that all the inelastic
single-nucleon states appearing in the numerator and de-
nominator of Eq. (12) exactly cancel within the numerical
precision to which R(r, t) can be determined. If single-
nucleon inelastic states do not decouple in the range of
t used, then U(r, s) is not energy independent, which in-
validates the method [242]. This assumption must be
verified in practice.
While the HAL QCD potential method relies upon
more assumptions than the Lu¨scher method, HAL QCD
has studied the systematics of their method in de-
tail [243], generally finding that the size of the systematic
uncertainties they probe are comparable to or smaller
than the stochastic uncertainty they achieve with their
reconstructed potential, albeit for a different system, ΞΞ.
Furthermore, in Ref. [247], HAL QCD demonstrated a
large sensitivity of the apparent ground state energy of
baryon-baryon systems using different sources for the
quark fields, leading to a multi-sigma shift in the appar-
ent ground state determined from a ratio of correlation
functions. This suggests that caution must also be ap-
plied to practical applications of the Lu¨scher method.
Central to the discrepancy are two related issues which
deserve scrutiny. First, the source interpolating fields in
most applications of the Lu¨scher method are local with
all six quarks originating from the same spacetime point.
This operator couples with roughly equal strength to all
the back-to-back momentum modes of the two-nucleon
system. At the sink, each nucleon is projected sepa-
rately onto different momentum. However, only the to-
tal momentum of the system is a good quantum number
and so an interpolating field projected onto momentum
modes p1 = 2pin1/L and p2 = 2pin2/L will couple to all
states whose momentum satisfies Pcom = p1 + p2. Be-
cause the nucleon is relatively heavy compared to the
allowed momentum modes, there will be a relatively
large coupling between eigenstates whose energy levels
are separated by small magnitudes of back-to-back mo-
mentum. For example, a sink interpolating operator in
which n1 = −n2 = n = (0, 0, 1), whose nearest energy
level is likely Ep1,p2 =
√
M2N + p
2
1 +
√
M2N + p
2
2, will
also couple to the energy levels closer to E = 2MN (clos-
est to n = (0, 0, 0)) as well as the energy level closer
to n = (0, 0, 2) and so on. The projection at the sink
most likely enhances the overlap factor of the energy
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level nearest to the non-interacting mode, with respect
to the others, but without a study in which the momen-
tum is projected at the source and sink, a quantitative
understanding of the relative strengths of the interpolat-
ing fields is not possible.
If the overlap factors from a given interpolating field do
not lead to a large enhancement of a single energy level
with respect to the others, one is left with the qualita-
tive expectation/worry that these different energy levels
may not be resolvable until a time t ∼ 1/∆, which for
∆ = 50 MeV, is t ' 4 fm. However, the two-nucleon
correlation functions are swamped by the noise before
t = 2 fm. Explicitly, using the decomposition Eq. (9),
CNN (t, |p|) = A0,|p1+p2|e−E0t
[
1 +
A1,|p1+p2|
A0,|p1+p2|
e−∆10t
+
A2,|p1+p2|
A0,|p1+p2|
e−∆20t + · · ·
]
, (16)
where ∆10 ∼ ∆ and ∆20 ∼ 2∆. In order for
the ground state to be free from contamination from
the excited states, for example, what is required is
An,|p1+p2|
A0,|p1+p2|
e−∆n0t  1 for all n. This has not been
quantitatively demonstrated to be the case for calcu-
lations in which the source interpolating field is local
(N†(0,0)N†(0,0)) and only the sink projects the nucle-
ons onto momentum. This led HAL QCD to speculate
that applications using the Lu¨scher with local source op-
erators suffers from a false identification of a plateau
that is really a linear combination of elastic excited
states of the two-nucleon system [247–249]. However,
as NPLQCD points out, since the elastic energy eigen-
states are expected to have a large volume dependence
(approximately 1/L3), one would expect that this spu-
rious linear combination of elastic states that produces
a false plateau would also show volume sensitivity, but
in their case, the ground state energy is close to volume
independent [250, 251]. On the other hand, if there is a
pileup of many elastic states, the volume sensitivity could
be washed out and so this is not a conclusive argument.
Adding to the concern regarding results determined with
local two-nucleon interpolating fields, low-energy theo-
rems [252] were applied to LQCD results for two-nucleon
scattering with mpi ∼ 450 MeV [232] and it was found
that the LQCD results are self-inconsistent: the binding
energies in the deuteron and di-neutron channels, when
processed with the low-energy theorems, lead to scat-
tering lengths and effective ranges that are incompatible
with the effective range expansion phase shift analysis
results from the same LQCD computation [253].
In an attempt to improve our understanding, the
CalLat Collaboration implemented a set of operators in
which the two-nucleons at the source were spatially dis-
located [234]. They observed that the overlap factor
onto the ground state was dominant, unlike in the lo-
cal case, and that the lowest energy state was consis-
tent with a shallow bound state, rather than one that is
deeply bound. This suggests one of two or more things:
there is a significantly larger systematic uncertainty asso-
ciated with the creation operators than appreciated, or,
there are two states in the spectrum which couple very
differently to a compact hexa-quark like creation opera-
tor as compared to the more diffuse creation operators.
For example, a deeply bound state will have a compact
wave function and thus couple poorly to a creation op-
erator that is spread out [234]. A further improvement
was achieved by using Matrix Prony methods [254, 255]
to optimize the single-nucleon interpolating fields prior
to constructing the two-nucleon states [235, 256]. How-
ever, this only suppresses contamination from the inelas-
tic single-nucleon excited state and does not address the
issue of the closely packed elastic scattering states.
The current situation remains unfortunately murky.
A community consensus has emerged that a resolution
of the issue will require more sophisticated interpolating
operators that will allow for the construction of a her-
mitian, positive definite set of correlation functions in
which the individual momentum projection is performed
at both the source and sink [257, 258]. This will allow
for a diagonalization of the matrix-correlation function
by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem [259] with
each eigenstate given by a linear combination of interpo-
lating operators. Then, a quantitative statement can be
formed for how strongly the various momentum projected
interpolating fields couple onto the different eigenstates.
This is the common practice in the LQCD calculations
of two-meson systems [260–269] (and now a first look at
the three meson system [270, 271]).
There is now one such calculation that constructs a
positive definite matrix correlation function, applied to
the h-dibaryon system [227], which provides a compari-
son between hexa-quark and momentum sources. In this
work a bound state is observed in the h-dibaryon chan-
nel at heavy pion masses, just as HAL QCD [226] and
NPLQCD [225] find, but the binding energy they ob-
serve is even smaller than HAL QCD, while the HAL
QCD binding energies are a factor of two smaller than
NPLQCD. Strong conclusions can not be drawn how-
ever, as the calculations all used different ensembles and
were subject to different systematics.
It is critical for this conflict to be resolved if the com-
munity is to have confidence in nucleon interactions and
matrix elements determined from lattice QCD.
2. Nuclear Response Functions
One envisioned program that can be carried out, after
the LQCD calculations of two-nucleon interactions are
established with physical or near physical pion masses,
is a model-independent understanding of the nuclear re-
sponse functions to SM currents, such as those needed
to understand the neutrino-nuclear cross sections for the
DUNE experiment [32, 33]. This program is challenging
but straightforward. First, LQCD can be used to deter-
mine the nucleon axial form factor for which a handful of
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calculations exist at the physical pion mass [272–275] and
extrapolated to the continuum limit [273, 276] (however,
there are non-trivial subtleties in understanding system-
atic uncertainties in these calculations that have not
propagated to the full calculations yet [277, 278]). The
second step is to perform calculations of the N → piN
transition form factors which requires more formalism to
relate the finite volume matrix elements ton the infinite
volume amplitudes [279–283] (which has been demon-
strated with mesons [284, 285]) as well as control over the
piN scattering states [220]. Next, LQCD calculations of
two-nucleon form factors must be performed (exploratory
calculations exist [62, 63]) which involve a slightly more
complex formalism to extract the infinite volume ampli-
tudes [286]. When such calculations exist near the phys-
ical pion mass, these LQCD results can be matched to
EFT/ETs to determine the LECs contributing to these
processes, and then, the results can be fed into many-
body nuclear calculations to compute, for example, the
response of an Ar isotope to an axial current [287]. This
is an ambitious program, but should be possible in the
exascale computing era.
III. NUCLEAR EFFECTIVE (FIELD)
THEORIES
The evaluation of properties of light nuclei directly
from LQCD will be extremely challenging due to the
fermion sign problem, the exponential growth in noise
with increasing nucleon number (see Secs. II A–II C). But
there is an attractive alternative for creating a controlled
theory of finite nuclei based on QCD – an EFT/ET for-
mulated in terms of nucleons (and possibly pions and
deltas), for which the onset of the S/N problem can be
postponed, if not mitigated all together, based upon the
particular many-body method used. This approach can
be successful because nuclei are relatively dilute fermi
systems – the probability of finding clusters of nucleons
acting at one time through strong, short-range interac-
tions declines rapidly with the number of nucleons in the
cluster.
EFT/ETs are naturally organized in terms of short-
range terms, capturing the unresolved UV physics, from
the long-range pion exchange effects and medium range
effects arising from multi-pion exchanges etc. The short-
range physics can be added back in through an effective-
operator expansion, with coefficients that can be fitted
either to experimental data, or alternatively taken from
LQCD, once LQCD calculations reach the necessary pre-
cision in the exascale era. Low-momentum observables
can then be predicted with quantifiable errors, deter-
mined from the rate of convergence of the operator ex-
pansion. This coupling of LQCD and EFT/ETs is im-
portant for rooting our understanding of nuclear physics
in the SM but becomes acutely important for observables
related to BSM searches for which there is no alternative
means of assessing the unknown short-distance physics.
EFT/ETs are powerful theoretical tools to describe
physical processes over a specified range of energy scales
in terms of effective instead of the fundamental degrees of
freedom. The procedure is to construct the most general
Lagrangian consistent with the symmetries of the under-
lying theory and then compute all Feynman graphs which
contribute to a given process. “The result will simply be
the most general possible S-matrix consistent with an-
alyticity, perturbative unitarity, cluster decomposition,
and the assumed symmetry principles” [288]. The EFT
will only be effective if certain conditions are met. First,
one should choose the effective degrees of freedom that
are relevant at the energy scale of interest since this may
impact the rate of convergence of the EFT considerably:
“You may use any degrees of freedom you like
to describe a physical system, but if you use
the wrong ones, you’ll be sorry.” [289]
For example, the small excitation energy of the delta res-
onance leads to resonance saturation of pion-nucleon cou-
plings in the delta-less (∆/) EFT for nucleons, which ren-
ders these LECs (somewhat) unnaturally large and thus
affects the convergence. For nuclear-physics applications,
one might expect a faster convergence of delta-full EFT,
where the delta resonance is treated as an explicit degree
of freedom in addition to nucleons and pions.
Second, there must be a well-defined perturbative ex-
pansion to organize the infinite set of operators and their
resulting Feynman diagrams. The parameter or parame-
ters controlling this perturbative expansion most often
arise from ratios of IR and UV scales, which set the
bounds of validity of the EFT. For example, in chiral
perturbation theory (χPT) [290], a low-energy EFT of
QCD, the pion mass naturally emerges as an IR scale.
χPT is formulated to respect the approximate chiral
symmetry of the QCD Lagrangian for the light quark
flavors. Considering the up and down quarks, and ne-
glecting their masses, the QCD action has a global
SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R chiral symmetry. While the small light
quark masses explicitly break this symmetry, the dom-
inant chiral symmetry breaking arises from the sponta-
neous breaking from the QCD vacuum down to the vector
subgroup, which is also known as isospin symmetry for
the two light flavors. This spontaneous chiral symmetry
breaking leads to a large splitting of the degeneracy of the
parity partner states, such as the nucleon and the nega-
tive parity nucleon. It also gives rise to the relatively light
pions that emerge as pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons.
Their masses, m2pi ∝ ml, vanish as the average light quark
mass, ml, goes to zero (named the chiral limit).
The masses of all other hadrons composed of light
quarks, such as the rho-meson or the nucleons, do not
vanish in the chiral limit and are of O(1) GeV. This
emergent scale of QCD is also observed to be approx-
imately the UV scale associated with chiral symmetry
breaking, which has been phenomenologically determined
to be Λχ ∼ 4piFpi (Fpi ∼ 92 MeV). For sufficiently small
external pion momentum of order of the pion mass, χPT
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gives rise to a perturbative EFT, where the small param-
eter controlling the expansion is given by
2pi =
m2pi
Λ2χ
. (17)
This results in a rapidly converging perturbative expan-
sion. One can then define a power counting scheme and
work to a fixed order in 2pi, retaining all Feynman dia-
grams that contribute to a given process up to the spec-
ified order, n > 0. The order one works to, i.e., leading
order (LO), next-to-leading order (NLO) etc., is set by
the desired precision of the result as the theoretical un-
certainty arising from the neglected contributions is ex-
pected to scale roughly as (2pi)
n+1, assuming the asymp-
totic nature of the expansion has not set in and that there
are no unnaturally large coefficients in the expansion.
The strange quark mass is sufficiently light that it can
be advantageous to formulate a three-flavor variant of
χPT based on an approximate SU(3) chiral symmetry in-
corporating kaons and the eta pseudo-scalar meson [291].
SU(3) χPT is less convergent than the SU(2) variant as
the kaon mass is significantly heavier than the pion mass
and the number of virtual states propagating in loop di-
agrams grows with the number of flavors NF .
While the form of EFT/ET operators are restricted by
the underlying symmetries, their scale- as well as scheme-
dependent coefficients, the LECs, must be determined ei-
ther through comparisons with the fundamental theory
or by constraining the predicted amplitudes to reproduce
experimental data. A critical aspect of EFTs is that the
LECs are process independent. Therefore, assuming a
converging expansion, if the LECs are constrained by one
set of observables, they can be used to predict other ob-
servables. This makes EFT/ETs powerful and predictive.
Many of the LECs accompany operators which explic-
itly depend upon the quark masses and so they cannot
be reliably determined through a comparison with experi-
mental results alone. This is precisely where the interplay
between LQCD and EFT allows us to build a quantita-
tive bridge between QCD and low-energy EFTs of nuclear
physics as we are free to vary the quark masses in LQCD
calculations. Practically, LQCD calculations get more
expensive as the light quark mass is reduced towards
the physical value, for the reasons discussed in Sec. II.
The common practice has therefore been to perform cal-
culations with the strange quark fixed near its physical
value and with the light quark masses approaching their
physical value from above.1 In the process, the LECs of
1 Another approach has been to hold the sum of the up, down,
and strange quark masses fixed at their physical value and to
approach the physical masses by reducing the light quark masses
while simultaneously increasing the strange quark mass [292,
293]. This approach is also utilized by the CLS Collabora-
tion [294]. While this method has advantages related to renor-
malization of Wilson fermions and smooth extrapolations to the
physical mass point, from the χPT point of view, it forces the
SU(2) and SU(3) χPT have been determined, the results
of which are a central part of the FLAG reviews [68, 181].
For simple quantities, LQCD has been reliably used
to explore in detail the range of convergence of the vari-
ous formulations of χPT. This has been performed for
SU(2) χPT, see for example Refs. [295–297] and the
review in Ref. [298]. It has been determined that an
NLO extrapolation of pion quantities works well up to
mmaxpi ∼ 350 MeV, provided the minimum pion mass
used is near the physical value. The N2LO contributions
can raise the range of convergence a little, but a com-
plete breakdown occurs beyond mpi ∼ 500 MeV [298].
For SU(3) χPT, it has been observed that the expan-
sion to N2LO is sufficient to interpolate quantities about
the physical strange quark mass, but that for a reliable
determination of the SU(3) LECs, such as the decay
constant, F0 and condensates 〈q¯q〉 in the SU(3) chiral
limit, one is restricted to value of the strange quark mass
ms . 0.7mphyss [299]. To achieve the desired theoreti-
cal precision, SU(2) χPT with external kaons has been
developed [300–302].
The inclusion of matter fields in χPT, such as nucle-
ons, is the subject of the next section. After discussing
what we have learned from LQCD about the convergence
pattern of baryon χPT (Sec. III B) we turn to the EFT of
the two-nucleon sector and its extension to many-body
nuclear physics. We then introduce Harmonic Oscilla-
tor Based Effective Theory (HOBET), a non-relativistic
theory of nuclear interactions (Sec. III C). We discuss the
power counting of HOBET and compare and contrast it
with other well-known strategies for many-body nuclear
physics calculations.
A. Single Nucleon Effective Field Theory
In building an EFT of nuclear structure and reactions,
it is critical to verify that the single-nucleon EFT upon
which it is built is converging. While a determination of
the NLO LECs of χPT with LQCD is now a standard
component of the FLAG reviews [181], the situation is
different for baryons: the most recent FLAG review [68]
is the first to include baryon quantities.
The first challenge in incorporating nucleons in an EFT
is that their masses do not vanish in the chiral limit,
which complicates the power counting and the renormal-
ization of the LECs [303]. Multi-loop corrections can
generate finite contributions to the S-matrix elements
that scale with arbitrarily large powers of M0/Λχ, where
M0 is limmpi→0MN .
To overcome this challenge, Jenkins and Manohar
developed heavy-baryon χPT (HBχPT) [304], inspired
by heavy-quark effective theory [305], where a non-
perturbative expansion is formulated about the rest mass
use of an extrapolation that depends upon the kaon mass as well
as the pion mass.
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of the nucleon in the chiral limit. In this way, the power
counting is restored, as the nucleon mass only appears
in inverse powers in the chiral Lagrangian, as well as in
radiative loop corrections. The original formulation uti-
lized the three-flavor expansion about the SU(3) chiral
limit, incorporating the interactions of the pions, kaons,
and eta with the hyperons. It also incorporated the decu-
plet resonances as explicit degrees of freedom, given that
the mass gap between the octet and decuplet baryons is
comparable to the pseudoscalar meson masses.
A substantive difference in the chiral expansion of mat-
ter fields from the pseudoscalar mesons is that the loop
corrections for matter fields generate odd powers of the
meson masses. For example, the first non-trivial correc-
tion to the nucleon mass from virtual pions is given by
δM
(3)
N = −
3pig2A
2
m3pi
(4piFpi)2
= −3pig
2
A
2
3pi Λχ , (18)
which is non-analytic in the quark mass as m2pi ∝ ml. We
also observe that the coefficient of this NLO correction to
the nucleon mass is large, 3pig2A/2 ' 7.6. This is a com-
mon feature of baryon χPT such that the convergence
is challenged, not only by a larger expansion parameter,
pi, as compared to 
2
pi for pions, but also the coefficients
appearing the expansion tend to be larger than O(1).
When considering non-static quantities, such as form
factors with some characteristic soft momentum scale q,
it is common to denote Q as a generic small expansion
parameter representing both, the pion mass and the soft
momentum scale in this double expansion. The chiral
expansion is then expressed in powers of
Q =
q
Λχ
∼ mpi
Λχ
, (19)
where typically, the soft momentum scale is counted as
the same order as the pion mass. Working to O(n) im-
plies determining all corrections which scale as Qn with
respect to the LO contribution (n = 0). The corrections
at different orders do not necessarily map to the same
order for different observables. For example, the LO cor-
rection to the nucleon mass scales as m2pi/Λχ = ΛχQ
2, the
NLO, Eq. (18), as ΛχQ
3, the N2LO as ΛχQ
4 etc. In the
literature, it is common to encounter results described as
order Qn and/or NnLO.
The non-relativistic treatment of the nucleon in
HBχPT leads to a power series expansion of all oper-
ators in inverse powers of the nucleon mass in the chi-
ral limit, M0, as well as the chiral symmetry breaking
scale, Λχ. Each new operator in this expansion is accom-
panied by an unknown LEC that must be determined.
Some of the LECs can be exactly determined by enforc-
ing Lorentz invariance perturbatively, which goes under
the name reparameterization invariance [306]: the coeffi-
cient of the NLO kinetic operator is exactly fixed by the
LO kinetic operator
L∂ = Niv ·DN −N D
2
⊥
2M0
N , (20)
where vµ is the four-velocity of the nucleon, Dµ is the chi-
ral covariant derivative, andD2⊥ = D
2−(v·D)2 [304, 306].
In the rest frame of the nucleon vTµ = (1, 0, 0, 0). This
reparameterization invariance also ensures that the prop-
agator for the nucleon has the expected non-relativistic
kinetic correction, when such terms need to be included:
SN (p) =
i
v · p− p22M0 + iε
. (21)
The original formulation of HBχPT was constructed
for both the octet and decuplet baryons, as an expansion
about the SU(3) chiral limit. LQCD calculations of the
baryon spectrum [307, 308] and meson-baryon scatter-
ing lengths [215] have established that this SU(3) chi-
ral expansion does not converge for these observables
at the physical value of the strange-quark mass for a
range of light-quark masses spanning the physical value.
Given the larger value of the kaon and eta masses, and
an expansion parameter that scales linearly rather than
quadratically in these masses, this may not be surprising.
However, this theory has enjoyed much phenomenologi-
cal success and so it is instructive to use LQCD results to
understand when the patterns of SU(3) flavor symmetry
breaking are expected to yield more than a qualitative
guide to physical phenomena.
One approach has been to formulate observables based
upon the combined expansions of large Nc [309, 310] and
SU(3) flavor [311–314]. In the large Nc limit, there is an
extra contracted spin-flavor symmetry which further con-
strains the LECs. The HBχPT Lagrangian constructed
to incorporate these constraints is given in Ref. [315]. In
the large Nc limit, the spin-1/2 and spin-3/2 states be-
come degenerate, leaving the decuplet as stable asymp-
totic states. Their explicit inclusion is also necessary
to observe the predicted suppression of certain radiative
corrections as well [316].
The combined SU(3)-flavor and large-Nc expansions
lead to a predicted scaling of linear combinations of octet
and decuplet masses. These were compared to LQCD re-
sults over a range of pion masses from 300–800 MeV,
with the strange-quark mass held fixed near its physical
value [307] with good qualitative agreement with these
predictions [317]. This was studied in more detail in
Ref. [318]. Another interesting feature to emerge was the
observation of evidence for non-analytic light-quark mass
dependence in the spectrum. A restriction to a subset of
the mass relations led to a determination of the SU(3) ax-
ial couplings consistent with phenomenological determi-
nations, D = 0.70(5) and F = 0.47(3), and a convergence
pattern that is not immediately problematic [319]. Such
studies led to a renewed interest in performing LQCD cal-
culations with varying numbers of colors [320–322], which
is required for a more extensive study of such mass re-
lations, the convergence of HBχPT, and a quantitative
understanding of the patterns of SU(3) flavor and large
Nc symmetry breaking in QCD.
A practical approach to understand properties of hy-
perons has been to formulate SU(2) EFTs for these states
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with external strange quarks [194, 300, 323–325]. The
convergence pattern for the baryons should improve as
the strangeness is increased since the value of the ax-
ial couplings to these hyperons decreases, thus reducing
the strength of the pion-cloud corrections to observables.
Such an SU(2) flavor formulation for hyperons was not
favorable during the advent of HBχPT since there was
insufficient experimental data to reliably constrain the
extra LECs, which result for each strangeness channel.
In the era of precision results from LQCD with near-
physical pion masses, we can now reliably constrain these
EFTs and use them to make a number of predictions.
Shortly after HBχPT was formulated, the chiral La-
grangian for nucleons and pions based upon the approxi-
mate SU(2) chiral symmetry was constructed [326]. The
delta-resonances were not explicitly included and later,
it was argued that below the resonance threshold, the
dominant effects of these states could be incorporated in
certain LECs through resonance saturation [327]. We
denote this theory SU(2) HBχPT(∆/). Subsequently,
SU(2) HBχPT including explicit delta-resonances was
formulated, which has come to be known as the small-
scale expansion (SSE) [328, 329], in which the delta-
nucleon mass splitting, ∆ = M∆−MN ≈ 2mpi, is treated
as a small scale with the same counting,
Q =
q
Λχ
∼ mpi
Λχ
∼ ∆
Λχ
. (22)
There is a long list of literature discussing the impact of
including or not including explicitly delta-resonances in
the EFT without a clear consensus; especially, one inter-
esting idea of counting δ = mpi∆ ∼ ∆Λχ in the power count-
ing [330]. Certainly, when the energy scale of the exter-
nal probe, such as in Compton scattering, approaches the
resonance region, a static treatment of the cross sections
with the effects of the delta only contained within LECs
is bound to fail. On the other hand, if one does not utilize
large Nc, the delta-resonances are not asymptotic states
and so care must be taken to incorporate them in the
EFT [331]. See Ref. [332] for a review of nucleon Comp-
ton scattering in EFT which touches on these issues.
Including the delta-resonances in HBχPT is not the
only challenge the theory faces. One issue is the deter-
mination of the scalar matrix element at non-zero mo-
mentum transfer, which is often referred to as the sigma
term. In this process, a new kinematic small scale enters
the problem, 1 − t4m2pi with the Mandelstam parameter
t = q2. Neglecting this small parameter leads to an un-
physical kinematic singularity. To remedy the problem,
one is required to re-sum the NLO kinetic corrections to
the nucleon such that the leading recoil term is included
and the propagator is given by Eq. (21).
Alternatively, an IR regularization was introduced for
baryon χPT. The full relativistic nucleon field and an in-
frared regulator are used to separate the long-range pion
effects with non-analytic dependence upon the quark
mass from the short-range contributions, which exhibit
only a polynomial quark-mass dependence [333]. Issues
with carrying out this IR regularization beyond one-loop
led to a generalization that works for multi-loop inte-
grals and is called the extended-on-mass-shell regulariza-
tion [334–336]. It has been observed, but not understood
formally, that these new regularization schemes tend to
lead to improved convergence patterns as compared to
HBχPT for pion masses heavier than the physical val-
ues, and also for SU(3) HBχPT [337, 338]. It has also
been observed that the use of a finite-range regulator, in
the form of a dipole regulator [339], also improves the
convergence pattern of HBχPT [340, 341].
Lattice QCD is the perfect tool to help quantify which
of these many EFTs and/or regularization schemes is pre-
ferred by QCD near the physical value of the pion mass.
Over the last few years, this process has begun and most
recently, we now have constraints from LQCD with pre-
cise calculations at the physical pion mass. In one of
the earliest comparisons of baryon χPT with LQCD re-
sults at relatively light pion masses, an interesting phe-
nomenon was observed: to a very good approximation,
independent of the discretization method, the nucleon
mass scales linearly with the pion mass2
MN ' 800 MeV +mpi , (23)
correctly predicting the nucleon mass at the physical
point, MN = 938 ± 9 MeV [307, 342]. New results
showed the same tendency with pion masses as light as
mpi ∼ 175 MeV [343, 344].
We know that this linear pion mass dependence can-
not persist to arbitrarily small pion masses. The leading
prediction for the pion mass dependence of the nucleon
mass is m2pi, since m
2
pi ∝ ml, in all known, well founded
theoretical descriptions of the nucleon. This linear pion
mass dependence has at least two significant implications,
however. If this dependence holds between the physical
pion mass and mpi ∼ 200 MeV, the predicted value of
the pion-nucleon sigma term is σpiN ' 67± 5 MeV [343],
which is in sharp contrast with other LQCD determina-
tions [183–187] and consistent with the phenomenological
determination that uses low-energy pion-nucleon scatter-
ing constraints [188]. There might be underestimated
systematic uncertainties in the LQCD determination of
the sigma term, or it might be demonstrated that this
phenomenological ruler fit is not consistent with suffi-
ciently precise computations of the nucleon mass.
The more problematic implication is that in order to
reproduce such a linear pion-mass dependence, the con-
tributions to the nucleon mass from different orders in the
chiral expansion have to conspire in such a way that there
is almost no curvature. This can only happen through a
2 Pseudo-numerologists will be amused to note that all the octet
baryon masses exhibited linear pion-mass dependence, at a fixed
strange quark mass, with slopes consistent at 1-sigma with 2/3,
1/2 and 1/3 for the Λ, Σ and Ξ baryons respectively [307].
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TABLE I. Order-by-order contribution to gA at the physical
pion mass resulting from N2LO and N3LO SU(2) HBχPT
extrapolation of the results in Ref. [61] without explicit delta
degrees of freedom.
NnLO LO NLO N2LO N3LO
N2LO 1.237(34) -0.026(30) 0.062(14) –
N3LO 1.296(76) -0.19(12) 0.045(63) 0.117(66)
delicate cancelation, which also arises from the cancella-
tion of large terms [307, 342]. This does not bode well
for SU(2) HBχPT having a well-converging expansion.
We can use a recent determination of gA over a range
of pion masses 130 MeV . mpi . 400 MeV [61] to explore
the convergence in more detail. For example, download-
ing the Jupyter Notebook provided with this work3, one
can run the xpt 3 and xpt-full 4 analyses by select-
ing them from the switches["ansatz"]["type"] list.
These two analyses use the complete N2LO [345] and
N3LO [346] SU(2) HBχPT(∆/) extrapolation formulae.
The N2LO expression is given by the first line of the fol-
lowing N3LO expression,
gA = g0 + c2
2
pi − 2pi(g0 + 2g30) ln(2pi) + g0c33pi
+ 4pi
[
c4 + γ˜4 ln(
2
pi)
+
(
2
3
g0 +
37
12
g30 + 4g
5
0
)
ln2(2pi)
]
. (24)
In Table I, we list the order-by-order contributions from
these two extrapolations at the physical pion mass. As
with the nucleon mass, the coefficient of the NLO ln
term is also large g0 + 2g
3
0 ' 5. At face value, these
results are indicative of a failing perturbative expansion.
In the N2LO analysis, while the NLO contribution is sig-
nificantly smaller than the LO contribution, the N2LO
contribution has opposite sign and is twice as large as the
NLO contribution. Adding a higher order contribution
makes the convergence pattern worse. The NLO contri-
bution becomes an order of magnitude larger, the N2LO
contribution stays roughly the same, but the N3LO term
is opposite in sign from NLO and almost as large. The
N3LO analysis is a zero-degree-of-freedom fit, however,
so definite conclusions can not be drawn, but if these re-
sults hold, it signals a breakdown of SU(2) HBχPT(∆/),
even at the physical pion mass.
The yet-to-be published results generated with those
of Ref. [61] can also be used to explore the convergence
pattern of the nucleon mass and explore the linear pion
mass dependence, which we show in Fig. 2. We observe
that these LQCD results are consistent with both the
N2LO SU(2) HBχPT without delta extrapolation as well
3 See the CalLat github repository at https://github.com/
callat-qcd/project_gA.
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FIG. 2. Extrapolation analysis of MN versus the pion
mass from yet-to-be published results accompanying those of
Refs. [61]. The black dashed line is the fit from Refs. [307, 342]
in 2008. The curved magenta band is the result of an
N2LO SU(2) HBχPT(∆/). The gray band is the continuum-
extrapolated result arising from a linear-in-mpi analysis using
Eq. (25). The solid red, green, and blue lines are the central
values from this analysis plotted at the three lattice spacings
used in Ref. [61]. The black star is the physical value of the
nucleon mass, which is not used in any fit.
as the linear (in mpi) extrapolation. In this case, the slope
is allowed to vary as a function of the discretization scale
MN = M0 + α1mpi + β1mpia
2 , (25)
where a is the lattice spacing. As before [307, 342], it
is observed that over a large range of pion masses, the
HBχPT fit conspires to produce this very linear depen-
dence observed in the LQCD results. In order to place
better constraints on the range of convergence of SU(2)
HBχPT(∆/), a combined analysis of MN and gA is cur-
rently being performed, as the LECs of the two observ-
ables become coupled at NLO and beyond.
An exception to this poor convergence pattern is the
QCD (vs QED) corrections to Mn−Mp. In this quantity,
the NLO contributions cancel, leaving [347, 348]
δMN = δ
{
αN
[
1− 2pi
6g2A + 1
2
ln(2pi)
]
+ βN 
2
pi
}
,(26)
where 2δ ≡ md−mu. The coefficient of the N2LO ln term
is 12 (6g
2
A + 1) ' 5.3. A LQCD calculation found strong
evidence in support of this predicted non-analaytic quark
mass dependence as well as a converging expansion [349].
If SU(2) HBχPT(∆/) does not converge, it is still pos-
sible that SU(2) HBχPT(∆) will be a converging EFT at
low orders. For gA, there is a partial cancellation between
virtual corrections involving nucleon and delta loops, a
consequence of the large Nc limit [311, 312]. However,
for the nucleon mass, the virtual nucleon and delta cor-
rections add with the same sign and are of a comparable
magnitude. It is essential to have a set of LQCD results
which determine the nucleon and delta spectrum as well
as the matrix elements and transition matrix elements,
such that a quantitative comparison with both ∆-full and
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∆-less HBχPT can be performed. Such results will be
possible with exascale computing.
B. Chiral Effective Field Theory
Going beyond the single-nucleon sector, EFTs are the
key ingredients for connecting LQCD results to ab initio
nuclear structure and reaction studies across the nuclear
chart. Rather than aiming for direct applications of
LQCD to these nuclei [99, 100], the basic strategy is to
constrain EFT/ETs from LQCD calculations in the two-
and few-body sector and to use the derived potentials
and external currents combined witch ab initio many-
body frameworks to solve the nuclear many-body prob-
lem. In this section, we give a brief overview of chiral
EFT in Weinberg power counting and of RG-invariant
chiral EFT, before discussing HOBET, an effective the-
ory directly constructed in the harmonic oscillator ba-
sis [350–352], in the next Section.
Chiral EFT [353–358] was pioneered by Steven Wein-
berg in the early 1990s [359–361]. Weinberg observed
that, for systems with more than one nucleon, the power
counting rules of χPT cannot be applied directly to scat-
tering amplitudes, because of the infrared enhancement
of diagrams whose intermediate states consist purely
of propagating, almost on-shell, nucleons. These (“re-
ducible”) diagrams are enhanced by small energy denom-
inators, scaling as p2/MN rather than p, and need to be
resummed at all orders. The nonperturbative nature of
nuclear scattering amplitudes manifests itself in the ex-
istence of bound states, i.e., the nuclei, which cannot
be obtained in perturbation theory. On the other hand,
(“irreducible”) diagrams whose intermediate states con-
tain interacting nucleons and pions are not enhanced and
follow the usual χPT power counting. Weinberg real-
ized that the S-matrix for scattering processes involv-
ing A nucleons is obtained by patching together irre-
ducible diagrams with intermediate states consisting of
A free-nucleon propagators; or, equivalently, by solving
the Schro¨dinger equation for A nucleons with a poten-
tial V that is defined by the sum of irreducible diagrams.
Chiral EFT, the EFT that extends χPT to the A > 2
sector, provides a perturbative expansion of the nuclear
potential and external currents in powers
Q =
p
Λb
∼ mpi
Λb
. (27)
Just as with the single-nucleon, Eq. (19), this is a
double expansion in soft momentum and the pion mass,
which are typically treated as the same order, as im-
plied by this equation. If p is substantially different from
mpi, in principle, one should work to different orders in
p/Λb and mpi/Λb to have a fixed relative theoretical un-
certainty. In practice, this is not very practical but it
is understood, for small momenta, the truncation uncer-
tainty will be dominated by the mpi expansion while at
large momenta, the derivative truncation uncertainty will
dominate [362]. A more sophisticated treatment of the
truncation error, with a smooth momentum interpola-
tion, has been constructed in a Bayesian framework [363].
Unfortunately, unlike the single-nucleon case, the
breakdown scale Λb, which is largely phenomenologically
motivated from so-called Lepage plots [364], is found to
be lower than Λχ and even lower than mρ ≈ 770 MeV;
typically, Λb ∼ 500 MeV, so Q is usually larger than in
the single-nucleon case,
Q ∼ mpi
Λb
≈ 140 MeV
500 MeV
≈ 1
3
. (28)
When considering processes in which all momenta p
mpi, pionless EFT [365–369] is a powerful approach. In
pionless EFT, pions are treated as heavy degrees of free-
dom and strong interactions are represented by contact
two-, three- and higher-body operators, supplemented by
long-range electromagnetic interactions. The double ex-
pansion in Eq. (27) reduces to a single expansion in p/Λb,
with breakdown scale Λb ∼ mpi, which becomes increas-
ingly accurate when lowering p2. The power counting of
pionless EFT is built around the fine tunings observed
in the 1S0 and
3S1 channels. In the NN sector, the
theory contains two S-wave LECs at LO that can be
determined in terms of the S-wave scattering lengths,
or of the deuteron binding energy and the position of
the 1S0 virtual state in the complex plane. At O(Q),
there appear two two-derivative interactions, which are
fit to the 1S0 and
3S1 effective ranges. All remaining
interactions, including, e.g., contact interactions in the
P -waves, arise at O(Q2) or higher. In the three-body
sector, the integral equations for the nd scattering am-
plitude in the doublet channel computed with only short-
range two-body forces do not have a unique solution in
the limit of infinite regulator cutoffs [366, 370, 371]. This
demands the inclusion of a single LO three-nucleon (3N)
force [366, 370, 371], which can be fit, e.g., to the tri-
ton binding energy or the nd scattering length. A two-
derivative 3N force appears at O(Q2) [372]. No four-
nucleon (4N) force is needed at LO [373]. Pionless EFT
has been shown to converge very well in the NN [367, 368]
and 3N sector [374, 375], while recently studies of nuclei
as heavy as 16O and 40Ca have been performed [376, 377].
The determination of how far in A and to which class of
nuclei and observables the reach of pionless EFT extends
is an open subject of investigation. In addition to purely
QCD processes, pionless EFT has been used to calcu-
late electromagnetic form factors [378, 379], weak pro-
cesses such as np → dγ, proton-proton fusion, tritium
β decays and di-neutron two-neutrino double beta de-
cay [380–383], and low-energy parity-violating NN scat-
tering [384–386]. These calculations usually involve new
NN LECs, which can be fitted to data, or to LQCD sim-
ulations [62, 387, 388].
Chiral interactions up to N4LO are shown in Fig. 3.
The potential receives long- and intermediate-range con-
tributions from one- and multiple-pion exchanges, re-
spectively, and short-range contributions from physics at
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N2LO (Q3)
N3LO (Q4)
N4LO (Q5)
NLO (Q2)
LO (Q0)
3N force 4N forceNN force         
FIG. 3. Hierarchy of chiral nuclear forces up to N4LO in WPC. Nucleons (pions) are depicted by solid (dashes) lines. Blue-,
orange-, and green-shaded diagrams are available for many-body calculations, whereas the gray-shaded interactions are under
development (3N forces) or have not been worked out yet (4N forces). The figure has been modified from Ref. [389], see also
Refs. [354, 355].
scales beyond Λb. While the importance of the long- and
intermediate range components follows from the power
counting of χPT in the one-nucleon sector, a crucial
assumption of Refs. [359–361] is that also the size of
short-range interactions is determined by naive dimen-
sional analysis (NDA) [359, 360, 390]. This assump-
tion defines the organization scheme of chiral EFT op-
erators that is commonly named Weinberg power count-
ing (WPC). In WPC, the nuclear potential at LO con-
sists of a two-nucleon component VNN, given by the long-
range 1pi-exchange potential and by two S-wave chiral-
invariant contact interactions, CS and CT . Soon af-
ter Weinberg’s seminal papers, the derivation of VNN
was extended to N2LO, where 7 contact operators (up
to P -waves) as well as the 2pi exchange potential enter
the expansion [391–394]. This N2LO potential yields
a good description of NN scattering data. With the
inclusion of O(Q4) [354, 395, 396] and O(Q5) correc-
tions [362, 397, 398], chiral EFT potentials are now able
to fit scattering data up to laboratory energy Elab ∼ 300
MeV with a χ2/datum ∼ 1 [354, 395, 397, 398], compa-
rable to high-quality phenomenological potentials such
as Argonne v18 [354] (see Refs. [353, 354, 356, 358] for
detailed reviews). This impressive success, coupled with
the theoretically appealing connection to QCD, has gen-
erated great interest in the nuclear structure community,
and chiral potentials and currents are increasingly being
used in ab initio calculations of nuclear properties, weak
transitions, and BSM nuclear matrix elements.
The unknown LECs in chiral and pionless EFT can, in
principle, be determined directly from QCD, but are usu-
ally fit to experimental data due to the challenging non-
perturbative nature of low-energy QCD. There is, how-
ever, a subtle distinction as pointed out in Ref. [376]:
when fitting to LQCD data, the predictions of the re-
sulting EFT are consequences of QCD itself, whereas
when matching to experiment, consequences of any un-
derlying theory having the same (low-energy) symme-
tries as QCD. The first LQCD calculations of light nu-
clei have been performed a few years ago with pion
masses of mpi ∼ 800 MeV [229, 231], 510 MeV [230]
and 300 MeV [233]. Pionless EFT has been matched
to the results at mpi ∼ 800 MeV [376, 377, 399, 400]
and 510 MeV [400] and used to compute lattice nuclei
including 16O [376, 377] and even 40Ca [377].
This matching was performed by taking the binding
energies computed from LQCD as input to the pionless
EFT. For NN interactions, the Lu¨scher method can be
used to convert the finite volume energy levels to infi-
nite volume phase shifts, which can be use to constrain
parameters of the EFT directly, or through an effective
range expansion, see for example Ref. [231].
Alternatively, for non-relativistic systems, one can con-
struct the EFT/ET in a finite volume. If done properly,
this will include all the unphysical partial-wave mixing
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that occurs in a periodic volume with cubic instead of the
full O(3) symmetry of the infinite volume. These effects
become significantly more important for boosted systems
where the center-of-mass momentum is not zero and the
partial-wave mixing is enhanced. Instead of processing
the results through the Lu¨scher method, or the equiv-
alent for three or more nucleons, one directly matches
the energy levels in the finite volume by tuning the vol-
ume of the EFT/ET to match that of the LQCD calcu-
lation. See Sec. III C 7 for more details. For two-baryon
systems, this direct matching will likely involve an equiv-
alent amount of effort as applying the Lu¨scher method,
but when LQCD calculations of three or more baryons
become common, particularly those which include scat-
tering states as well as the bound nuclei, it will likely be
simpler to match the EFT/ET calculations to LQCD re-
sults of the energy spectrum and directly determine the
LECs, rather than process them through the multi-body
Lu¨scher formalism that is being developed [210–213].
A first step in this direction explored the two-neutron
system, using auxiliary-field diffusion Monte Carlo [401–
403], in an S-wave at zero total momentum in finite vol-
umes of various sizes [404]. The volumes were sufficiently
large that the partial-wave mixing was irrelevant at the
precision computed, but also, out of reach for present
and projected near future LQCD calculations, except for
the smallest one (see Ref. [405] for how this will work
for three- and four-neutron systems). The determination
of LECs in the nuclear EFT/ETs will become particu-
larly exciting as LQCD computations progress and can
be used to compute properties of systems in which ex-
perimental data is controversial, limited or unavailable,
such as few-neutron systems, see, e.g., Ref. [406], and
few-baryon systems with one or two hyperons.
To gain confidence in a theory of nuclear structure
and reactions based on this coupling between LQCD
and EFT/ET, it is important that the theoretical un-
certainties in the EFT/ET expansion are well under-
stood and under control. The size of the expansion pa-
rameter in Eq. (28) is such that the perturbative ex-
pansion will converge, albeit slowly, provided the LECs
are natural and one can work at low-enough orders.
As is common in χPT and baryon χPT, the theoreti-
cal truncation error can be estimated from the first or-
der not included in the analysis [362, 407]. Such theo-
retical error estimates were applied to few-body calcu-
lations [408–413] and nuclear-matter calculations [414,
415]. More recently, Bayesian methods have been devel-
oped for parameter [416, 417] and truncation-error esti-
mation [363, 418, 419].4 Bayesian inference of breakdown
scales, model checking and selection give important in-
sights into the efficacy of EFT expansions. A compre-
4 The BUQYEYE collaboration provides the well-documented
Python package gsum, which allows analyzing the convergence
pattern of EFT observables using Baysian methods. See https:
//buqeye.github.io for more details.
hensive recipe for Bayesian uncertainty quantification in
nuclear physics has been worked out by the BUQEYE
collaboration [420].
Chiral interactions, moreover, require an UV regular-
ization scheme (that cuts off high momenta) associated
with a cutoff scale ΛUV [362]; or several, if many-body
forces are regularized differently. Although the regulator
choice should be arbitrary, due to the renormalization
issues discussed below, in practice the actual functional
form can have important consequences at a given order
in the chiral expansion due to induced regulator arti-
facts [421]. This freedom has recently led to the devel-
opment of various new families of chiral NN potentials
with conceptually different regulators schemes: nonlo-
cal [106, 397, 422–424], local [425, 426], and semilocal
regularization in, both, coordinate [362, 407] and mo-
mentum space [398]. An overview of these NN potentials
including a comprehensive Weinberg eigenvalue analysis
can be found in Ref. [427]. Recently, the first study of
selected properties of light nuclei up to A = 16 based
on semilocal coordinate-space regularized NN and 3N
forces at N2LO was presented by the LENPIC collab-
oration [413].5 There is evidence for the convergence of
chiral EFT for NN scattering observables at the phys-
ical pion mass, for the moderate values of the ultravi-
olet cutoff (ΛUV) typically used in nuclear calculations
(ΛUV ∼ 400− 600 MeV) [363, 407]
An important point to take into account when dis-
cussing theoretical uncertainties is the consistency of the
EFT itself, and in particular whether the LECs included
at each order are sufficient to guarantee that observables
are insensitive to unphysical regulators introduced in in-
termediate steps of the calculation. Weinberg’s original
papers did not address the subtle issue of renormalizabil-
ity of scattering amplitudes. The singular nature of the
LO NN potential, arising either from the contact interac-
tions, which parametrize the “hard-core” of the nuclear
force, or from the 1/r3 behavior of the tensor component
of the 1pi exchange potential, requires the aforementioned
UV regulator in the solution of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion. If the theory is correctly renormalized, observables
should depend on inverse powers of ΛUV, so that by tak-
ing ΛUV & Λb one can ensure that the theoretical error
is dominated by missing orders in the chiral EFT expan-
sions, rather than by regulator artifacts. Kaplan, Savage,
and Wise first pointed out that the requirement of non-
perturbative renormalizability, essential for a consistent
EFT, leads to conflicts with the NDA expectations of the
scaling of contact interactions, which are based on pertur-
bative arguments [390]. In Ref. [428], they realized that
the interference between contact interactions and pion-
exchange leads to logarithmic divergences proportional
to m2pi log ΛUV in the LO scattering amplitude for two
nucleons in the 1S0 channel. This divergence can be ab-
sorbed by a counterterm proportional to the quark mass,
5 See also http://www.lenpic.org.
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which, however, only appears at NLO in WPC. Renor-
malization requires the promotion of this counterterm to
LO; or, alternatively, the demotion of the pion-exchange
to subleading order [429, 430]. As we will discuss, this
problem appears in essentially the same form for all long-
range potentials with ∼ 1/q2 behavior (at large |q|), act-
ing in the 1S0 channel, e.g., photon exchange, relevant
for charge-independence breaking in NN scattering, or
light-Majorana-neutrino exchange, important for 0νββ.
In all these cases, the renormalization of scattering am-
plitudes requires the long-range potential to be comple-
mented with a short-range contact interaction, enhanced
by two powers of 1/Q with respect to NDA [368, 431–
433].
In the case of the strong interaction, the issue pointed
out in Ref. [428] led Kaplan, Savage, and Wise [429, 430]
to propose a different power counting scheme, in which
pions are perturbative (KSW). Such a scheme works
well in the 1S0 channel, where the N
2LO calculation of
Ref. [434] satisfactorily reproduces phase shifts. How-
ever, the KSW power counting dramatically fails to con-
verge in the 3S1−3D1 and 3P0 channels [434, 435], where
pion-exchange plays a more important role. For the S-
waves, an expansion around the chiral limit was pro-
posed [436] in which the difference between the 1pi ex-
change contribution at non-zero quark masses and in the
chiral limit occurs at the same order as the O(m2pi) coun-
terterms. This expansion coincides with KSW in the 1S0
channel, and with WPC in the 3S1 − 3D1 channel, cap-
turing the most desirable features of both schemes.
The iteration of the 1pi exchange potential, however,
leads to a second problem, highlighted by Nogga, Tim-
mermans, and van Kolck in Ref. [437] (see also Ref. [438]).
The authors found that in each attractive triplet wave
where the 1pi exchange is iterated, the r−3 singularity
leads to divergences that require a contact interaction
for renormalization. With the exception of the 3S1−3D1
channel, these contact interactions only appear at higher
orders in WPC. Their promotion would, of course, de-
stroy the predictive power of the theory, since an infi-
nite number of LECs would need to be fitted already at
LO. Fortunately, in most higher partial waves the pion
exchange is a small effect that can be treated in pertur-
bation theory [437]. There are strong indications that
1pi exchange is perturbative in the 3P2 − 3F2 coupled
channel, in the D-waves, and in all partial waves with
l > 3 [434, 435, 439, 440]. This would imply that a local
counterterm needs to be promoted to LO only in the 3P0
wave. The need for a LO contact interaction in the 3P0
channel also emerges in Lorentz-invariant formulations of
chiral EFT [441, 442].
This work forms the basis of a renormalizable version
of chiral EFT (i.e., RG-invariant chiral EFT) aimed at
curing the shortcomings of WPC and KSW discussed
above, which is an active field of research. The issue
of how to incorporate subleading corrections has been
discussed in Refs. [443–445], which included O(Q2) cor-
rections, while studies of the 3N sector have been carried
out in Refs. [437, 446], and processes involving external
weak currents have been studied in Ref. [447]. We stress
that the consistency checks of the power counting of chi-
ral operators that are provided by renormalization stud-
ies are particularly important for observables sensitive to
BSM physics. In these cases, the ambiguities in the power
counting cannot be resolved by including high-enough or-
ders and fitting to data, but, to retain predictive power, it
is necessary to identify all the needed operator structures
at a given order. See Sec. IV A for an explicit example.
While providing a theoretically robust framework, RG-
invariant chiral EFT has not achieved the same level
of success as WPC. The main challenge for extending
RG-invariant chiral EFT to higher orders and to systems
with more nucleons is that subleading potentials become
increasingly more singular than r−3. While this is not
an issue when the higher-order potentials are treated in
perturbation theory [443–445], it might destroy renor-
malizability when the entire potential is iterated at all
orders [443], as customarily done in WPC and in stan-
dard nuclear-structure calculations. On the other hand,
a perturbative approach complicates the interface with
ab initio many-body methods, to which the chiral po-
tential in WPC can be applied straightforwardly. The
success of WPC [354, 395, 397, 398], raises the possibil-
ity that WPC with cutoff variation in a small window
Q < ΛUV . Λb, with the inclusion of sufficiently high or-
ders, and with the appropriate choice of regulators might
be equivalent to RG-invariant chiral EFT, an issue that
is not fully settled [358]. We now return to the descrip-
tion of chiral EFT in WPC, its successes, and the role
that LQCD can play in improving its predictive power.
Coming back to Fig. 3, we see that, in addition to or-
ganizing interactions in the NN sector, one success of chi-
ral EFT, both in WPC and in its RG-invariant version,
is that many-body forces appear naturally but are sup-
pressed, i.e., VNN  V3N  V4N . . ., so the total Hamil-
tonian up to N4LO reads
H(Λ; λ) = T+VNN(Λ; λ)+V3N(Λ; λ)+V4N(Λ; λ) , (29)
where Λ (λ) is a momentum cutoff scale (resolution
scale). The first nonvanishing 3N forces appear at N2LO
(orange-shaded). The long-range 2pi exchange is gov-
erned by the LECs c1, 3, 4, consistent with the NN forces
at this order. Different determinations of these LECs
from piN or NN data show significant deviations but agree
within the uncertainties (see Table I in Ref. [356]). Only
a few years ago, Hoferichter et al. have significantly im-
proved this through a low-energy analysis of piN scatter-
ing in the framework of Roy-Steiner equations [448, 449],
with remarkably precise constraints on the piN LECs.
The unnaturally large values for c3, 4 are due to reso-
nance saturation [450–452] since ∆-resonances, are not
explicitly included in the EFT. Including ∆-resonances,
in general, is found to improve the rate of convergence
of chiral EFT, so progress is made in deriving delta-full
EFT to high orders [452–454].
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The 3N LECs, cD and cE , emerge from the 1pi-
exchange-contact and the pure 3N contact interaction,
respectively, which are usually fit to the 3H binding en-
ergy combined with, e.g., the charge radius of 4He [455],
the 3H β-decay half-life [456], or the nd scattering cross
section [413, 457]. Also constraints from the empirical
saturation point of nuclear matter have been studied re-
cently [415]. There are no additional contact interactions
from N2LO NN forces. At N3LO, subleading 3N interac-
tions as well as first 4N forces (green-shaded) contribute
without introducing unknown parameters. They depend,
however, on the LO LECs CS, T . Furthermore, 12 con-
tact interactions6 (up to D-waves), contribute to the
2pi exchange, and the leading 3pi exchange are present.
The derivation of the N4LO 3N interactions is work in
progress [458–460], whereas the N4LO 4N forces have
not been worked out yet (gray-shaded), making N3LO
the highest order for consistent calculations including all
many-body contributions up to this order.
In addition, significant progress in developing new op-
timization methods for nuclear interactions [106, 422,
423, 461], investigating ∆-full chiral potentials [462–
464], studying the chiral convergence order-by-order
up to N4LO [362, 397, 407, 424], even partly up to
N5LO [465], and applying Similarity Renormalization
Group (SRG) [466] techniques to systematically soften
nuclear potentials for improving the convergence of
many-body calculations [101, 455, 467, 468] along with
advances in ab initio frameworks [469] has led nuclear
physics to an era of precision [389].
The quantitative study of the weak sector of the SM
and of nuclear observables sensitive to BSM physics
requires the construction of external currents and
symmetry-violating potentials. The strength of the chi-
ral EFT approach is that currents and BSM potentials
can be constructed consistently with the nuclear interac-
tions, allowing for systematic and controlled calculations
of weak and BSM processes. The electromagnetic cur-
rents and the SM vector and axial currents have been
derived at N3LO [59, 60, 470, 471], resulting in pre-
cise calculations of magnetic moments and weak tran-
sitions in light nuclei [472, 473]. In particular, Ref. [473]
showed that the “quenching” of gA, required for shell-
model calculations to reproduce the observed Gamow-
Teller strengths in light nuclei, can be explained by the
inclusion of enough correlations in the few-body wave-
functions and of two-body weak currents. Ref. [474]
found a similar solution to the gA quenching problem in
medium-mass nuclei, by combining chiral EFT potentials
and currents with many-body methods such as coupled-
clusters and in-medium SRG (IM-SRG). Chiral EFT cur-
rents for DM-nucleus scattering have been considered at
NLO [58], and have been used for calculations in light
[475, 476] as well as heavy systems [477, 478]. At higher
6 Three out of 15 LECs could be eliminated in recent chiral NN
potentials using unitary transformations [398].
orders, the currents depend on new LECs, which cannot
be extracted from data. LQCD calculations of, for ex-
ample, scalar and tensor currents in light nuclei [63] will
allow the determination of such LECs, an important task
for precision calculations.
The NN chiral PV potential [89, 479, 480] and TV
potential [481–485] have also been calculated at NLO,
extending and completing phenomenological deriva-
tions [88, 486, 487]. Already at LO these potentials con-
tain unknown LECs, whose first principle determination
is crucial for testing the SM and for connecting nuclear
EDMs with microscopic sources of CP violation. We con-
clude this section by summarizing the impact that LQCD
calculations in the NN and 3N sector can have:
• LQCD will enable a study of the dependence of nuclear
observables on fundamental QCD parameters, in par-
ticular the light quark masses. This study will directly
address the issue raised in Ref. [428]. If the LECs ac-
companying the short-distance NN operators are found
to have significant pion mass dependence, this is indica-
tive that the short distance quark mass dependent op-
erator should be promoted to LO to have a consistently
renormalized theory. If the quark mass dependence is
mild, this is indicative that the perturbative pion treat-
ment is more appropriate [429, 430]. Resolving this
question will enable an understanding of fine tunings
observed in nuclear physics, such as the large scattering
length and large effective range in the 1S0 channel or
the small binding energy of the deuteron, and guide us
towards the establishment of a power counting which
incorporates these fine tunings;
• Calculations of pion-nucleon and pion-nucleus scatter-
ing, of the 3H GT matrix element, and of three-nucleon
scattering will allow a first principle determination of
low-energy constant such as c1, 3, 4, cD and cE that en-
ter chiral 3N forces at N2LO, validating existing extrac-
tions or shedding light on how the theory may need to
be improved. Related, c1 is the LEC that gives the
dominant contribution to the pion-nucleon sigma term
(σpiN ) relevant to direct dark matter detection in which
the phenomenological determination of σpiN [188] is in
significant tension with the LQCD determination [183–
187]. A direct determination from LQCD may clear up
this discrepancy or shed light on further issues. Finally,
LQCD can provide a window on three-neutron interac-
tions, which are not well determined experimentally;
• LQCD will provide a first principle determination of
the YN and YNN interactions that are challenging
to determine due to the limited experimental data.
The limited constraints on our understanding of these
hyper-nuclear interactions means we do not know if
there are similar fine tunings or other issues present
in these interactions that must be understood to form
a converging EFT. For example, there is an indica-
tion from LQCD that the nΣ− interaction in the 3S1
channel is strongly repulsive [144], although the conclu-
sions rely on an expansion about the SU(3) chiral limit.
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There also exist several calculations of YN interactions
using the HALQCD potential method including results
at the physical pion mass [488]. Significant progress
in understanding YN and YNN interactions will come
from the comparison of the SU(2) chiral EFT [194]
with forthcoming LQCD results extrapolated to the
physical pion mass point;
• For applications to searches of BSM physics, LQCD
can determine LECs in the two-nucleon sector, which,
in the case of BSM currents, cannot be extracted from
data. Examples that we already mentioned are the
short-range components of the two-body scalar and
tensor charges, relevant for DM searches or searches
of non-standard contributions to β decays, the short-
range component of the neutrino potential for 0νββ,
and the parity-violating as well as parity- and time-
reversal violating NN interactions. These calcula-
tions are necessary for the interpretation of low-energy
probes of BSM physics. In addition, as we will further
discuss in Sec. IV, they will allow to check the power
counting of the EFT, and to quantitatively assess the
impact of the renormalization issues discussed earlier.
C. Nuclear Effective Theory: HOBET
Harmonic Oscillator Based Effective Theory (HO-
BET) [350, 489–492] is an ET designed for traditional nu-
clear physics and its well-developed machinery – specif-
ically, large-scale diagonalizations of Hamiltonians in an
explicitly anti-symmetric Slater determinant basis over
single particle harmonic oscillator (HO) states. HOBET
was built to allow one to proceed from QCD to the nu-
clear scale in a single step, so that the effective interaction
one constructs is precisely that needed for many-body
calculations, with no cutoffs entering other than those
that define the nuclear space. HOBET avoids the con-
struction of a high-momentum NN interaction entirely.
Unlike the EFT approaches previously discussed,
which involve an operator expansion around q = 0, HO-
BET’s expansion is around an intermediate scale defined
by the HO oscillator parameter b, mimicking the bal-
ance nature strikes between kinetic energy minimization
via delocalization, and potential energy minimization by
grouping nucleons together, near the peak of the midscale
nuclear attraction. The coordinate space/momentum
space conjugacy of the HO captures this physics well.
The HO has another property that is crucial, the abil-
ity to exactly preserve translational invariance. But with
these properties comes a wrinkle that makes the ET quite
interesting: a discrete HO basis excludes both UV and IR
contributions. This requires one to organize the effective
interaction to isolate short-range terms from longer range
ones associated with the kinetic energy operator. This
separation allows one to incorporate chiral symmetry into
HOBET quite simply, through pionic interactions that
act exclusively at relatively long range. This comes about
because HOBET’s effective interaction can be expressed
in terms of a single, complete operator expansion: the
low-order operators associated with UV physics are gov-
erned by LECs that can be determined from scattering
observables, while high-order IR operators are governed
by the pion. Low-momentum observables can then be
predicted with quantifiable errors, determined from the
rate of convergence of the operator expansions.
HO basis functions are the unique discrete basis that
preserves translational invariance, a crucial requirement
in ET: a properly chosen included space (P -space) can be
exactly factorized into relative and center-of-mass wave
functions. The P -space plays another essential role: as
we discuss below, finite HO bases require correction in
the UV (omitted short-range interactions) and in the IR
(as the harmonic oscillator is too confining). By using
larger P -spaces, one can further separate the omitted UV
and IR physics scales, improving the convergence. When
HOBET is executed, it generates results that are simply
related to the full solutions, namely exact eigenvalues and
exact restrictions of the true wave functions to P . The
theory is analytically continuous in energy, and specifi-
cally produces the continuum solutions for E > 0. This
has the important property that the theory’s parame-
ters – LECs that determine the strength of short-range
operators – can be precisely related to phase shifts and
other scattering parameters, which depend sensitively on
E near threshold.
HOBET provides Galilean-invariant solutions of the
Schro¨dinger equation and thus is an ET, in contrast to
an EFT, which generates relativistically covariant solu-
tions in quantum field theory. (This distinction between
EFT/ETs is not universal, with others describing both
as EFTs.) But whether the formulation is Galilean and
quantum mechanical, or covariant and field theoretic,
both follow the same rules. Both are formulated in a sub-
set of a complete basis: chiral EFT interactions employ
a momentum regulator with a scale ΛUV, while HOBET
employs a discrete Slater determinant basis spanning P
with a total energy cutoff ΛSM, as well as a length scale
b, the harmonic oscillator size parameter. Both employ
controlled expansions in effective operators that respect
the underlying symmetries of the full theory (such as
translational invariance/covariance, parity, time rever-
sal, Hermiticity): the operator expansion produces an
effective interaction that systematically corrects for the
omission of degrees of freedom excluded by the chosen
cutoffs. Properly converged solutions should be indepen-
dent of the cutoffs employed – though cutoffs appropri-
ately chosen for a given application can speed the rate
of convergence, and thus the efficiency of the ET/EFT.
Convergence is achieved below some momentum or en-
ergy scale, related to the cutoffs and to the order to which
the expansion is carried out.
HOBET respects all of the rules of modern, system-
atic ET/EFTs, while also making use of the technology
and intuition that has been accumulated through years
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of model-based approaches to nuclear structure and ef-
fective interactions.
Early attempts to produce an effective interaction rec-
ognized the critical role of repeated short-range scatter-
ing through the nucleon-nucleon hard core, which led to
summation of the two-nucleon ladders to produce the
bare two-nucleon reaction matrix G0 [493]. Attempts
were made to expand the effective interaction perturba-
tively in G0 through generation of intermediate particle-
hole excitations [494]. In the early 1970s, Barrett and
Kirson [495], working in a shell model (SM7) basis, evalu-
ated the effective interaction for 18F, finding large third-
order contributions to G that largely canceled against
second-order contributions. The failure to converge was
consistent with arguments made by Shucan and Wei-
denmu¨ller [496, 497] that identified intruder states –
states primarily residing outside of P , but with eigenval-
ues lying in the spectrum of PHP – as a generic source
of non-perturbative behavior. The strong mixing of such
states with nearby states in P is clearly problematic.
Such early perturbative efforts to derive a softened
effective interaction appropriate to a low-momentum
P -space, starting from a full-space NN hard core in-
teraction, have been replaced by more modern non-
perturbative techniques. One of these is the use of
unitary transforms to reduce the strength of the cou-
pling between P - and the excluded- or Q-space. The
SRG approach employs a continuous sequence of unitary
transforms, indexed by a continuous flow parameter s
[466, 498–500]. When the approach is used with the com-
mon choice of T , as the generator in a momentum basis,
it suppresses off diagonal matrix elements, softening the
interaction, and reducing that source of non-perturbative
behavior, but if the transformation is pushed too far,
the induced three- and higher-body contributions become
dominant. Importantly, it does not address the role of T
in the HO basis where it strongly connects P and Q. The
IM-SRG extension of this idea operates directly on the
A-body Hamiltonian expressed relative to a Slater deter-
minant reference state to drive towards a block-diagonal
form [501].
Another method in frequent use is the no-core shell
model (NCSM). In this approach an improved interac-
tion is constructed with multiple cutoffs, observables are
computed for each cutoff, and extrapolated to no cutoff.
If the improved interaction were an ET according to our
definition, then extrapolation would not be needed, as re-
sults must be independent of the choice of cutoff. Various
methods are used to produce the improved interaction in-
cluding embedding a momentum-based EFT, pionless or
chiral for example, in the HO basis, with the LECs fitted
to phase shifts [377, 502, 503]. Such an embedding is a
great improvement over simply taking matrix elements of
the interaction in the truncated basis and exhibits much
7 Throughout this section we use the abbreviation SM for shell
model as opposed to Standard Model in the other sections.
more rapid convergence as the cutoff is raised. However,
the computational cost rises extremely rapidly with the
cutoff, and the results obtained are not fully indepen-
dent of the choice of P , e.g., varying with the choice of
oscillator parameter b.
From an ET theory perspective, the treatment of the
NN interaction in the approaches above is somewhat un-
natural. The underlying UV theory is QCD, and the
resulting ET we want to determine is formulated in P .
The most straightforward approach would be a direct
step from QCD to P , with available experimental (or, in
the near future, LQCD) input used in P to fix the LECs
of the operator expansion. Instead, the available experi-
mental information – including detailed high-momentum
information that is not really needed in P – is encoded
in a rather ill-behaved hard-core NN potential, only to
be decoded later in a difficult renormalization step.
HOBET, in contrast, is an ET formulation designed to
allow such a direct, one-step transition from QCD to P
1. It employs the same cutoffs – ΛSM and b – that SM
practitioners use, thereby avoiding the issue that arises
in chiral interactions, which employ a momentum basis
that is not orthogonal to the SM basis (which limits
the scale Λ to which the potential can be softened in
momentum space, through techniques like Vlow k [504–
508]).
2. HOBET is explicitly continuous in energy, and thus
treats bound states and continuum states on an equal
footing. This is important for multiple reasons. First,
it allows one to use scattering data directly, seam-
lessly connecting phase shifts to bound-state proper-
ties: much of the relevant information in phase shifts
and mixing angles is connected with their rapid evo-
lution with E near threshold: in the 1S0 channel, the
NN system is unbound by less than 100 keV. HO-
BET allows one to take a measured phase shift δ(E)
in a region of rapid variation and relate it precisely
to HOBET’s LECs. Second, HOBET’s energy depen-
dence allows one to employ a finite HO basis – neces-
sary for practical diagonalizations in P – while at the
same time generating an infinite number of solutions,
including continuum solutions that vary continuously
with E. Third, it yields solutions that are simply re-
lated to the exact solutions, namely the exact eigen-
values and the exact projections of eigenfunctions onto
the chosen HO basis. As projection does not preserve
norms, this requires nonorthogonal solutions, which
are a natural consequence of HOBET’s energy depen-
dence.
3. HOBET manifests these attractive properties of
energy-dependent ETs, at a very modest cost in ad-
ditional complexity. Specifically, due to a clever reor-
ganization of the underlying Bloch-Horowitz equation,
HOBET’s LECs are energy independent.
4. HOBET builds on wisdom gained over decades from
model-based approaches like the SM. It does not im-
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plant a contact-gradient expansion appropriate to a
plane-wave chiral EFTs onto a SM-like HO basis, as
others have done [502, 509, 510], but instead employs
an operator expansion built from HO raising and low-
ering operators. This connects HOBET’s LECs to fa-
miliar SM quantities, the Talmi integrals and their
nonlocal generalization. The operator basis is com-
plete.
5. The LECs for low-order operators, which encode the
effects of missing UV physics on P , are fitted to ex-
periment (e.g., phase shifts and mixing angles). One
knows a priori that this UV expansion will be rapidly
convergent, because Talmi integral expansions in nu-
clear physics are quite efficient.
6. The remaining LECS are determined by chiral sym-
metry, implemented as an operator expansion that be-
gins in the IR and progresses to smaller 〈r〉, where it
joins up with the UV expansion. HOBET’s imple-
mentation of chiral symmetry is simpler than that of
Fig. 3. Chiral potentials separate out the entire con-
tribution of the pion, idealizing it as an exchange be-
tween point nucleons. This introduces a singular r−3
tensor interaction that requires regularization, with
attendant difficulties in renormalization as described
in Sec. III A. In contrast, in HOBET all short-range
physics is treated as unknown, pionic or otherwise,
and absorbed into the UV LECs. Chiral symmetry
is used to fix the values of LECs beyond those deter-
mined in the short-range expansion. These IR LECs
are all computable functions of experimentally known
parameters, fpi and mpi. The dimensionless param-
eters controlling the convergence of the UV and IR
expansions depend on b, which then can be adjusted
to optimize the joining of the two expansions.
While HOBET developments have been reported in a se-
ries of technical papers and in Ref. [511], here we present
an overview focused on the broad issues summarized
above.
1. The Bloch-Horowitz Equation
In HOBET one constructs a Galilean-invariant effec-
tive interaction in a HO basis directly from observables.
The theory’s cutoffs, ΛSM and b, are defined at the nu-
clear scale, where multi-nucleon calculations can be done.
The observables can be traditional experimental ones
such as binding energies and phase shifts, but can also be
the energy spectrum of two or three nucleons in a finite
volume, computed in LQCD. Results, if fully converged,
will be independent of the cutoff choices made.
P (ΛSM, b) typically consists of all Slater determinants
up to an energy ΛSM~ω, measured relative to the lowest
energy configuration. This exploits the exact separability
of such spaces, guaranteeing that the effective interaction
is translationally invariant. The parameters describing
P , namely ΛSM and the oscillator parameter length scale
b, are the theory’s cutoffs. Here b2 = ~/ (Mω) with M
the nucleon mass and ω the oscillator angular frequency.
Dimensionless energies are given in units of ~ω, while
the dimensionless two-nucleon Jacobi coordinate is r =
(r1 − r2)/(
√
2b). We employ nodal quantum numbers
n = 1, 2, . . . . Various details can be found in Appendix
A of Ref. [511].
HOBET’s starting Hamiltonian is H = T + V , where
T is the relative kinetic energy and V the potential, with
Schro¨dinger equation full-space solutions
H |ψi〉 = Ei |ψi〉 . (30)
Defining Q = 1 − P , with (P + Q) = 1, the solution of
the effective interactions problem is given by the Bloch-
Horowitz (BH) equation
PHeff(Ei)P |Ψi〉 = EiP |Ψi〉 ,
Heff(Ei) = H +H GQH(Ei) QH ,
GQH(Ei) ≡ 1
Ei −QH . (31)
The equation must be solved self-consistently, asHeff(Ei)
depends on the eigenvalue to be found: in practice so-
lutions quickly converge on simple fixed-point iteration,
typically in 5 − 6 cycles. As noted above, all non-zero
P |ψi〉 are eigenstates of Heff(E). In particular, projec-
tions of continuum states can be generated continuously
with E, apart from isolated eigenvalues where P |ψi〉 van-
ishes.
Solutions corresponding to projections imply an at-
tractive evolution of eigenfunctions with increases in the
energy cutoff ΛSM: the eigenfunctions change through
the addition of new components corresponding to the
added shells, with previous components staying fixed.
Correspondingly, one can define a growing norm for the
wave function that reflects the new components added
with increasing ΛSM, reaching unity as ΛSM →∞. Sim-
ilarly, orthonormality of the eigensolutions is restored in
this limit.
Equation (31) involves a potential that spans P and Q.
The rewriting of this equation in a form more suggestive
of an ET came about from a study of the full Green’s
function in perturbation theory,
1
E−QH =
1
E−H0 +
1
E−H0Q (V − V0)
1
E−H0 + · · · ,
(32)
where H0 = T + V0 is the HO Hamiltonian. Note that
T and V0 in the HO are hopping operators, connecting
nearest neighbor HO shells of the same parity, but not
distant shells. When this expansion was employed in
Heff , certain effective interaction matrix elements in P
continued to oscillate even after hundreds of orders of
perturbation theory. These matrix elements involved HO
“edge states,” configurations in the last included shell
in P , that are coupled to Q by T [489], indicative of
convergence difficulties in the IR. This led to the Haxton-
Luu reorganization of the BH equation in which IR and
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UV components are separated through a summation of
QT to all orders,
Heff=PEGTQ
[
T−T Q
E
T + V+V GQHQV
]
EGQTP ,
GTQ≡ 1
E−TQ , GQT≡
1
E−QT . (33)
This reorganization isolates almost all of energy depen-
dence of the BH equation in the kinetic energy Green’s
functions, which can be re-expressed in terms of the
known free Green’s function GT ,
EGQTP = GT {PGTP}−1 , GT≡ 1
E−T , (34)
at the modest numerical cost of a matrix inversion in P .
As T is a hopping operator, the action of the Green’s
function on the spatial components of basis states com-
prising P – for the NN case this would be EGQT |n`m`〉
– has no effect on components that do not reside in the
last included shell. However, its action on an edge state
modifies the wave function as in Fig. 4: at small r the
shape remains that of the HO, while at larger r, on the
left, with E < 0 the wave function takes on the shape
of a bound state with an exponentially decaying wave
function. At larger r, on the right, with E > 0 the wave
function takes on the shape of a scattering wave. For
E < 0 the extended tail becomes increasingly pronounced
as |E| → 0. The net effect is to alter matrix elements of
short-range operators by a normalization, while building
into Heff long-range strong-interaction corrections (dom-
inated by the pion) that would otherwise be missing, as
we will describe in more detail later. One should not mis-
construe EGQT as creating a “tail” on the wave function.
This operator is part of an exact rewriting of the BH Heff
that operates within a compact, translationally invariant
HO space defined by P .
The first two terms within the bracket in Eq. (33) cor-
rect the kinetic energy to all orders. The remaining two
terms provide the starting point for formulating the ef-
fective theory. They can be divided as follows
V + V GQHQV ≡ V IR + V UV + V GQHQV ,
V IR → V IRpi , V UV + V GQHQV → Vδ . (35)
Here Vδ represents the systematic operator expansion de-
scribe in the next section, which accounts for all of the
short-range physics residing in Q, that in a potential the-
ory would be generated by the repeated scattering of QV .
It also accounts for any short-range physics associated
with V operating in P . This leaves the long range con-
tributions of V in P , denoted V IR, defined as physics
beyond the range of our operator expansion. Thus V IR
depends on the order of the UV expansion. Under the
(testable) assumption that the pion dominates the long-
range physics in P , we equate V IR to V IRpi .
With these replacements, pionful HOBET becomes a
true effective theory: no reference to phenomenological
potentials remains. The resulting Heff is depicted in
Fig. 5. Chiral symmetry and the kinetic energy operator
govern the IR physics. The LECs for HOBET’s operator
expansion are obtained by matching observables (UV)
or computed from a chiral operator expansion (IR), as
described below. Consequently HOBET is an effective
theory in which QCD is reduced to the nuclear scale in
one step.
2. HOBET’s Operator Expansion
While in principle one has freedom in defining an ET’s
short-range expansion, in practice it is important to pay
attention to the underlying physics to find the most suit-
able and efficient expansion. In chiral EFT the natu-
ral operator choice is a contact-gradient expansion, em-
ploying δ(r) and scalars built from ∇: the expansion
is around q = 0 and operators built from ∇ select out
powers of q. HOBET is built on the HO, where excita-
tions are created by raising operators acting on the zero
mode. Coordinate and momentum space representations
of the HO are conjugate, with the coordinate structure
governed by the dimensionless parameter r12/b, and the
momentum-space structure by qb. The momentum ex-
pansion is about an intermediate scale determined by the
inverse nuclear size. The natural operator basis is that
built from the HO raising and lowering operators. This
choice produces a correspondence between the progres-
sion of low-energy modes and the tower of short-range
effective operators. There is a linear mapping between
the LECs and the effective interaction matrix elements
between the different HO states, e.g. the n′ = 1↔ n = 1
matrix element is uniquely determined by the LO LEC
(see the lower-left matrix element depicted in Fig. 6b).
It also leads to a seamless division between the UV oper-
ators associated with Vδ and the IR operators associated
with V IRpi , greatly simplifying HOBET’s UV and IR ex-
pansions, as described below.
This form of HOBET operators was first used in
Ref. [352]. Here we follow Ref. [492], where a more con-
ventional normalization was adopted.
We introduce the HO creation operators (a†x, a
†
y, a
†
z) ≡
a†i and their conjugates
a†i ≡
1√
2
(
− ∂
∂ri
+ ri
)
, ai ≡ 1√
2
(
∂
∂ri
+ ri
)
,
which satisfy the usual commutation relations. Here
r = (r1 − r2)/
√
2b is the dimensionless Jacobi coordi-
nate. Defining projections with good angular momen-
tum, a†M = eˆM · a† and a˜M = (−1)Ma−M , where eˆM
is the spherical unit vector, we can form the scalar HO
nodal raising/lowering operators Aˆ† ≡ a†a†, Aˆ ≡ a˜ a˜
Aˆ |n`m〉 = −2
√
(n− 1) (n+ `− 1/2) |n− 1 `m〉 ,
where |n`m〉 is a normalized HO state. Using
δ(r) =
∑
n′n
dn′n |n′00〉〈n00| ,
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FIG. 4. Transform of the fifth and highest S-channel state in P with E = −1/2 (1/2) on the left (right) (in ~ω units). The
transformed state has been scaled to match the amplitude of the original basis function near the origin (dot-dashed lines). The
exponential decay of a bound state and oscillations of a scattering state are reflected in the edge-state behavior.
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FIG. 5. HOBET’s pionful effective interaction, appropri-
ate to a HO where translational invariance requires P to be
defined in terms of total quanta (in contrast to chiral interac-
tions employing a momentum regulator). (Color: blue, green,
red indicate far-IR, near-IR, and UV corrections.)
dn′n ≡ 2
pi2
[
Γ(n′ + 12 )Γ(n+
1
2 )
(n′ − 1)! (n− 1)!
]1/2
, (36)
HOBET’s short-range expansion can be carried out [352].
We obtain for the 1S0 channel at N
3LO
V Sδ =
∑
n′n
dn′n
[
aSLO |n′ 0〉〈n 0|
+ aSNLO
(
Aˆ† |n′ 0〉〈n 0|+ |n′ 0〉〈n 0| Aˆ
)
+ aS,22NNLO Aˆ
† |n′ 0〉〈n 0| Aˆ
+ aS,40NNLO
(
Aˆ† 2 |n′ 0〉〈n 0|+ |n′ 0〉〈n 0| Aˆ2
)
+ aS,42N3LO
(
Aˆ† 2 |n′ 0〉〈n 0| Aˆ+ Aˆ† |n′ 0〉〈n 0| Aˆ2
)
+ aS,60N3LO
(
Aˆ† 3 |n′ 0〉〈n 0|+ |n′ 0〉〈n 0| Aˆ3
) ]
. (37)
where the LECs aLO, aNLO, ... carry units of energy. The
HO matrix elements are
〈n′(`′ = 0S)JM |V Sδ |n(` = 0S)JM〉 = dn′n
[
aSLO
− 2cSn′n aSNLO + 4cS,22n′n aS,22NNLO + 4cS,40n′n aS,40NNLO
− 8cS,42n′n aS,42N3LO − 8cS,60n′n aS,60N3LO
]
, (38)
with the coefficients
cSn′n = (n
′−1) + (n−1) ,
cS,22n′n = (n
′−1)(n−1) ,
cS,40n′n = (n
′−1)(n′−2) + (n−1)(n−2) ,
cS,42n′n = (n
′−1)(n′−2)(n−1) + (n′−1)(n−1)(n−2) ,
cS,60n′n = (n
′−1)(n′−2)(n′−3) + (n−1)(n−2)(n−3) . (39)
In tensor channels the angular momentum raising and
lowering operators are needed, formed from the aligned
coupling of the spherical creation and annihilation oper-
ators
〈n`|| [a† ⊗ · · · ⊗ a†]
`
||n0〉 = (−1)`〈n0|| [a˜⊗ · · · ⊗ a˜]` ||n`〉
= 2`/2
√
l!
(2`− 1)!!
Γ[n+ `+ 12 ]
Γ[n+ 12 ]
,
(40)
where || . . . || denotes a reduced matrix element. The
needed operator expansion can then be constructed, e.g.,
V SDδ =
∑
n′n
dn′n
[
aSDNLO
{
[a† ⊗ a†]2|n′0〉〈n0|
+ |n′0〉〈n0|[a˜⊗ a˜]2
} [σ1 ⊗ σ2]2 + · · · ] . (41)
Full results through N3LO for all contributing channels
can be found in Ref. [352].
Equation (38) shows that HOBET’s ladder operator
expansion generates a characteristic dependence on nodal
quantum numbers n, n′: aSLO is the only LEC contribut-
ing to the HO 1s-1s (n = n′ = 1) matrix element, aSNLO is
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the only additional LEC contributing to the 1s-2s matrix
element, etc. Consequently if one starts with an NN po-
tential – the two-step process described previously for ei-
ther a hard potential like Argonne v18 or a softer one like
Vlow k – the LECs can be fixed in a scheme-independent
way, once one computes individual matrix elements of
the effective interaction. If aSLO is determined from the
1s-1s matrix element in a LO calculation, that value will
not change at NLO, and so on. The s-wave LECs are
determined by expanding the HO wave functions as a
Gaussians times a finite polynomial in r2, then equating
terms ∫
r′ 2dr′r2dr r′ 2p
′
e−r
′2/2 Vsr(r
′, r) r2pe−r
2/2
≡
∫
r′ 2dr′r2dr r′ 2p
′
e−r
′2/2 V Sδ r
2pe−r
2/2 , (42)
where p′ = n′−1, p = n−1, and Vsr ≡ V UV +V GQHQV :
the LECs are determined by this nonlocal generalization
of Talmi integrals [512].
3. Pionful HOBET’s Power Counting for the NN System
HOBET can be summarized as follows:
1. HOBET’s effective interaction within P is completely
defined by the set of LECs accompanying the ladder
operators of Sec. III C 2. This includes a specific lin-
ear combination of operators/LECs associated with IR
corrections in Q that are introduced through the edge
states, and thus depend sensitively on E.
2. HOBET’s short-range or UV expansion fixes the low-
est order LECs. This expansion quickly accounts for
essentially all of the UV physics missing from P , en-
coding this information in a small set of LECs for
the low-order operators, which are then determined
by matching experiment (or LQCD).
3. The IR has a complementary expansion that exploits
our knowledge of the long-distance nuclear problem.
HOBET’s far-IR behavior is governed by the kinetic
energy operator and by the binding energy E, which
HOBET makes explicit. HOBET’s near-IR behavior
is governed by chiral symmetry. All non-UV LECs are
computable functions of E, fpi, and mpi.
4. HOBET’s IR treatment requires a chiral operator ex-
pansion analogous to that of Fig. 3. HOBET’s use of
a single set of operators guarantees seamless matching
of the UV and IR expansions. The IR chiral expansion
needs to be accurate only beyond the range of the UV
expansion.
5. Both expansions are controlled by dimensionless pa-
rameters that depend on b. Thus b can be tuned to
optimize the intermediate point at which the two ex-
pansions meet.
Panel a) of Fig. 6 illustrates the connection between
HOBET’s UV/IR operator structure to its cutoffs ΛSM
and b. For typical choices of b very strong “hard core”
interactions – often modeled in terms vector meson ex-
change, Pauli repulsion, etc. – as well as short-range con-
tributions of pion exchange (including the sigma meson)
are not resolved in P . HOBET treats all such short-range
physics equivalently, determining its effects on the effec-
tive interaction in P in a few LECs for the lowest order
operators in the expansion, fitting these to experimental
observables. This contrasts with chiral EFT, where an
attractive and singular potential associated with pion ex-
change is treated explicitly and must be regulated, with
its short-range contributions separated out from other
short-range physics (even though the point-pion poten-
tial has little relevance to the physical potential at short
range). We would argue that HOBET’s agnostic treat-
ment of short-range physics is more appealing in an ET.
The diagram also shows that for a typical choice of b near
the nuclear radius, mpib ∼ 1, so that over pion ranges, the
bulk of interactions are absorbed into P . What remains
is a distant tail of the pion that extends into the IR,
which is treated in HOBET through edge-state matrix
elements of V IRpi .
The choice of ΛSM and b influence how much and what
type of physics is missing from P . HOBET’s answers are
technically independent of b and ΛSM – though a poor
choice of these parameters can slow convergence, making
it impractical to obtain a precise answer. ΛSM deter-
mines the separation of the scales of UV and IR physics:
Increasing ΛSM decreases, for example, the amount of
UV physics omitted from P , thus decreasing the com-
plexity of the effective operator expansion. By adjust-
ing b to smaller values one re-centers the peak resolution
of P to smaller values of 〈r〉, pulling more short-range
into P , where it will be iterated to all orders in solving
the Schro¨dinger equation, and consequently putting more
stress on the near-IR chiral expansion we describe below.
An adjustment to larger values does the opposite. Thus
in HOBET b can be tuned to optimize the meeting point
between the short-range expansion and the chiral expan-
sion for long-distance physics. The fact that “optimal”
values for b are ∼ 1/mpi ∼ RN where RN is the nuclear
radius is not surprising because Nature does a similar
optimization: nuclear radii reflect a balance between ki-
netic energy (minimized by complete delocalization) and
potential energy (the midrange attraction influenced by
the pion).
Figure 7 includes a local Gaussian potential represen-
tative of the UV physics not captured in P , that must
be taken into account through the effective operator ex-
pansion. It has the form
VUV (r) = V0e
r212/r
2
sr , V0 ∼ −1.5 GeV , rsr ∼ 0.39 fm .
This potential reproduces reasonably well [352] the pat-
tern of LECs derived in a detailed HOBET calculation
that used the Argonne v18 potential. (The parameters
used in that work, b = 1.7 fm and ΛSM = 8, are also
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near-near-IR        couplingV IR⇡
<latexit sha1_base64="y6X7OZk6lSazJua3ZV5ivmKR7D0=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dDBbBVUlE0GXBje6q2Ae0MUymk3boTBJmJkqJ/RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs +cIOFMacf5tkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6eXd1vqziVhLZIzGPZDbCinEW0pZnmtJtIikXAaScYX+Z+54FKxeLoTk8S6gk8jFjICNZG8u1q2+8n7L4vsB5JkV3fTn275tSdGdAycQtSgwJN3/7qD2KSChppwrFSPddJtJdhqRnhdFrpp4ommIzxkPYMjbCgystm0afo2CgDFMbSvEijmfp7I8NCqYkIzGQeUS16ufif10t1eOFlLEpSTSMyPxSmHOkY5T2gAZOUaD4xBBPJTFZERlhiok1bFVOCu/jlZd I+rbtO3b05qzXOijrKcAhHcAIunEMDrqAJLSDwCM/wCm/Wk/VivVsf89GSVewcwB9Ynz9j/JQH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y6X7OZk6lSazJua3ZV5ivmKR7D0=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dDBbBVUlE0GXBje6q2Ae0MUymk3boTBJmJkqJ/RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs +cIOFMacf5tkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6eXd1vqziVhLZIzGPZDbCinEW0pZnmtJtIikXAaScYX+Z+54FKxeLoTk8S6gk8jFjICNZG8u1q2+8n7L4vsB5JkV3fTn275tSdGdAycQtSgwJN3/7qD2KSChppwrFSPddJtJdhqRnhdFrpp4ommIzxkPYMjbCgystm0afo2CgDFMbSvEijmfp7I8NCqYkIzGQeUS16ufif10t1eOFlLEpSTSMyPxSmHOkY5T2gAZOUaD4xBBPJTFZERlhiok1bFVOCu/jlZd I+rbtO3b05qzXOijrKcAhHcAIunEMDrqAJLSDwCM/wCm/Wk/VivVsf89GSVewcwB9Ynz9j/JQH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y6X7OZk6lSazJua3ZV5ivmKR7D0=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dDBbBVUlE0GXBje6q2Ae0MUymk3boTBJmJkqJ/RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs +cIOFMacf5tkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6eXd1vqziVhLZIzGPZDbCinEW0pZnmtJtIikXAaScYX+Z+54FKxeLoTk8S6gk8jFjICNZG8u1q2+8n7L4vsB5JkV3fTn275tSdGdAycQtSgwJN3/7qD2KSChppwrFSPddJtJdhqRnhdFrpp4ommIzxkPYMjbCgystm0afo2CgDFMbSvEijmfp7I8NCqYkIzGQeUS16ufif10t1eOFlLEpSTSMyPxSmHOkY5T2gAZOUaD4xBBPJTFZERlhiok1bFVOCu/jlZd I+rbtO3b05qzXOijrKcAhHcAIunEMDrqAJLSDwCM/wCm/Wk/VivVsf89GSVewcwB9Ynz9j/JQH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvS culLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9 CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dwrhwpDJoqY51R10QE3rjV+Tn4k=">AAAB73icbVA9T8MwFHzhs5QCKSuLRYXEVCUsMCKxwFYQ/ZCaEDmu01q1nch2QFXoT2FhACH+DRv/BqftAC0nWTrdvad3vj jjTBvP+3bW1jc2t7YrO9Xd2t7+gVuvdXSaK0LbJOWp6sVYU84kbRtmOO1limIRc9qNx1el332kSrNU3ptJRkOBh5IljGBjpcitd6IgYw+BwGakRHFzN43chtf0ZkCrxF+QBizQityvYJCSXFBpCMda930vM2GBlWGE02k1yDXNMBnjIe1bKrGgOixm0afoxCoDlKTKPmnQTP29UWCh9UTEdrKMqJe9UvzP6+cmuQgLJrPcUEnmh5KcI5Oisgc0YIoSwyeWYKKYzYrICCtMjG2rakvwl7+8SjpnTd 9r+rceVOAIjuEUfDiHS7iGFrSBwBO8wBu8O8/Oq/Mxr2vNWfR2CH/gfP4ACLWSsA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dwrhwpDJoqY51R10QE3rjV+Tn4k=">AAAB73icbVA9T8MwFHzhs5QCKSuLRYXEVCUsMCKxwFYQ/ZCaEDmu01q1nch2QFXoT2FhACH+DRv/BqftAC0nWTrdvad3vj jjTBvP+3bW1jc2t7YrO9Xd2t7+gVuvdXSaK0LbJOWp6sVYU84kbRtmOO1limIRc9qNx1el332kSrNU3ptJRkOBh5IljGBjpcitd6IgYw+BwGakRHFzN43chtf0ZkCrxF+QBizQityvYJCSXFBpCMda930vM2GBlWGE02k1yDXNMBnjIe1bKrGgOixm0afoxCoDlKTKPmnQTP29UWCh9UTEdrKMqJe9UvzP6+cmuQgLJrPcUEnmh5KcI5Oisgc0YIoSwyeWYKKYzYrICCtMjG2rakvwl7+8SjpnTd 9r+rceVOAIjuEUfDiHS7iGFrSBwBO8wBu8O8/Oq/Mxr2vNWfR2CH/gfP4ACLWSsA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7TMUNUJloIbDvytYeEEHa/YNaM4=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiQi6LLgRndV7APaGCbTSTt0ZhJmJkqJ/RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs +cMGFUadf9tkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6eXd1vqziVmLRwzGLZDZEijArS0lQz0k0kQTxkpBOOL3O/80CkorG405OE+BwNBY0oRtpIgV1tB/2E3vc50iPJs+vbaWDX3Lo7g7NMvILUoEAzsL/6gxinnAiNGVKq57mJ9jMkNcWMTCv9VJEE4TEakp6hAnGi/GwWfeocG2XgRLE0T2hnpv7eyBBXasJDM5lHVIteLv7n9VIdXfgZFUmqicDzQ1HKHB07eQ/OgEqCNZsYgrCkJquDR0girE1bFVOCt/jlZd I+rXtu3btxa42zoo4yHMIRnIAH59CAK2hCCzA8wjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHfLRkFTsH8AfW5w9ivJQD</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y6X7OZk6lSazJua3ZV5ivmKR7D0=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dDBbBVUlE0GXBje6q2Ae0MUymk3boTBJmJkqJ/RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs +cIOFMacf5tkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6eXd1vqziVhLZIzGPZDbCinEW0pZnmtJtIikXAaScYX+Z+54FKxeLoTk8S6gk8jFjICNZG8u1q2+8n7L4vsB5JkV3fTn275tSdGdAycQtSgwJN3/7qD2KSChppwrFSPddJtJdhqRnhdFrpp4ommIzxkPYMjbCgystm0afo2CgDFMbSvEijmfp7I8NCqYkIzGQeUS16ufif10t1eOFlLEpSTSMyPxSmHOkY5T2gAZOUaD4xBBPJTFZERlhiok1bFVOCu/jlZd I+rbtO3b05qzXOijrKcAhHcAIunEMDrqAJLSDwCM/wCm/Wk/VivVsf89GSVewcwB9Ynz9j/JQH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y6X7OZk6lSazJua3ZV5ivmKR7D0=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dDBbBVUlE0GXBje6q2Ae0MUymk3boTBJmJkqJ/RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs +cIOFMacf5tkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6eXd1vqziVhLZIzGPZDbCinEW0pZnmtJtIikXAaScYX+Z+54FKxeLoTk8S6gk8jFjICNZG8u1q2+8n7L4vsB5JkV3fTn275tSdGdAycQtSgwJN3/7qD2KSChppwrFSPddJtJdhqRnhdFrpp4ommIzxkPYMjbCgystm0afo2CgDFMbSvEijmfp7I8NCqYkIzGQeUS16ufif10t1eOFlLEpSTSMyPxSmHOkY5T2gAZOUaD4xBBPJTFZERlhiok1bFVOCu/jlZd I+rbtO3b05qzXOijrKcAhHcAIunEMDrqAJLSDwCM/wCm/Wk/VivVsf89GSVewcwB9Ynz9j/JQH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y6X7OZk6lSazJua3ZV5ivmKR7D0=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dDBbBVUlE0GXBje6q2Ae0MUymk3boTBJmJkqJ/RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs +cIOFMacf5tkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6eXd1vqziVhLZIzGPZDbCinEW0pZnmtJtIikXAaScYX+Z+54FKxeLoTk8S6gk8jFjICNZG8u1q2+8n7L4vsB5JkV3fTn275tSdGdAycQtSgwJN3/7qD2KSChppwrFSPddJtJdhqRnhdFrpp4ommIzxkPYMjbCgystm0afo2CgDFMbSvEijmfp7I8NCqYkIzGQeUS16ufif10t1eOFlLEpSTSMyPxSmHOkY5T2gAZOUaD4xBBPJTFZERlhiok1bFVOCu/jlZd I+rbtO3b05qzXOijrKcAhHcAIunEMDrqAJLSDwCM/wCm/Wk/VivVsf89GSVewcwB9Ynz9j/JQH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y6X7OZk6lSazJua3ZV5ivmKR7D0=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dDBbBVUlE0GXBje6q2Ae0MUymk3boTBJmJkqJ/RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs +cIOFMacf5tkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6eXd1vqziVhLZIzGPZDbCinEW0pZnmtJtIikXAaScYX+Z+54FKxeLoTk8S6gk8jFjICNZG8u1q2+8n7L4vsB5JkV3fTn275tSdGdAycQtSgwJN3/7qD2KSChppwrFSPddJtJdhqRnhdFrpp4ommIzxkPYMjbCgystm0afo2CgDFMbSvEijmfp7I8NCqYkIzGQeUS16ufif10t1eOFlLEpSTSMyPxSmHOkY5T2gAZOUaD4xBBPJTFZERlhiok1bFVOCu/jlZd I+rbtO3b05qzXOijrKcAhHcAIunEMDrqAJLSDwCM/wCm/Wk/VivVsf89GSVewcwB9Ynz9j/JQH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y6X7OZk6lSazJua3ZV5ivmKR7D0=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dDBbBVUlE0GXBje6q2Ae0MUymk3boTBJmJkqJ/RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs +cIOFMacf5tkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6eXd1vqziVhLZIzGPZDbCinEW0pZnmtJtIikXAaScYX+Z+54FKxeLoTk8S6gk8jFjICNZG8u1q2+8n7L4vsB5JkV3fTn275tSdGdAycQtSgwJN3/7qD2KSChppwrFSPddJtJdhqRnhdFrpp4ommIzxkPYMjbCgystm0afo2CgDFMbSvEijmfp7I8NCqYkIzGQeUS16ufif10t1eOFlLEpSTSMyPxSmHOkY5T2gAZOUaD4xBBPJTFZERlhiok1bFVOCu/jlZd I+rbtO3b05qzXOijrKcAhHcAIunEMDrqAJLSDwCM/wCm/Wk/VivVsf89GSVewcwB9Ynz9j/JQH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y6X7OZk6lSazJua3ZV5ivmKR7D0=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dDBbBVUlE0GXBje6q2Ae0MUymk3boTBJmJkqJ/RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs +cIOFMacf5tkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6eXd1vqziVhLZIzGPZDbCinEW0pZnmtJtIikXAaScYX+Z+54FKxeLoTk8S6gk8jFjICNZG8u1q2+8n7L4vsB5JkV3fTn275tSdGdAycQtSgwJN3/7qD2KSChppwrFSPddJtJdhqRnhdFrpp4ommIzxkPYMjbCgystm0afo2CgDFMbSvEijmfp7I8NCqYkIzGQeUS16ufif10t1eOFlLEpSTSMyPxSmHOkY5T2gAZOUaD4xBBPJTFZERlhiok1bFVOCu/jlZd I+rbtO3b05qzXOijrKcAhHcAIunEMDrqAJLSDwCM/wCm/Wk/VivVsf89GSVewcwB9Ynz9j/JQH</latexit>
matrix elements

with UV and IR

contributions 
⇤<latexit sha1_base64="cOrM796wWxzecLd0R YPMLWr9dr0=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf8bFzEyyCq5KIoLgquHHhooKthSaUyWTSDp3MhJmJ UEPxV9y4UMSt/+HOv3HSZqGtF4Y5nHMPc+aEKaNKu+63VVlaXlldq67XNja3tnfs3b2OEpnEpI0FE 7IbIkUY5aStqWakm0qCkpCR+3B0Vej3D0QqKvidHqckSNCA05hipA3Vtw/8ULBIjRNz5f6NMUZo0r frbsOdjrMIvBLUoZxW3/7yI4GzhHCNGVKq57mpDnIkNcWMTGp+pkiK8AgNSM9AjhKignyafuIcGyZ yYiHN4dqZsr8dOUpUEdBsJkgP1bxWkP9pvUzHF0FOeZppwvHsoThjjhZOUYUTUUmwZmMDEJbUZHXw EEmEtSmsZkrw5r+8CDqnDc9teLdn9eZlWUcVDuEITsCDc2jCNbSgDRge4Rle4c16sl6sd+tjtlqxS s8+/Bnr8wcPtZWT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cOrM796wWxzecLd0R YPMLWr9dr0=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf8bFzEyyCq5KIoLgquHHhooKthSaUyWTSDp3MhJmJ UEPxV9y4UMSt/+HOv3HSZqGtF4Y5nHMPc+aEKaNKu+63VVlaXlldq67XNja3tnfs3b2OEpnEpI0FE 7IbIkUY5aStqWakm0qCkpCR+3B0Vej3D0QqKvidHqckSNCA05hipA3Vtw/8ULBIjRNz5f6NMUZo0r frbsOdjrMIvBLUoZxW3/7yI4GzhHCNGVKq57mpDnIkNcWMTGp+pkiK8AgNSM9AjhKignyafuIcGyZ yYiHN4dqZsr8dOUpUEdBsJkgP1bxWkP9pvUzHF0FOeZppwvHsoThjjhZOUYUTUUmwZmMDEJbUZHXw EEmEtSmsZkrw5r+8CDqnDc9teLdn9eZlWUcVDuEITsCDc2jCNbSgDRge4Rle4c16sl6sd+tjtlqxS s8+/Bnr8wcPtZWT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cOrM796wWxzecLd0R YPMLWr9dr0=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf8bFzEyyCq5KIoLgquHHhooKthSaUyWTSDp3MhJmJ UEPxV9y4UMSt/+HOv3HSZqGtF4Y5nHMPc+aEKaNKu+63VVlaXlldq67XNja3tnfs3b2OEpnEpI0FE 7IbIkUY5aStqWakm0qCkpCR+3B0Vej3D0QqKvidHqckSNCA05hipA3Vtw/8ULBIjRNz5f6NMUZo0r frbsOdjrMIvBLUoZxW3/7yI4GzhHCNGVKq57mpDnIkNcWMTGp+pkiK8AgNSM9AjhKignyafuIcGyZ yYiHN4dqZsr8dOUpUEdBsJkgP1bxWkP9pvUzHF0FOeZppwvHsoThjjhZOUYUTUUmwZmMDEJbUZHXw EEmEtSmsZkrw5r+8CDqnDc9teLdn9eZlWUcVDuEITsCDc2jCNbSgDRge4Rle4c16sl6sd+tjtlqxS s8+/Bnr8wcPtZWT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cOrM796wWxzecLd0R YPMLWr9dr0=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf8bFzEyyCq5KIoLgquHHhooKthSaUyWTSDp3MhJmJ UEPxV9y4UMSt/+HOv3HSZqGtF4Y5nHMPc+aEKaNKu+63VVlaXlldq67XNja3tnfs3b2OEpnEpI0FE 7IbIkUY5aStqWakm0qCkpCR+3B0Vej3D0QqKvidHqckSNCA05hipA3Vtw/8ULBIjRNz5f6NMUZo0r frbsOdjrMIvBLUoZxW3/7yI4GzhHCNGVKq57mpDnIkNcWMTGp+pkiK8AgNSM9AjhKignyafuIcGyZ yYiHN4dqZsr8dOUpUEdBsJkgP1bxWkP9pvUzHF0FOeZppwvHsoThjjhZOUYUTUUmwZmMDEJbUZHXw EEmEtSmsZkrw5r+8CDqnDc9teLdn9eZlWUcVDuEITsCDc2jCNbSgDRge4Rle4c16sl6sd+tjtlqxS s8+/Bnr8wcPtZWT</latexit>
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FIG. 6. a) A schematic of HOBET’s Hilbert space decomposition into UV (shaded), P (white), and IR (pink) components.
ΛSM controls the separation of the UV-IR spaces, while b can be used to reposition P relative to the underlying NN potential.
b) HOBET’s N3LO 1S0 −1 S0/3S1 −3 S1 operator structure for ΛSM = 8. The large squares label HO matrix elements; the
small ones indicate contributing operators/LECs. LECs determined in the UV expansion correct the short-range contributions
to matrix elements. The IR expansion begins with the edge state-edge state LEC indicated in darker pink, moving toward the
UV (lower orders) – which may require elaboration of the chiral expansion, to capture the needed physics. The chiral expansion
generates all other LECs. Large squares with darker gray background indicate matrix elements entirely determined by the UV
expansion at N3LO; those in light gray require in addition IR corrections.
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FIG. 7. Talmi basis functions e−r
2
r2(p
′+p) with p′ + p =
(n′− 1) + (n− 1) ranging from 0 to 4 (corresponding to (LO,
..., N4LO) and scaled with 10/p! for viewing. The peak of
each curve is located at r =
√
p. Here r = r12/(
√
2b) is the
dimension Jacobi coordinate. Superimposed on these are a
Gaussian short-range 1S0 NN potential characteristic the of
UV physics that lies outside of the P -space, as described in the
text, as well as the one-pion exchange potential contribution
to the 1S0 channel.
employed in examples we show here.) This comparison
of this potential to the Talmi integrands demonstrates
the essentials of the UV convergence. The Talmi inte-
grands peak, in our dimensionless radial units, at
√
p,
p = 0, 1, 2 . . . – so the peaks move apart more rapidly
at small p. The UV potential (its absolute value is plot-
ted) overlaps significantly with the Talmi integrals for
p = 0, 1 (LO, NLO), a bit with p = 3 (N2LO), and neg-
ligibly with p = 4 (N3LO). The dimensionless parameter
(rsr/b)
2 governs the convergence: the LECs drop off by
this factor, from order to order. One has made an ap-
propriate choice of b: the UV physics has been well cap-
tured, and there are enough contributing Talmi integrals
to provide adequate resolution of its detailed structure.
If one moves b to small values, or if the short-range ex-
pansion were terminated at LO or NLO, there would be
UV physics not adequately corrected in P by the short-
range expansion. By HOBET’s rules, all physics out-
side the range of the UV expansion would be treated in
the chiral expansion. This would stress that expansion
– at short ranges multi-pion corrections dominate – and
not be adequate, as non-pionic contributions would be
missed. If one moves b to large values, resolution is lost
unnecessarily, and the short-range expansion would now
penetrate to larger radii where we know the interaction,
due to chiral symmetry, wasting effort.
Figure 7 also shows the absolute value of the Yukawa-
like 1S0 potential from tree-level one-pion exchange (or-
ange dashed line). It is apparent that a great deal of
this interaction is absorbed into the first few Talmi in-
tegrals (more correctly, into HOBET’s first few effective
operators through the values assigned to their LECs).
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The pion is a contributor to VUV in Eq. (35) that, to-
gether with V GQTQV , is represented by the short-range
expansion. Yet tree-level pion contributions to higher
Talmi integrals decline slowly, leaving Talmi integrals for
which, in our N3LO example, we will have no fitted LECs:
the dimensionless parameter governing this convergence
is α ≡ √2bmpi ∼ 1.68 (see Fig. 8b). There are in fact
an infinite number of contributing Talmi integrals, be-
cause in the edge states, V IRpi is sandwiched between the
Green’s functions EGQT . One thus sees that the IR cor-
rections that must be added to P , to correct from strong
interactions occurring at long distances, are controlled
by E: this physics is a major advantage of an energy-
dependent theory, as one has access to the parameter that
determines the specific linear combination of states in Q
that must be summed to give the needed IR correction.
For bound states, as |E| → 0, the IR strong interaction
contribution are enhanced by the EGQT propagator.
HOBET’s IR or chiral expansion is not an LEC ex-
pansion, because the LECs for a technically infinite set
of operators beyond N3LO are completely determined by
E, fpi, and mpi. It is instead a pion operator expansion,
similar to (but we will argue simpler than) the corre-
sponding operator expansion in chiral EFT of Fig. 3.
Just as the UV expansion starts at the UV corner of
P – the n′ = 1 ↔ n = 1 (so p′ = p = 0 in Eq. (42))
matrix element is determined by aLO – and then con-
tinues to larger 〈r〉, moving upward along the diagonal,
it is helpful to view the IR chiral expansion in a com-
plementary way, as a series that starts in the opposite
IR corner of P – the n′ = 5 → n = 5 matrix element,
determining the remaining LECs in a similar, step-wise
fashion. Figure 6 guides our discussion: it graphically
depicts an N3LO 1S0 calculation for ΛSM = 8. The large
boxes represent the needed P -space HO matrix elements.
Within each box the small red, orange, green, and blue
boxes represent the LO, NLO, NNLO, and N3LO LECs
determined in the short-range operator expansion. The
pink (edge states – involving both interactions in P and
corrections for long-range strong interactions in Q) and
white boxes (interactions in P ) represent the HO ladder
operators beyond N3LO, that we have argued (with b
properly chosen) are determined by V IRpi . The purpose
of this discussion is to determine the operator form of
V IRpi , specifically what steps we must take to evolve that
operator as we move from the most IR contribution to
P – the upper right corner of Fig. 6 – downward along
the diagonal, and eventually joining our UV ladder oper-
ator expansion. The starting point is the edge-edge state
contribution indicated in dark pink in the figure, which
contributes to the P -space n′ = 5 ↔ n = 5 matrix ele-
ment. Because this is an edge state, it involves an infinite
series of Talmi integrals for which p′+p > 8, starting with
p′ = p = 4. This would be an N8LO contribution in our
UV operator terminology, very long ranged. For p = 8
the Talmi integrand peaks at r =
√
8 or r12 = 4b ∼ 6.8
fm ∼ 4.8/mpi. It is abundantly apparent that V IRpi at
N3LO is very well approximated by one-pion exchange.
Moving inward, the next step with be the p′ = 4↔ p =
3, p′ = 3↔ p = 4 contributions – or N7LO. This operator
contributes to transitions involving one edge state (light
pink in Fig. 6), being the shortest range component. This
is the leading order chiral (longest range) contribution to
the n′ = 5 ↔ n = 4, n′ = 4 ↔ n = 5 P -space matrix
element, and an additional contribution to the n′ = 5↔
n = 5 HO matrix element. For p = 7 the Talmi integrand
peaks at r12 =
√
14b ∼ 6.4 fm: large √p′ + p values
correspond to contributions peaked at long distance.
One would continue this process through N4LO. At
each step one corrects P -space HO oscillator matrix el-
ements further down the diagonal of Fig. 6 for the first
time, and adds new corrections to matrix element above
the diagonal. At N4LO one joins onto the UV operator
expansion, correcting for the first time the set of matrix
elements immediately above the gray background area of
Fig. 6 (matrix elements entirely determined by the N3LO
UV expansion).
The key question to ask is whether or not one-pion
exchange (iterated to all orders in the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion, in combination with HOBET’s short-range and ki-
netic energy operators) is an adequate description of HO-
BET’s V IRpi , or whether instead we need a more compli-
cated treatment resembling the NN expansion of Fig. 3.
A full and careful discussion of HOBET’s chiral power
counting, including the treatment of tensor contribution
in triplet NN channels, will appear elsewhere [513]. HO-
BET has an intrinsically simple power counting, which
we will elaborate on. First, the theory requires self-
consistent solutions, which guarantees there is a fitted
LEC in every channel. Thus, for example, the s-wave
one-pion-exchange contact interaction that contributes
to the 1S0 channel is trivially absorbed into the fitted
aLO. More generally, while one could insist on treat-
ing pion exchange at all length scales as a point-nucleon
exchange, it makes no sense to do so, because all short-
range LECs are fitted to observables. All one would ac-
complish is to alter the numerical values of LECs, while
leaving the physics unchanged. Finally, pion operator ex-
pansions are simpler in HOBET because P and Q are de-
fined in terms of the total energy of a Slater determinant,
a many-nucleon condition. This contrasts with the mo-
mentum cut in chiral EFTs, which allow one nucleon to
scatter into Q (represented by a contact operator) while
interacting with a second in P . For NN interactions in
HOBET, either both nucleons are in P or both are in Q.
A simple channel to elucidate the counting is the
3S1 − 3S1, which is isoscalar and has no tensor contri-
bution. In isoscalar channels one can reasonably approx-
imate two-pion-exchange contributions by an isoscalar
sigma exchange. We do so here, treating the sigma as
elementary, because this approximation will allow us to
isolate the dimensionless parameters governing the com-
petition between one- and two-pion exchange. In the
T = 0 channel the two-pion exchange is relativistically
enhanced over one-pion exchange, allowing us to evaluate
this enhancement against the suppression that accom-
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panies HOBET’s treatment of the pion as exclusively a
long-range contribution, V IRpi . The potentials are
Vpi(r) =
(
gA√
2fpi
)2
m3pi
12pi
[e−αr
αr
σ1 · σ2
+ tensor + contact
]
τ1 · τ2
V2pi(r) = − g
2
s
4pi
mσ
e−ασr
ασr
(τ1 · τ2)2 (43)
where the tensor contribution cannot contribute to the
3S1 channel while the contact term cannot contribute to
V IRpi as the LO operator must be part of the UV ex-
pansion. Here α =
√
2bmpi and ασ =
√
2bmσ, and
the various constants are assigned values gA = 1.276,
fpi = 130.4 MeV, mpi = 138.03 MeV, g
2
s = 1.45, and
mσ = 650 MeV.
The general formula for the LECs is
a`,2p
′+`,2p+`
`+p′+p =
(2`+ 1)!!
2``!
〈p′(`S)J ;T |V (r)|p(`S)J ;T 〉
Rp ` ≡ pi
p!Γ[`+ p+ 32 ]
r`e−r
2/2
(
r2
2
)p
(44)
The superscripts of a give the angular momentum chan-
nel, and the number of derivatives applied to the left
and right by the operator, and the subscript gives the
operator order, yielding for example the correspondence
a0,4,23 = a
S,42
N3LO, as used in Eq. (37) for example. The
relevant values of the operator order here are those be-
yond the order of the UV expansion. Using the monomial
radial wave functions the matrix elements can be eval-
uated analytically for Vpi and V2pi, yielding expressions
involving error functions, governed by the dimensionless
parameters α and ασ. This formula determines the LECs
corresponding to the the white and pink boxes in Fig. 6,
panel b).
With one underlying set of operators and two expan-
sions that approach each other from the UV and IR sides.
one has the opportunity to assess errors by studying the
matching. This provides an empirical test of the ade-
quacy of the chiral operator structure employed. For ex-
ample, the standard HOBET calculations of Ref. [492]
were done in N3LO, a choice that yields about a keV
error in the binding energy of the deuteron. At the
outset the simplest IR operator structure – just V IRpi –
was assumed, then this assumption was tested. An ideal
testing ground is the 1F3 partial wave, which has one
contributing N3LO operator. The LEC was determined
from the fit (see below) to phase shift data. That value
was then matched to the value predicted by V IRpi , with
fpi treated as an adjustable variable: the standard value
of fpi was obtained to within a few percent. This gave
great confidence that the IR expansion – which describes
N4LO LECs and higher – would be reliable at tree-level.
This result is consistent with the conclusions drawn from
Fig. 8.
The Lepage plot of Fig. 9 shows that HOBET is a
rapidly convergent, predictive ET. HOBET was executed
order by order using phase shifts taken from the Argonne
v18 potential, then all of the matrix elements not used in
the fit were predicted and compared to results computed
directly from the potential. The scheme-independent
procedure is described in Ref. [352]. The figure shows the
fractional errors as a function of nodal quantum numbers,
n′+n, of the matrix element. The lines show the trends.
The rapid steepening of the lines with order demonstrate
the kind of systemic improvement characteristic of a well-
behaved ET.
4. Fitting HOBET Short-Range LECs
The Green’s function in V GQHQV results in a small
residual energy dependence of the term being expanded.
However, the expansion Eq. (37) contains lowering oper-
ators that are closely related to gradient operators and
are therefore sensitive to the energy of the wave function.
It was demonstrated in Ref. [492] that the small residual
energy dependence can be absorbed by the highest order
operators in a fit, leaving the LECs constant, making the
fitting and evaluation of Heff (E) much simpler.
The energy independent LECs of the expansion in
Eq. (37) can be fit to observables such as phase shifts
in a straightforward way. Given a set of phase shift sam-
ples {Ei, δi} and LECs we can construct an approximate
effective Hamiltonian
Heff (Ei, δi, LECs)P |ψ′i〉 = iP |ψ′i〉 , (45)
where the eigenvectors and eigenvalues differ from Ei and
P |ψi〉 due to the LEC values and order cutoff on the
expansion. We minimize a cost function of the difference
in eigenvalues while taking into account the impact of
omitted LEC orders.
χ2order N =
∑
i∈{sample}
(Ni − Ei)2
σN+1(i)2
, (46)
where {sample} represents the set of energy points used.
The variance σ2i is an estimate of the contributions of
omitted higher-order LECs not included in the fit.
σ2N+1(i) ∼ κ2N+1
∑
{aN+1j }
(
∂N+1i
∂aN+1j
∣∣∣∣
aN+1j =0
)2
. (47)
Here N+1i is the eigenvalue at one order beyond that
being employed in the fit, κ the scale of the LECs of the
next order, and {aN+1j } is the set of LECs that contribute
in that order. At low energies, high order contributions
are suppressed. The variance automatically selects the
relevant set of samples in a soft way for the order of the
fit.
Using cutoffs of ΛSM = 8 and b = 1.7 fm, a one-pion-
exchange potential (OPEP) for VIR, and 40 phase shifts
samples derived from the Argonne v18 potential [514]
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<latexit sha1_base64="ApAZp6RT2G5BDaVpE1aNsgs+aGA=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqzIjgi5cFNy4rGAf0A5DJk3b0DyGJCPU6eCvuHGhiFv/w51/Y6adhbYeCBzOuZd7cqKYUW0879sprayurW+UNytb2zu7e+7+QUvLRGHSxJJJ1YmQJowK0jTUMNKJFUE8YqQdjW9yv/1AlKZS3JtJTAKOhoIOKEbGSqF71OPIjBRPmRxmYep72RRNQ7fq1bwZ4DLxC1IFBRqh+9XrS5xwIgxmSOuu78UmSJEyFDOSVXqJJjHCYzQkXUsF4kQH6Sx9Bk+t0ocDqewTBs7U3xsp4lpPeGQn86x60cvF/7xuYgZXQUpFnBgi8PzQIGHQSJhXAftUEWzYxBKEFbVZIR4hhbCxhVVsCf7il5dJ67zmezX/7qJavy7qKINjcALOgA8uQR3cggZoAgwewTN4BW/Ok/PivDsf89GSU+wcgj9wPn8AHR6VnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ApAZp6RT2G5BDaVpE1aNsgs+aGA=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqzIjgi5cFNy4rGAf0A5DJk3b0DyGJCPU6eCvuHGhiFv/w51/Y6adhbYeCBzOuZd7cqKYUW0879sprayurW+UNytb2zu7e+7+QUvLRGHSxJJJ1YmQJowK0jTUMNKJFUE8YqQdjW9yv/1AlKZS3JtJTAKOhoIOKEbGSqF71OPIjBRPmRxmYep72RRNQ7fq1bwZ4DLxC1IFBRqh+9XrS5xwIgxmSOuu78UmSJEyFDOSVXqJJjHCYzQkXUsF4kQH6Sx9Bk+t0ocDqewTBs7U3xsp4lpPeGQn86x60cvF/7xuYgZXQUpFnBgi8PzQIGHQSJhXAftUEWzYxBKEFbVZIR4hhbCxhVVsCf7il5dJ67zmezX/7qJavy7qKINjcALOgA8uQR3cggZoAgwewTN4BW/Ok/PivDsf89GSU+wcgj9wPn8AHR6VnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ApAZp6RT2G5BDaVpE1aNsgs+aGA=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqzIjgi5cFNy4rGAf0A5DJk3b0DyGJCPU6eCvuHGhiFv/w51/Y6adhbYeCBzOuZd7cqKYUW0879sprayurW+UNytb2zu7e+7+QUvLRGHSxJJJ1YmQJowK0jTUMNKJFUE8YqQdjW9yv/1AlKZS3JtJTAKOhoIOKEbGSqF71OPIjBRPmRxmYep72RRNQ7fq1bwZ4DLxC1IFBRqh+9XrS5xwIgxmSOuu78UmSJEyFDOSVXqJJjHCYzQkXUsF4kQH6Sx9Bk+t0ocDqewTBs7U3xsp4lpPeGQn86x60cvF/7xuYgZXQUpFnBgi8PzQIGHQSJhXAftUEWzYxBKEFbVZIR4hhbCxhVVsCf7il5dJ67zmezX/7qJavy7qKINjcALOgA8uQR3cggZoAgwewTN4BW/Ok/PivDsf89GSU+wcgj9wPn8AHR6VnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ApAZp6RT2G5BDaVpE1aNsgs+aGA=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqzIjgi5cFNy4rGAf0A5DJk3b0DyGJCPU6eCvuHGhiFv/w51/Y6adhbYeCBzOuZd7cqKYUW0879sprayurW+UNytb2zu7e+7+QUvLRGHSxJJJ1YmQJowK0jTUMNKJFUE8YqQdjW9yv/1AlKZS3JtJTAKOhoIOKEbGSqF71OPIjBRPmRxmYep72RRNQ7fq1bwZ4DLxC1IFBRqh+9XrS5xwIgxmSOuu78UmSJEyFDOSVXqJJjHCYzQkXUsF4kQH6Sx9Bk+t0ocDqewTBs7U3xsp4lpPeGQn86x60cvF/7xuYgZXQUpFnBgi8PzQIGHQSJhXAftUEWzYxBKEFbVZIR4hhbCxhVVsCf7il5dJ67zmezX/7qJavy7qKINjcALOgA8uQR3cggZoAgwewTN4BW/Ok/PivDsf89GSU+wcgj9wPn8AHR6VnQ==</latexit>
|aNLO|
<latexit sha1_base64="kAIMt0CexnsCnKaXjnanWiXxhFI=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVoXorePEgWsF+SLuUbJptQ5PskmSFsu2v8OJBEa/+HG/+G9N2D9r6YODx3gwz84KYM21c99vJrayurW/kNwtb2zu7e8X9g4aOEkV onUQ8Uq0Aa8qZpHXDDKetWFEsAk6bwfBq6jefqNIskg9mFFNf4L5kISPYWOlxjLvp7c3dZNwtltyyOwNaJl5GSpCh1i1+dXoRSQSVhnCsddtzY+OnWBlGOJ0UOommMSZD3KdtSyUWVPvp7OAJOrFKD4WRsiUNmqm/J1IstB6JwHYKbAZ60ZuK/3ntxIQXfspknBgqyXxRmHBkIjT9HvWYosTwkSWYKGZvRWSAFSbGZlSwIXiLLy+TxlnZc8ve/XmpepnFkYcjOIZT8KACVbiGGtSBgIBneIU3RzkvzrvzMW/NOdnMIfyB8/kD15mQZA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kAIMt0CexnsCnKaXjnanWiXxhFI=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVoXorePEgWsF+SLuUbJptQ5PskmSFsu2v8OJBEa/+HG/+G9N2D9r6YODx3gwz84KYM21c99vJrayurW/kNwtb2zu7e8X9g4aOEkV onUQ8Uq0Aa8qZpHXDDKetWFEsAk6bwfBq6jefqNIskg9mFFNf4L5kISPYWOlxjLvp7c3dZNwtltyyOwNaJl5GSpCh1i1+dXoRSQSVhnCsddtzY+OnWBlGOJ0UOommMSZD3KdtSyUWVPvp7OAJOrFKD4WRsiUNmqm/J1IstB6JwHYKbAZ60ZuK/3ntxIQXfspknBgqyXxRmHBkIjT9HvWYosTwkSWYKGZvRWSAFSbGZlSwIXiLLy+TxlnZc8ve/XmpepnFkYcjOIZT8KACVbiGGtSBgIBneIU3RzkvzrvzMW/NOdnMIfyB8/kD15mQZA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kAIMt0CexnsCnKaXjnanWiXxhFI=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVoXorePEgWsF+SLuUbJptQ5PskmSFsu2v8OJBEa/+HG/+G9N2D9r6YODx3gwz84KYM21c99vJrayurW/kNwtb2zu7e8X9g4aOEkV onUQ8Uq0Aa8qZpHXDDKetWFEsAk6bwfBq6jefqNIskg9mFFNf4L5kISPYWOlxjLvp7c3dZNwtltyyOwNaJl5GSpCh1i1+dXoRSQSVhnCsddtzY+OnWBlGOJ0UOommMSZD3KdtSyUWVPvp7OAJOrFKD4WRsiUNmqm/J1IstB6JwHYKbAZ60ZuK/3ntxIQXfspknBgqyXxRmHBkIjT9HvWYosTwkSWYKGZvRWSAFSbGZlSwIXiLLy+TxlnZc8ve/XmpepnFkYcjOIZT8KACVbiGGtSBgIBneIU3RzkvzrvzMW/NOdnMIfyB8/kD15mQZA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kAIMt0CexnsCnKaXjnanWiXxhFI=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVoXorePEgWsF+SLuUbJptQ5PskmSFsu2v8OJBEa/+HG/+G9N2D9r6YODx3gwz84KYM21c99vJrayurW/kNwtb2zu7e8X9g4aOEkV onUQ8Uq0Aa8qZpHXDDKetWFEsAk6bwfBq6jefqNIskg9mFFNf4L5kISPYWOlxjLvp7c3dZNwtltyyOwNaJl5GSpCh1i1+dXoRSQSVhnCsddtzY+OnWBlGOJ0UOommMSZD3KdtSyUWVPvp7OAJOrFKD4WRsiUNmqm/J1IstB6JwHYKbAZ60ZuK/3ntxIQXfspknBgqyXxRmHBkIjT9HvWYosTwkSWYKGZvRWSAFSbGZlSwIXiLLy+TxlnZc8ve/XmpepnFkYcjOIZT8KACVbiGGtSBgIBneIU3RzkvzrvzMW/NOdnMIfyB8/kD15mQZA==</latexit>
|a2 2NNLO|
<latexit sha1_base64="9g1Mix7QjUuWRJOIvo0RakTCyH4=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBovgQkpSBHVXcONCagX7gDaGyXTSDp1MwsxECGn8FTcuFHHrh7jzb5y2WWjrgQuHc+7l3nu8iFGpLOvbKKysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vm/kFbhrH ApIVDFoquhyRhlJOWooqRbiQICjxGOt74aup3HomQNOT3KomIE6Ahpz7FSGnJNcsT5KaNxs1t9pDWYP8U1rKJa1asqjUDXCZ2TiogR9M1v/qDEMcB4QozJGXPtiLlpEgoihnJSv1YkgjhMRqSnqYcBUQ66ez4DB5rZQD9UOjiCs7U3xMpCqRMAk93BkiN5KI3Ff/zerHyL5yU8ihWhOP5Ij9mUIVwmgQcUEGwYokmCAuqb4V4hATCSudV0iHYiy8vk3ataltV++6sUr/M4yiCQ3AEToANzkEdXIMmaAEMEvAMXsGb8WS8GO/Gx7y1YOQzZfAHxucPNFaTyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9g1Mix7QjUuWRJOIvo0RakTCyH4=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBovgQkpSBHVXcONCagX7gDaGyXTSDp1MwsxECGn8FTcuFHHrh7jzb5y2WWjrgQuHc+7l3nu8iFGpLOvbKKysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vm/kFbhrH ApIVDFoquhyRhlJOWooqRbiQICjxGOt74aup3HomQNOT3KomIE6Ahpz7FSGnJNcsT5KaNxs1t9pDWYP8U1rKJa1asqjUDXCZ2TiogR9M1v/qDEMcB4QozJGXPtiLlpEgoihnJSv1YkgjhMRqSnqYcBUQ66ez4DB5rZQD9UOjiCs7U3xMpCqRMAk93BkiN5KI3Ff/zerHyL5yU8ihWhOP5Ij9mUIVwmgQcUEGwYokmCAuqb4V4hATCSudV0iHYiy8vk3ataltV++6sUr/M4yiCQ3AEToANzkEdXIMmaAEMEvAMXsGb8WS8GO/Gx7y1YOQzZfAHxucPNFaTyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9g1Mix7QjUuWRJOIvo0RakTCyH4=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBovgQkpSBHVXcONCagX7gDaGyXTSDp1MwsxECGn8FTcuFHHrh7jzb5y2WWjrgQuHc+7l3nu8iFGpLOvbKKysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vm/kFbhrH ApIVDFoquhyRhlJOWooqRbiQICjxGOt74aup3HomQNOT3KomIE6Ahpz7FSGnJNcsT5KaNxs1t9pDWYP8U1rKJa1asqjUDXCZ2TiogR9M1v/qDEMcB4QozJGXPtiLlpEgoihnJSv1YkgjhMRqSnqYcBUQ66ez4DB5rZQD9UOjiCs7U3xMpCqRMAk93BkiN5KI3Ff/zerHyL5yU8ihWhOP5Ij9mUIVwmgQcUEGwYokmCAuqb4V4hATCSudV0iHYiy8vk3ataltV++6sUr/M4yiCQ3AEToANzkEdXIMmaAEMEvAMXsGb8WS8GO/Gx7y1YOQzZfAHxucPNFaTyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9g1Mix7QjUuWRJOIvo0RakTCyH4=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBovgQkpSBHVXcONCagX7gDaGyXTSDp1MwsxECGn8FTcuFHHrh7jzb5y2WWjrgQuHc+7l3nu8iFGpLOvbKKysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vm/kFbhrH ApIVDFoquhyRhlJOWooqRbiQICjxGOt74aup3HomQNOT3KomIE6Ahpz7FSGnJNcsT5KaNxs1t9pDWYP8U1rKJa1asqjUDXCZ2TiogR9M1v/qDEMcB4QozJGXPtiLlpEgoihnJSv1YkgjhMRqSnqYcBUQ66ez4DB5rZQD9UOjiCs7U3xMpCqRMAk93BkiN5KI3Ff/zerHyL5yU8ihWhOP5Ij9mUIVwmgQcUEGwYokmCAuqb4V4hATCSudV0iHYiy8vk3ataltV++6sUr/M4yiCQ3AEToANzkEdXIMmaAEMEvAMXsGb8WS8GO/Gx7y1YOQzZfAHxucPNFaTyQ==</latexit>
|a4 2N3LO|
<latexit sha1_base64="aPUaKsrYpr7bqOhXxPuJi8CUUoI=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwISWpBXVXcONCtIJ9QJuGyXTSDp1MwsxEqGnwV9y4UMSt/+HOv3HaZqGtBy4czrmXe+/xIkalsqxvY2FxaXllNbeWX9/Y3No2d3brMow FJjUcslA0PSQJo5zUFFWMNCNBUOAx0vAGl2O/8UCEpCG/V8OIOAHqcepTjJSWXHN/hNzkpnN6fZt2kjJsn8BSOnLNglW0JoDzxM5IAWSouuZXuxviOCBcYYakbNlWpJwECUUxI2m+HUsSITxAPdLSlKOASCeZXJ/CI610oR8KXVzBifp7IkGBlMPA050BUn05643F/7xWrPxzJ6E8ihXheLrIjxlUIRxHAbtUEKzYUBOEBdW3QtxHAmGlA8vrEOzZl+dJvVS0raJ9Vy5ULrI4cuAAHIJjYIMzUAFXoApqAINH8AxewZvxZLwY78bHtHXByGb2wB8Ynz/H6ZQY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aPUaKsrYpr7bqOhXxPuJi8CUUoI=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwISWpBXVXcONCtIJ9QJuGyXTSDp1MwsxEqGnwV9y4UMSt/+HOv3HaZqGtBy4czrmXe+/xIkalsqxvY2FxaXllNbeWX9/Y3No2d3brMow FJjUcslA0PSQJo5zUFFWMNCNBUOAx0vAGl2O/8UCEpCG/V8OIOAHqcepTjJSWXHN/hNzkpnN6fZt2kjJsn8BSOnLNglW0JoDzxM5IAWSouuZXuxviOCBcYYakbNlWpJwECUUxI2m+HUsSITxAPdLSlKOASCeZXJ/CI610oR8KXVzBifp7IkGBlMPA050BUn05643F/7xWrPxzJ6E8ihXheLrIjxlUIRxHAbtUEKzYUBOEBdW3QtxHAmGlA8vrEOzZl+dJvVS0raJ9Vy5ULrI4cuAAHIJjYIMzUAFXoApqAINH8AxewZvxZLwY78bHtHXByGb2wB8Ynz/H6ZQY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aPUaKsrYpr7bqOhXxPuJi8CUUoI=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwISWpBXVXcONCtIJ9QJuGyXTSDp1MwsxEqGnwV9y4UMSt/+HOv3HaZqGtBy4czrmXe+/xIkalsqxvY2FxaXllNbeWX9/Y3No2d3brMow FJjUcslA0PSQJo5zUFFWMNCNBUOAx0vAGl2O/8UCEpCG/V8OIOAHqcepTjJSWXHN/hNzkpnN6fZt2kjJsn8BSOnLNglW0JoDzxM5IAWSouuZXuxviOCBcYYakbNlWpJwECUUxI2m+HUsSITxAPdLSlKOASCeZXJ/CI610oR8KXVzBifp7IkGBlMPA050BUn05643F/7xWrPxzJ6E8ihXheLrIjxlUIRxHAbtUEKzYUBOEBdW3QtxHAmGlA8vrEOzZl+dJvVS0raJ9Vy5ULrI4cuAAHIJjYIMzUAFXoApqAINH8AxewZvxZLwY78bHtHXByGb2wB8Ynz/H6ZQY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aPUaKsrYpr7bqOhXxPuJi8CUUoI=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwISWpBXVXcONCtIJ9QJuGyXTSDp1MwsxEqGnwV9y4UMSt/+HOv3HaZqGtBy4czrmXe+/xIkalsqxvY2FxaXllNbeWX9/Y3No2d3brMow FJjUcslA0PSQJo5zUFFWMNCNBUOAx0vAGl2O/8UCEpCG/V8OIOAHqcepTjJSWXHN/hNzkpnN6fZt2kjJsn8BSOnLNglW0JoDzxM5IAWSouuZXuxviOCBcYYakbNlWpJwECUUxI2m+HUsSITxAPdLSlKOASCeZXJ/CI610oR8KXVzBifp7IkGBlMPA050BUn05643F/7xWrPxzJ6E8ihXheLrIjxlUIRxHAbtUEKzYUBOEBdW3QtxHAmGlA8vrEOzZl+dJvVS0raJ9Vy5ULrI4cuAAHIJjYIMzUAFXoApqAINH8AxewZvxZLwY78bHtHXByGb2wB8Ynz/H6ZQY</latexit>
|a4 4N4LO|
<latexit sha1_base64="stInQof20PqxdeBn8tqww1JhNZk=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwISWRgLoruHEhWsE+oE3DZDpph04mYWYi1DT4K25cKOLW/3Dn3zhts9DWAxcO59zLvff4MaNSWda3sbC4tLyyWlgrrm9sbm2bO7t1GSU CkxqOWCSaPpKEUU5qiipGmrEgKPQZafiDy7HfeCBC0ojfq2FM3BD1OA0oRkpLnrk/Ql5603Gub7NO6sD2CXSykWeWrLI1AZwndk5KIEfVM7/a3QgnIeEKMyRly7Zi5aZIKIoZyYrtRJIY4QHqkZamHIVEuunk+gweaaULg0jo4gpO1N8TKQqlHIa+7gyR6stZbyz+57USFZy7KeVxogjH00VBwqCK4DgK2KWCYMWGmiAsqL4V4j4SCCsdWFGHYM++PE/qp2XbKtt3TqlykcdRAAfgEBwDG5yBCrgCVVADGDyCZ/AK3own48V4Nz6mrQtGPrMH/sD4/AHMhpQb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="stInQof20PqxdeBn8tqww1JhNZk=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwISWRgLoruHEhWsE+oE3DZDpph04mYWYi1DT4K25cKOLW/3Dn3zhts9DWAxcO59zLvff4MaNSWda3sbC4tLyyWlgrrm9sbm2bO7t1GSU CkxqOWCSaPpKEUU5qiipGmrEgKPQZafiDy7HfeCBC0ojfq2FM3BD1OA0oRkpLnrk/Ql5603Gub7NO6sD2CXSykWeWrLI1AZwndk5KIEfVM7/a3QgnIeEKMyRly7Zi5aZIKIoZyYrtRJIY4QHqkZamHIVEuunk+gweaaULg0jo4gpO1N8TKQqlHIa+7gyR6stZbyz+57USFZy7KeVxogjH00VBwqCK4DgK2KWCYMWGmiAsqL4V4j4SCCsdWFGHYM++PE/qp2XbKtt3TqlykcdRAAfgEBwDG5yBCrgCVVADGDyCZ/AK3own48V4Nz6mrQtGPrMH/sD4/AHMhpQb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="stInQof20PqxdeBn8tqww1JhNZk=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwISWRgLoruHEhWsE+oE3DZDpph04mYWYi1DT4K25cKOLW/3Dn3zhts9DWAxcO59zLvff4MaNSWda3sbC4tLyyWlgrrm9sbm2bO7t1GSU CkxqOWCSaPpKEUU5qiipGmrEgKPQZafiDy7HfeCBC0ojfq2FM3BD1OA0oRkpLnrk/Ql5603Gub7NO6sD2CXSykWeWrLI1AZwndk5KIEfVM7/a3QgnIeEKMyRly7Zi5aZIKIoZyYrtRJIY4QHqkZamHIVEuunk+gweaaULg0jo4gpO1N8TKQqlHIa+7gyR6stZbyz+57USFZy7KeVxogjH00VBwqCK4DgK2KWCYMWGmiAsqL4V4j4SCCsdWFGHYM++PE/qp2XbKtt3TqlykcdRAAfgEBwDG5yBCrgCVVADGDyCZ/AK3own48V4Nz6mrQtGPrMH/sD4/AHMhpQb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="stInQof20PqxdeBn8tqww1JhNZk=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwISWRgLoruHEhWsE+oE3DZDpph04mYWYi1DT4K25cKOLW/3Dn3zhts9DWAxcO59zLvff4MaNSWda3sbC4tLyyWlgrrm9sbm2bO7t1GSU CkxqOWCSaPpKEUU5qiipGmrEgKPQZafiDy7HfeCBC0ojfq2FM3BD1OA0oRkpLnrk/Ql5603Gub7NO6sD2CXSykWeWrLI1AZwndk5KIEfVM7/a3QgnIeEKMyRly7Zi5aZIKIoZyYrtRJIY4QHqkZamHIVEuunk+gweaaULg0jo4gpO1N8TKQqlHIa+7gyR6stZbyz+57USFZy7KeVxogjH00VBwqCK4DgK2KWCYMWGmiAsqL4V4j4SCCsdWFGHYM++PE/qp2XbKtt3TqlykcdRAAfgEBwDG5yBCrgCVVADGDyCZ/AK3own48V4Nz6mrQtGPrMH/sD4/AHMhpQb</latexit>
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m⇡ for b = 1.7 fm<latexit sha1_base64="EJ4OMllp0L3QYKXmAezJgeOXYSQ=">AAACEHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsIiuQiJCBREKbl xWsA9oQphMJ+3QmSTMTIQS0j9w46+4caGIW5fu/BsnbRBtPTBwOOde5twTJIxKZdtfxtLyyuraemWjurm1vbNr7u23ZZwKTFo4ZrHoBkgSRiPSUlQx0k0EQTxgpBOMrgu/c0+EpHF0p8YJ8TgaRDSkGCkt+eYJ992ETqDLkRoKnoWxyOEkuHKs+o82 CXnumzXbsqeAi8QpSQ2UaPrmp9uPccpJpDBDUvYcO1FehoSimJG86qaSJAiP0ID0NI0QJ9LLpgfl8Fgrfaiz6BcpOFV/b2SISznmgZ4sMsp5rxD/83qpCi+8jEZJqkiEZx+FKYMqhkU7sE8FwYqNNUFYUJ0V4iESCCvdYVWX4MyfvEjaZ5ZjW87tea1 xWdZRAYfgCJwCB9RBA9yAJmgBDB7AE3gBr8aj8Wy8Ge+z0SWj3DkAf2B8fAPUrp0O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EJ4OMllp0L3QYKXmAezJgeOXYSQ=">AAACEHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsIiuQiJCBREKbl xWsA9oQphMJ+3QmSTMTIQS0j9w46+4caGIW5fu/BsnbRBtPTBwOOde5twTJIxKZdtfxtLyyuraemWjurm1vbNr7u23ZZwKTFo4ZrHoBkgSRiPSUlQx0k0EQTxgpBOMrgu/c0+EpHF0p8YJ8TgaRDSkGCkt+eYJ992ETqDLkRoKnoWxyOEkuHKs+o82 CXnumzXbsqeAi8QpSQ2UaPrmp9uPccpJpDBDUvYcO1FehoSimJG86qaSJAiP0ID0NI0QJ9LLpgfl8Fgrfaiz6BcpOFV/b2SISznmgZ4sMsp5rxD/83qpCi+8jEZJqkiEZx+FKYMqhkU7sE8FwYqNNUFYUJ0V4iESCCvdYVWX4MyfvEjaZ5ZjW87tea1 xWdZRAYfgCJwCB9RBA9yAJmgBDB7AE3gBr8aj8Wy8Ge+z0SWj3DkAf2B8fAPUrp0O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EJ4OMllp0L3QYKXmAezJgeOXYSQ=">AAACEHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsIiuQiJCBREKbl xWsA9oQphMJ+3QmSTMTIQS0j9w46+4caGIW5fu/BsnbRBtPTBwOOde5twTJIxKZdtfxtLyyuraemWjurm1vbNr7u23ZZwKTFo4ZrHoBkgSRiPSUlQx0k0EQTxgpBOMrgu/c0+EpHF0p8YJ8TgaRDSkGCkt+eYJ992ETqDLkRoKnoWxyOEkuHKs+o82 CXnumzXbsqeAi8QpSQ2UaPrmp9uPccpJpDBDUvYcO1FehoSimJG86qaSJAiP0ID0NI0QJ9LLpgfl8Fgrfaiz6BcpOFV/b2SISznmgZ4sMsp5rxD/83qpCi+8jEZJqkiEZx+FKYMqhkU7sE8FwYqNNUFYUJ0V4iESCCvdYVWX4MyfvEjaZ5ZjW87tea1 xWdZRAYfgCJwCB9RBA9yAJmgBDB7AE3gBr8aj8Wy8Ge+z0SWj3DkAf2B8fAPUrp0O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EJ4OMllp0L3QYKXmAezJgeOXYSQ=">AAACEHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsIiuQiJCBREKbl xWsA9oQphMJ+3QmSTMTIQS0j9w46+4caGIW5fu/BsnbRBtPTBwOOde5twTJIxKZdtfxtLyyuraemWjurm1vbNr7u23ZZwKTFo4ZrHoBkgSRiPSUlQx0k0EQTxgpBOMrgu/c0+EpHF0p8YJ8TgaRDSkGCkt+eYJ992ETqDLkRoKnoWxyOEkuHKs+o82 CXnumzXbsqeAi8QpSQ2UaPrmp9uPccpJpDBDUvYcO1FehoSimJG86qaSJAiP0ID0NI0QJ9LLpgfl8Fgrfaiz6BcpOFV/b2SISznmgZ4sMsp5rxD/83qpCi+8jEZJqkiEZx+FKYMqhkU7sE8FwYqNNUFYUJ0V4iESCCvdYVWX4MyfvEjaZ5ZjW87tea1 xWdZRAYfgCJwCB9RBA9yAJmgBDB7AE3gBr8aj8Wy8Ge+z0SWj3DkAf2B8fAPUrp0O</latexit>
m  for b = 1.7 fm<latexit sha1_base64="rl64aWe3tMP3xLJSdhTPhZnKlHM=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAjiIiQiVBCh4M ZlBfuAJoTJdNIOnUnCzEQoIf0GN/6KGxeKuHXjzr9x0gbR1gMDh3PuZc49QcKoVLb9ZSwtr6yurVc2qptb2zu75t5+W8apwKSFYxaLboAkYTQiLUUVI91EEMQDRjrB6LrwO/dESBpHd2qcEI+jQURDipHSkm+ect+VdMDRBLocqaHgWRiLHE6CK8eq /2iTkOe+WbMtewq4SJyS1ECJpm9+uv0Yp5xECjMkZc+xE+VlSCiKGcmrbipJgvAIDUhP0whxIr1selMOj7XShzqLfpGCU/X3Roa4lGMe6Mkio5z3CvE/r5eq8MLLaJSkikR49lGYMqhiWBQE+1QQrNhYE4QF1VkhHiKBsNI1VnUJzvzJi6R9Zjm25dy e1xqXZR0VcAiOwAlwQB00wA1oghbA4AE8gRfwajwaz8ab8T4bXTLKnQPwB8bHN05onmQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rl64aWe3tMP3xLJSdhTPhZnKlHM=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAjiIiQiVBCh4M ZlBfuAJoTJdNIOnUnCzEQoIf0GN/6KGxeKuHXjzr9x0gbR1gMDh3PuZc49QcKoVLb9ZSwtr6yurVc2qptb2zu75t5+W8apwKSFYxaLboAkYTQiLUUVI91EEMQDRjrB6LrwO/dESBpHd2qcEI+jQURDipHSkm+ect+VdMDRBLocqaHgWRiLHE6CK8eq /2iTkOe+WbMtewq4SJyS1ECJpm9+uv0Yp5xECjMkZc+xE+VlSCiKGcmrbipJgvAIDUhP0whxIr1selMOj7XShzqLfpGCU/X3Roa4lGMe6Mkio5z3CvE/r5eq8MLLaJSkikR49lGYMqhiWBQE+1QQrNhYE4QF1VkhHiKBsNI1VnUJzvzJi6R9Zjm25dy e1xqXZR0VcAiOwAlwQB00wA1oghbA4AE8gRfwajwaz8ab8T4bXTLKnQPwB8bHN05onmQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rl64aWe3tMP3xLJSdhTPhZnKlHM=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAjiIiQiVBCh4M ZlBfuAJoTJdNIOnUnCzEQoIf0GN/6KGxeKuHXjzr9x0gbR1gMDh3PuZc49QcKoVLb9ZSwtr6yurVc2qptb2zu75t5+W8apwKSFYxaLboAkYTQiLUUVI91EEMQDRjrB6LrwO/dESBpHd2qcEI+jQURDipHSkm+ect+VdMDRBLocqaHgWRiLHE6CK8eq /2iTkOe+WbMtewq4SJyS1ECJpm9+uv0Yp5xECjMkZc+xE+VlSCiKGcmrbipJgvAIDUhP0whxIr1selMOj7XShzqLfpGCU/X3Roa4lGMe6Mkio5z3CvE/r5eq8MLLaJSkikR49lGYMqhiWBQE+1QQrNhYE4QF1VkhHiKBsNI1VnUJzvzJi6R9Zjm25dy e1xqXZR0VcAiOwAlwQB00wA1oghbA4AE8gRfwajwaz8ab8T4bXTLKnQPwB8bHN05onmQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rl64aWe3tMP3xLJSdhTPhZnKlHM=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAjiIiQiVBCh4M ZlBfuAJoTJdNIOnUnCzEQoIf0GN/6KGxeKuHXjzr9x0gbR1gMDh3PuZc49QcKoVLb9ZSwtr6yurVc2qptb2zu75t5+W8apwKSFYxaLboAkYTQiLUUVI91EEMQDRjrB6LrwO/dESBpHd2qcEI+jQURDipHSkm+ect+VdMDRBLocqaHgWRiLHE6CK8eq /2iTkOe+WbMtewq4SJyS1ECJpm9+uv0Yp5xECjMkZc+xE+VlSCiKGcmrbipJgvAIDUhP0whxIr1selMOj7XShzqLfpGCU/X3Roa4lGMe6Mkio5z3CvE/r5eq8MLLaJSkikR49lGYMqhiWBQE+1QQrNhYE4QF1VkhHiKBsNI1VnUJzvzJi6R9Zjm25dy e1xqXZR0VcAiOwAlwQB00wA1oghbA4AE8gRfwajwaz8ab8T4bXTLKnQPwB8bHN05onmQ=</latexit>
↵
<latexit sha1_base64="5zjcc4IBDPzE7U1sq1FI9TIO5Co=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoCcJeP EYwTwgWULvZJKMmZ1ZZmaFsOQfvHhQxKv/482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7okRwY33/2yusrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjplGppqxBlVC6HaFhgkvWsNwK1k40wzgSrBWNb2d+64lpw5V8sJOEhTEOJR9witZJzS6KZIS9csWv+nOQVRLkpAI56r3yV7evaBoz aalAYzqBn9gwQ205FWxa6qaGJUjHOGQdRyXGzITZ/NopOXNKnwyUdiUtmau/JzKMjZnEkeuM0Y7MsjcT//M6qR1chxmXSWqZpItFg1QQq8jsddLnmlErJo4g1dzdSugINVLrAiq5EILll1dJ86Ia+NXg/rJSu8njKMIJnMI5BHAFNbiDOjSAwiM8wyu 8ecp78d69j0VrwctnjuEPvM8fik2PFA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5zjcc4IBDPzE7U1sq1FI9TIO5Co=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoCcJeP EYwTwgWULvZJKMmZ1ZZmaFsOQfvHhQxKv/482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7okRwY33/2yusrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjplGppqxBlVC6HaFhgkvWsNwK1k40wzgSrBWNb2d+64lpw5V8sJOEhTEOJR9witZJzS6KZIS9csWv+nOQVRLkpAI56r3yV7evaBoz aalAYzqBn9gwQ205FWxa6qaGJUjHOGQdRyXGzITZ/NopOXNKnwyUdiUtmau/JzKMjZnEkeuM0Y7MsjcT//M6qR1chxmXSWqZpItFg1QQq8jsddLnmlErJo4g1dzdSugINVLrAiq5EILll1dJ86Ia+NXg/rJSu8njKMIJnMI5BHAFNbiDOjSAwiM8wyu 8ecp78d69j0VrwctnjuEPvM8fik2PFA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5zjcc4IBDPzE7U1sq1FI9TIO5Co=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoCcJeP EYwTwgWULvZJKMmZ1ZZmaFsOQfvHhQxKv/482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7okRwY33/2yusrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjplGppqxBlVC6HaFhgkvWsNwK1k40wzgSrBWNb2d+64lpw5V8sJOEhTEOJR9witZJzS6KZIS9csWv+nOQVRLkpAI56r3yV7evaBoz aalAYzqBn9gwQ205FWxa6qaGJUjHOGQdRyXGzITZ/NopOXNKnwyUdiUtmau/JzKMjZnEkeuM0Y7MsjcT//M6qR1chxmXSWqZpItFg1QQq8jsddLnmlErJo4g1dzdSugINVLrAiq5EILll1dJ86Ia+NXg/rJSu8njKMIJnMI5BHAFNbiDOjSAwiM8wyu 8ecp78d69j0VrwctnjuEPvM8fik2PFA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5zjcc4IBDPzE7U1sq1FI9TIO5Co=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoCcJeP EYwTwgWULvZJKMmZ1ZZmaFsOQfvHhQxKv/482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7okRwY33/2yusrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjplGppqxBlVC6HaFhgkvWsNwK1k40wzgSrBWNb2d+64lpw5V8sJOEhTEOJR9witZJzS6KZIS9csWv+nOQVRLkpAI56r3yV7evaBoz aalAYzqBn9gwQ205FWxa6qaGJUjHOGQdRyXGzITZ/NopOXNKnwyUdiUtmau/JzKMjZnEkeuM0Y7MsjcT//M6qR1chxmXSWqZpItFg1QQq8jsddLnmlErJo4g1dzdSugINVLrAiq5EILll1dJ86Ia+NXg/rJSu8njKMIJnMI5BHAFNbiDOjSAwiM8wyu 8ecp78d69j0VrwctnjuEPvM8fik2PFA==</latexit>
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 (r), ` = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="rzy4QlNad2kB12p3iqvMp+UiD c0=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQQUoigt0IBTcuK9gHNKFMJjft0MmDmYlQQndu/BU3LhRx6y+482+ctFlo6 4FhDufcy733eAlnUlnWt1FaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3zP2DjoxTQaFNYx6LnkckcBZBWzHFoZcIIKHHoeuNb3K/+wBCsji6V5 ME3JAMIxYwSpSWBuax4wNXpOZ4MfflJNRfJqZn59gBzq+tgVm16tYMeJnYBamiAq2B+eX4MU1DiBTlRMq+bSXKzYhQjHKY VpxUQkLomAyhr2lEQpBuNrtjik+14uMgFvpFCs/U3x0ZCWW+o64MiRrJRS8X//P6qQoabsaiJFUQ0fmgIOVYxTgPBftMAF V8ogmhguldMR0RQajS0VV0CPbiycukc1G3rbp9d1ltNoo4yugInaAastEVaqJb1EJtRNEjekav6M14Ml6Md+NjXloyip5 D9AfG5w81pJjT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rzy4QlNad2kB12p3iqvMp+UiD c0=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQQUoigt0IBTcuK9gHNKFMJjft0MmDmYlQQndu/BU3LhRx6y+482+ctFlo6 4FhDufcy733eAlnUlnWt1FaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3zP2DjoxTQaFNYx6LnkckcBZBWzHFoZcIIKHHoeuNb3K/+wBCsji6V5 ME3JAMIxYwSpSWBuax4wNXpOZ4MfflJNRfJqZn59gBzq+tgVm16tYMeJnYBamiAq2B+eX4MU1DiBTlRMq+bSXKzYhQjHKY VpxUQkLomAyhr2lEQpBuNrtjik+14uMgFvpFCs/U3x0ZCWW+o64MiRrJRS8X//P6qQoabsaiJFUQ0fmgIOVYxTgPBftMAF V8ogmhguldMR0RQajS0VV0CPbiycukc1G3rbp9d1ltNoo4yugInaAastEVaqJb1EJtRNEjekav6M14Ml6Md+NjXloyip5 D9AfG5w81pJjT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rzy4QlNad2kB12p3iqvMp+UiD c0=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQQUoigt0IBTcuK9gHNKFMJjft0MmDmYlQQndu/BU3LhRx6y+482+ctFlo6 4FhDufcy733eAlnUlnWt1FaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3zP2DjoxTQaFNYx6LnkckcBZBWzHFoZcIIKHHoeuNb3K/+wBCsji6V5 ME3JAMIxYwSpSWBuax4wNXpOZ4MfflJNRfJqZn59gBzq+tgVm16tYMeJnYBamiAq2B+eX4MU1DiBTlRMq+bSXKzYhQjHKY VpxUQkLomAyhr2lEQpBuNrtjik+14uMgFvpFCs/U3x0ZCWW+o64MiRrJRS8X//P6qQoabsaiJFUQ0fmgIOVYxTgPBftMAF V8ogmhguldMR0RQajS0VV0CPbiycukc1G3rbp9d1ltNoo4yugInaAastEVaqJb1EJtRNEjekav6M14Ml6Md+NjXloyip5 D9AfG5w81pJjT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rzy4QlNad2kB12p3iqvMp+UiD c0=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQQUoigt0IBTcuK9gHNKFMJjft0MmDmYlQQndu/BU3LhRx6y+482+ctFlo6 4FhDufcy733eAlnUlnWt1FaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3zP2DjoxTQaFNYx6LnkckcBZBWzHFoZcIIKHHoeuNb3K/+wBCsji6V5 ME3JAMIxYwSpSWBuax4wNXpOZ4MfflJNRfJqZn59gBzq+tgVm16tYMeJnYBamiAq2B+eX4MU1DiBTlRMq+bSXKzYhQjHKY VpxUQkLomAyhr2lEQpBuNrtjik+14uMgFvpFCs/U3x0ZCWW+o64MiRrJRS8X//P6qQoabsaiJFUQ0fmgIOVYxTgPBftMAF V8ogmhguldMR0RQajS0VV0CPbiycukc1G3rbp9d1ltNoo4yugInaAastEVaqJb1EJtRNEjekav6M14Ml6Md+NjXloyip5 D9AfG5w81pJjT</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="tm StIZdbaPewRwOtDhQHRsMIVhA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3 Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/ QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3t nfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgU Cu8H0duF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqz0MBA4rNbcupuDrB OvIDUo0BpWvwajmKURSsME1brvuYnxM6oMZwLnlUGqMaFsS sfYt1TSCLWf5afOyYVVRiSMlS1pSK7+nshopPUsCmxnRM1 Er3oL8T+vn5qw4WdcJqlByZaLwlQQE5PF32TEFTIjZpZQpr i9lbAJVZQZm07FhuCtvrxOOld1z61799e1ZqOIowxncA6X4 MENNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/QJeN uw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tm StIZdbaPewRwOtDhQHRsMIVhA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3 Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/ QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3t nfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgU Cu8H0duF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqz0MBA4rNbcupuDrB OvIDUo0BpWvwajmKURSsME1brvuYnxM6oMZwLnlUGqMaFsS sfYt1TSCLWf5afOyYVVRiSMlS1pSK7+nshopPUsCmxnRM1 Er3oL8T+vn5qw4WdcJqlByZaLwlQQE5PF32TEFTIjZpZQpr i9lbAJVZQZm07FhuCtvrxOOld1z61799e1ZqOIowxncA6X4 MENNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/QJeN uw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tm StIZdbaPewRwOtDhQHRsMIVhA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3 Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/ QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3t nfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgU Cu8H0duF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqz0MBA4rNbcupuDrB OvIDUo0BpWvwajmKURSsME1brvuYnxM6oMZwLnlUGqMaFsS sfYt1TSCLWf5afOyYVVRiSMlS1pSK7+nshopPUsCmxnRM1 Er3oL8T+vn5qw4WdcJqlByZaLwlQQE5PF32TEFTIjZpZQpr i9lbAJVZQZm07FhuCtvrxOOld1z61799e1ZqOIowxncA6X4 MENNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/QJeN uw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tm StIZdbaPewRwOtDhQHRsMIVhA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3 Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/ QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3t nfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgU Cu8H0duF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqz0MBA4rNbcupuDrB OvIDUo0BpWvwajmKURSsME1brvuYnxM6oMZwLnlUGqMaFsS sfYt1TSCLWf5afOyYVVRiSMlS1pSK7+nshopPUsCmxnRM1 Er3oL8T+vn5qw4WdcJqlByZaLwlQQE5PF32TEFTIjZpZQpr i9lbAJVZQZm07FhuCtvrxOOld1z61799e1ZqOIowxncA6X4 MENNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/QJeN uw==</latexit>
   (r)
<latexit sha1_base64="0tKZFnswa5vcLJZ2O4tD/VQKqAg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBahbkoigl0W3L isYB/QhDKZ3LZDJ5kwMxFKKLjxV9y4UMStP+HOv3HSZqGtB4Y5nHMv994TJJwp7TjfVmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+wD486SqSSQpsKLmQvIAo4i6GtmebQSySQKODQDSY3ud99AKmYiO/1NAE/IqOYDRkl2kgD+8QbAfZC4JrUvEDwUE0j82VydjGwq07dm QOvErcgVVSgNbC/vFDQNIJYU06U6rtOov2MSM0oh1nFSxUkhE7ICPqGxiQC5WfzG2b43CghHgppXqzxXP3dkZFI5buZyojosVr2cvE/r5/qYcPPWJykGmK6GDRMOdYC54HgkEmgmk8NIVQysyumYyIJ1Sa2ignBXT55lXQu665Td++uqs1GEUcZnaIz VEMuukZNdItaqI0oekTP6BW9WU/Wi/VufSxKS1bRc4z+wPr8Ad6Zl6E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0tKZFnswa5vcLJZ2O4tD/VQKqAg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBahbkoigl0W3L isYB/QhDKZ3LZDJ5kwMxFKKLjxV9y4UMStP+HOv3HSZqGtB4Y5nHMv994TJJwp7TjfVmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+wD486SqSSQpsKLmQvIAo4i6GtmebQSySQKODQDSY3ud99AKmYiO/1NAE/IqOYDRkl2kgD+8QbAfZC4JrUvEDwUE0j82VydjGwq07dm QOvErcgVVSgNbC/vFDQNIJYU06U6rtOov2MSM0oh1nFSxUkhE7ICPqGxiQC5WfzG2b43CghHgppXqzxXP3dkZFI5buZyojosVr2cvE/r5/qYcPPWJykGmK6GDRMOdYC54HgkEmgmk8NIVQysyumYyIJ1Sa2ignBXT55lXQu665Td++uqs1GEUcZnaIz VEMuukZNdItaqI0oekTP6BW9WU/Wi/VufSxKS1bRc4z+wPr8Ad6Zl6E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0tKZFnswa5vcLJZ2O4tD/VQKqAg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBahbkoigl0W3L isYB/QhDKZ3LZDJ5kwMxFKKLjxV9y4UMStP+HOv3HSZqGtB4Y5nHMv994TJJwp7TjfVmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+wD486SqSSQpsKLmQvIAo4i6GtmebQSySQKODQDSY3ud99AKmYiO/1NAE/IqOYDRkl2kgD+8QbAfZC4JrUvEDwUE0j82VydjGwq07dm QOvErcgVVSgNbC/vFDQNIJYU06U6rtOov2MSM0oh1nFSxUkhE7ICPqGxiQC5WfzG2b43CghHgppXqzxXP3dkZFI5buZyojosVr2cvE/r5/qYcPPWJykGmK6GDRMOdYC54HgkEmgmk8NIVQysyumYyIJ1Sa2ignBXT55lXQu665Td++uqs1GEUcZnaIz VEMuukZNdItaqI0oekTP6BW9WU/Wi/VufSxKS1bRc4z+wPr8Ad6Zl6E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0tKZFnswa5vcLJZ2O4tD/VQKqAg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBahbkoigl0W3L isYB/QhDKZ3LZDJ5kwMxFKKLjxV9y4UMStP+HOv3HSZqGtB4Y5nHMv994TJJwp7TjfVmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+wD486SqSSQpsKLmQvIAo4i6GtmebQSySQKODQDSY3ud99AKmYiO/1NAE/IqOYDRkl2kgD+8QbAfZC4JrUvEDwUE0j82VydjGwq07dm QOvErcgVVSgNbC/vFDQNIJYU06U6rtOov2MSM0oh1nFSxUkhE7ICPqGxiQC5WfzG2b43CghHgppXqzxXP3dkZFI5buZyojosVr2cvE/r5/qYcPPWJykGmK6GDRMOdYC54HgkEmgmk8NIVQysyumYyIJ1Sa2ignBXT55lXQu665Td++uqs1GEUcZnaIz VEMuukZNdItaqI0oekTP6BW9WU/Wi/VufSxKS1bRc4z+wPr8Ad6Zl6E=</latexit>
>
<latexit sha1_base64="OuY8TMI3VytcOuHNyU42QPFu/ dU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsCcpePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDg cd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+h EdSR5yRo2VmreDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQlj ZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01Y8zMuk9SgZMtFYSqIicn8azLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMzaZkQ/BWX14n7a uq51a95nWlXsvjKMIZnMMleHADdbiHBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPi0+MuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OuY8TMI3VytcOuHNyU42QPFu/ dU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsCcpePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDg cd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+h EdSR5yRo2VmreDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQlj ZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01Y8zMuk9SgZMtFYSqIicn8azLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMzaZkQ/BWX14n7a uq51a95nWlXsvjKMIZnMMleHADdbiHBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPi0+MuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OuY8TMI3VytcOuHNyU42QPFu/ dU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsCcpePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDg cd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+h EdSR5yRo2VmreDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQlj ZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01Y8zMuk9SgZMtFYSqIicn8azLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMzaZkQ/BWX14n7a uq51a95nWlXsvjKMIZnMMleHADdbiHBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPi0+MuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OuY8TMI3VytcOuHNyU42QPFu/ dU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsCcpePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDg cd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+h EdSR5yRo2VmreDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQlj ZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01Y8zMuk9SgZMtFYSqIicn8azLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMzaZkQ/BWX14n7a uq51a95nWlXsvjKMIZnMMleHADdbiHBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPi0+MuA==</latexit>
⇠<latexit sha1_base64="vuIbmEVUniyFwwwF4gZKyelCM 5g=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWME84BkCbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkl/w4kERr/6QN//G2WQPmljQU FR1090VJVJY9P1vb2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDqunJy2bZwaxlsslrHpRtRyKTRvoUDJu4nhVEWSd6LpXe53nrixItaPOEt4qO hYi5FgFHOpb4UaVKp+zV+ArJOgIFUo0BxUvvrDmKWKa2SSWtsL/ATDjBoUTPJ5uZ9anlA2pWPec1RTxW2YLW6dk0unDMko Nq40koX6eyKjytqZilynojixq14u/uf1UhzVw0zoJEWu2XLRKJUEY5I/TobCcIZy5ghlRrhbCZtQQxm6eMouhGD15XXSvq 4Ffi14uKk26kUcJTiHC7iCAG6hAffQhBYwmMAzvMKbp7wX7937WLZueMXMGfyB9/kDHK2OPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vuIbmEVUniyFwwwF4gZKyelCM 5g=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWME84BkCbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkl/w4kERr/6QN//G2WQPmljQU FR1090VJVJY9P1vb2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDqunJy2bZwaxlsslrHpRtRyKTRvoUDJu4nhVEWSd6LpXe53nrixItaPOEt4qO hYi5FgFHOpb4UaVKp+zV+ArJOgIFUo0BxUvvrDmKWKa2SSWtsL/ATDjBoUTPJ5uZ9anlA2pWPec1RTxW2YLW6dk0unDMko Nq40koX6eyKjytqZilynojixq14u/uf1UhzVw0zoJEWu2XLRKJUEY5I/TobCcIZy5ghlRrhbCZtQQxm6eMouhGD15XXSvq 4Ffi14uKk26kUcJTiHC7iCAG6hAffQhBYwmMAzvMKbp7wX7937WLZueMXMGfyB9/kDHK2OPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vuIbmEVUniyFwwwF4gZKyelCM 5g=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWME84BkCbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkl/w4kERr/6QN//G2WQPmljQU FR1090VJVJY9P1vb2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDqunJy2bZwaxlsslrHpRtRyKTRvoUDJu4nhVEWSd6LpXe53nrixItaPOEt4qO hYi5FgFHOpb4UaVKp+zV+ArJOgIFUo0BxUvvrDmKWKa2SSWtsL/ATDjBoUTPJ5uZ9anlA2pWPec1RTxW2YLW6dk0unDMko Nq40koX6eyKjytqZilynojixq14u/uf1UhzVw0zoJEWu2XLRKJUEY5I/TobCcIZy5ghlRrhbCZtQQxm6eMouhGD15XXSvq 4Ffi14uKk26kUcJTiHC7iCAG6hAffQhBYwmMAzvMKbp7wX7937WLZueMXMGfyB9/kDHK2OPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vuIbmEVUniyFwwwF4gZKyelCM 5g=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWME84BkCbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkl/w4kERr/6QN//G2WQPmljQU FR1090VJVJY9P1vb2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDqunJy2bZwaxlsslrHpRtRyKTRvoUDJu4nhVEWSd6LpXe53nrixItaPOEt4qO hYi5FgFHOpb4UaVKp+zV+ArJOgIFUo0BxUvvrDmKWKa2SSWtsL/ATDjBoUTPJ5uZ9anlA2pWPec1RTxW2YLW6dk0unDMko Nq40koX6eyKjytqZilynojixq14u/uf1UhzVw0zoJEWu2XLRKJUEY5I/TobCcIZy5ghlRrhbCZtQQxm6eMouhGD15XXSvq 4Ffi14uKk26kUcJTiHC7iCAG6hAffQhBYwmMAzvMKbp7wX7937WLZueMXMGfyB9/kDHK2OPQ==</latexit>
<
<latexit sha1_base64="Q/XJyi30Zh/XKrzDOrZyLbU7Z HY=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EMIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18M PB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT +iI8lDzqixUvN2UK64VXcBsk68nFQgR2NQ/uoPY5ZGKA0TVOue5ybGz6gynAmclfqpxoSyCR1hz1JJI9R+tjh0Ri6sMiRh rGxJQxbq74mMRlpPo8B2RtSM9ao3F//zeqkJa37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH 1V9dyq17yu1Gt5HEU4g3O4BA9uoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AYhHjLY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q/XJyi30Zh/XKrzDOrZyLbU7Z HY=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EMIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18M PB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT +iI8lDzqixUvN2UK64VXcBsk68nFQgR2NQ/uoPY5ZGKA0TVOue5ybGz6gynAmclfqpxoSyCR1hz1JJI9R+tjh0Ri6sMiRh rGxJQxbq74mMRlpPo8B2RtSM9ao3F//zeqkJa37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH 1V9dyq17yu1Gt5HEU4g3O4BA9uoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AYhHjLY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q/XJyi30Zh/XKrzDOrZyLbU7Z HY=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EMIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18M PB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT +iI8lDzqixUvN2UK64VXcBsk68nFQgR2NQ/uoPY5ZGKA0TVOue5ybGz6gynAmclfqpxoSyCR1hz1JJI9R+tjh0Ri6sMiRh rGxJQxbq74mMRlpPo8B2RtSM9ao3F//zeqkJa37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH 1V9dyq17yu1Gt5HEU4g3O4BA9uoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AYhHjLY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q/XJyi30Zh/XKrzDOrZyLbU7Z HY=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EMIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18M PB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT +iI8lDzqixUvN2UK64VXcBsk68nFQgR2NQ/uoPY5ZGKA0TVOue5ybGz6gynAmclfqpxoSyCR1hz1JJI9R+tjh0Ri6sMiRh rGxJQxbq74mMRlpPo8B2RtSM9ao3F//zeqkJa37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH 1V9dyq17yu1Gt5HEU4g3O4BA9uoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AYhHjLY=</latexit>
⇠<latexit sha1_base64="vuIbmEVUniyFwwwF4gZKyelCM 5g=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWME84BkCbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkl/w4kERr/6QN//G2WQPmljQU FR1090VJVJY9P1vb2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDqunJy2bZwaxlsslrHpRtRyKTRvoUDJu4nhVEWSd6LpXe53nrixItaPOEt4qO hYi5FgFHOpb4UaVKp+zV+ArJOgIFUo0BxUvvrDmKWKa2SSWtsL/ATDjBoUTPJ5uZ9anlA2pWPec1RTxW2YLW6dk0unDMko Nq40koX6eyKjytqZilynojixq14u/uf1UhzVw0zoJEWu2XLRKJUEY5I/TobCcIZy5ghlRrhbCZtQQxm6eMouhGD15XXSvq 4Ffi14uKk26kUcJTiHC7iCAG6hAffQhBYwmMAzvMKbp7wX7937WLZueMXMGfyB9/kDHK2OPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vuIbmEVUniyFwwwF4gZKyelCM 5g=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWME84BkCbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkl/w4kERr/6QN//G2WQPmljQU FR1090VJVJY9P1vb2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDqunJy2bZwaxlsslrHpRtRyKTRvoUDJu4nhVEWSd6LpXe53nrixItaPOEt4qO hYi5FgFHOpb4UaVKp+zV+ArJOgIFUo0BxUvvrDmKWKa2SSWtsL/ATDjBoUTPJ5uZ9anlA2pWPec1RTxW2YLW6dk0unDMko Nq40koX6eyKjytqZilynojixq14u/uf1UhzVw0zoJEWu2XLRKJUEY5I/TobCcIZy5ghlRrhbCZtQQxm6eMouhGD15XXSvq 4Ffi14uKk26kUcJTiHC7iCAG6hAffQhBYwmMAzvMKbp7wX7937WLZueMXMGfyB9/kDHK2OPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vuIbmEVUniyFwwwF4gZKyelCM 5g=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWME84BkCbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkl/w4kERr/6QN//G2WQPmljQU FR1090VJVJY9P1vb2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDqunJy2bZwaxlsslrHpRtRyKTRvoUDJu4nhVEWSd6LpXe53nrixItaPOEt4qO hYi5FgFHOpb4UaVKp+zV+ArJOgIFUo0BxUvvrDmKWKa2SSWtsL/ATDjBoUTPJ5uZ9anlA2pWPec1RTxW2YLW6dk0unDMko Nq40koX6eyKjytqZilynojixq14u/uf1UhzVw0zoJEWu2XLRKJUEY5I/TobCcIZy5ghlRrhbCZtQQxm6eMouhGD15XXSvq 4Ffi14uKk26kUcJTiHC7iCAG6hAffQhBYwmMAzvMKbp7wX7937WLZueMXMGfyB9/kDHK2OPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vuIbmEVUniyFwwwF4gZKyelCM 5g=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWME84BkCbOTSTJkZnaZ6RXCkl/w4kERr/6QN//G2WQPmljQU FR1090VJVJY9P1vb2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDqunJy2bZwaxlsslrHpRtRyKTRvoUDJu4nhVEWSd6LpXe53nrixItaPOEt4qO hYi5FgFHOpb4UaVKp+zV+ArJOgIFUo0BxUvvrDmKWKa2SSWtsL/ATDjBoUTPJ5uZ9anlA2pWPec1RTxW2YLW6dk0unDMko Nq40koX6eyKjytqZilynojixq14u/uf1UhzVw0zoJEWu2XLRKJUEY5I/TobCcIZy5ghlRrhbCZtQQxm6eMouhGD15XXSvq 4Ffi14uKk26kUcJTiHC7iCAG6hAffQhBYwmMAzvMKbp7wX7937WLZueMXMGfyB9/kDHK2OPQ==</latexit>
>
<latexit sha1_base64="OuY8TMI3VytcOuHNyU42QPFu/dU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsCcpeP HYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmreDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigW vc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01Y8zMuk9SgZMtFYSqIicn8azLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMzaZkQ/BWX14n7auq51a95nWlXsvjKMIZnMMleHADdbiHBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8 OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPi0+MuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OuY8TMI3VytcOuHNyU42QPFu/dU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsCcpeP HYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmreDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigW vc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01Y8zMuk9SgZMtFYSqIicn8azLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMzaZkQ/BWX14n7auq51a95nWlXsvjKMIZnMMleHADdbiHBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8 OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPi0+MuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OuY8TMI3VytcOuHNyU42QPFu/dU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsCcpeP HYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmreDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigW vc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01Y8zMuk9SgZMtFYSqIicn8azLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMzaZkQ/BWX14n7auq51a95nWlXsvjKMIZnMMleHADdbiHBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8 OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPi0+MuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OuY8TMI3VytcOuHNyU42QPFu/dU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsCcpeP HYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmreDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigW vc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01Y8zMuk9SgZMtFYSqIicn8azLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMzaZkQ/BWX14n7auq51a95nWlXsvjKMIZnMMleHADdbiHBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8 OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPi0+MuA==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="qW MTH5OTS6bqor9HHcnih1jTkYE=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3 UV62vqEs3g6XgQkpSBLssuHFnBfuAJIbJdNIOnTyYuRFK6 E+48VfcuFDEreDOv3HaZqGtBwYO58zh3nuCVHAFlvVtlNbW Nza3ytuVnd29/QPz8KirkkxS1qGJSGQ/IIoJHrMOcBCsn0p GokCwXjC+mvm9ByYVT+I7mKTMi8gw5iGnBLTkm+cuJSK/mW JXRq5gITi59HMltZDoHA6mWFt8OALvvuGbVatuzYFXiV2QK irQ9s0vd5DQLGIxUEGUcmwrBS8nEjgVbFpxM8VSQsdkyBx NYxIx5eXzq6a4ppUBDhOpXwx4rv5O5CRSahLpDWsRgZFa9m bif56TQdj0ch6nGbCYLgaFmcCQ4FlFeMAloyAmmhAqud4V0 xGRhIIusqJLsJdPXiXdRt226vbtRbXVLOoooxN0is6QjS5R C12jNuogih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+LryWjyByjPzA+fwB2sp7 w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qW MTH5OTS6bqor9HHcnih1jTkYE=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3 UV62vqEs3g6XgQkpSBLssuHFnBfuAJIbJdNIOnTyYuRFK6 E+48VfcuFDEreDOv3HaZqGtBwYO58zh3nuCVHAFlvVtlNbW Nza3ytuVnd29/QPz8KirkkxS1qGJSGQ/IIoJHrMOcBCsn0p GokCwXjC+mvm9ByYVT+I7mKTMi8gw5iGnBLTkm+cuJSK/mW JXRq5gITi59HMltZDoHA6mWFt8OALvvuGbVatuzYFXiV2QK irQ9s0vd5DQLGIxUEGUcmwrBS8nEjgVbFpxM8VSQsdkyBx NYxIx5eXzq6a4ppUBDhOpXwx4rv5O5CRSahLpDWsRgZFa9m bif56TQdj0ch6nGbCYLgaFmcCQ4FlFeMAloyAmmhAqud4V0 xGRhIIusqJLsJdPXiXdRt226vbtRbXVLOoooxN0is6QjS5R C12jNuogih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+LryWjyByjPzA+fwB2sp7 w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qW MTH5OTS6bqor9HHcnih1jTkYE=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3 UV62vqEs3g6XgQkpSBLssuHFnBfuAJIbJdNIOnTyYuRFK6 E+48VfcuFDEreDOv3HaZqGtBwYO58zh3nuCVHAFlvVtlNbW Nza3ytuVnd29/QPz8KirkkxS1qGJSGQ/IIoJHrMOcBCsn0p GokCwXjC+mvm9ByYVT+I7mKTMi8gw5iGnBLTkm+cuJSK/mW JXRq5gITi59HMltZDoHA6mWFt8OALvvuGbVatuzYFXiV2QK irQ9s0vd5DQLGIxUEGUcmwrBS8nEjgVbFpxM8VSQsdkyBx NYxIx5eXzq6a4ppUBDhOpXwx4rv5O5CRSahLpDWsRgZFa9m bif56TQdj0ch6nGbCYLgaFmcCQ4FlFeMAloyAmmhAqud4V0 xGRhIIusqJLsJdPXiXdRt226vbtRbXVLOoooxN0is6QjS5R C12jNuogih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+LryWjyByjPzA+fwB2sp7 w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qW MTH5OTS6bqor9HHcnih1jTkYE=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3 UV62vqEs3g6XgQkpSBLssuHFnBfuAJIbJdNIOnTyYuRFK6 E+48VfcuFDEreDOv3HaZqGtBwYO58zh3nuCVHAFlvVtlNbW Nza3ytuVnd29/QPz8KirkkxS1qGJSGQ/IIoJHrMOcBCsn0p GokCwXjC+mvm9ByYVT+I7mKTMi8gw5iGnBLTkm+cuJSK/mW JXRq5gITi59HMltZDoHA6mWFt8OALvvuGbVatuzYFXiV2QK irQ9s0vd5DQLGIxUEGUcmwrBS8nEjgVbFpxM8VSQsdkyBx NYxIx5eXzq6a4ppUBDhOpXwx4rv5O5CRSahLpDWsRgZFa9m bif56TQdj0ch6nGbCYLgaFmcCQ4FlFeMAloyAmmhAqud4V0 xGRhIIusqJLsJdPXiXdRt226vbtRbXVLOoooxN0is6QjS5R C12jNuogih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+LryWjyByjPzA+fwB2sp7 w</latexit>
O
h rsr
b
i4
<latexit sha1_base64="uE OGzJ7YhEwjjKgs65ct8kd/FlE=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3 UV62vqEs3g6XgQkoiBbssuHFnBfuAJobJdNIOnTyYuRFKy E+48VfcuFDEreDOv3HaZqGtBwYO58zh3nv8RHAFlvVtlNbW Nza3ytuVnd29/QPz8Kir4lRS1qGxiGXfJ4oJHrEOcBCsn0h GQl+wnj+5mvm9ByYVj6M7mCbMDcko4gGnBLTkmecOJSK7yb EjQ0ewAAaZ9DIltRDrHPZzrC0+GoN73/DMqlW35sCrxC5IF RVoe+aXM4xpGrIIqCBKDWwrATcjEjgVLK84qWIJoRMyYgN NIxIy5Wbzq3Jc08oQB7HULwI8V38nMhIqNQ31hrWQwFgtez PxP2+QQtB0Mx4lKbCILgYFqcAQ41lFeMgloyCmmhAqud4V0 zGRhIIusqJLsJdPXiXdi7pt1e3bRrXVLOoooxN0is6QjS5R C12jNuogih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+LryWjyByjPzA+fwB5up7 y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uE OGzJ7YhEwjjKgs65ct8kd/FlE=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3 UV62vqEs3g6XgQkoiBbssuHFnBfuAJobJdNIOnTyYuRFKy E+48VfcuFDEreDOv3HaZqGtBwYO58zh3nv8RHAFlvVtlNbW Nza3ytuVnd29/QPz8Kir4lRS1qGxiGXfJ4oJHrEOcBCsn0h GQl+wnj+5mvm9ByYVj6M7mCbMDcko4gGnBLTkmecOJSK7yb EjQ0ewAAaZ9DIltRDrHPZzrC0+GoN73/DMqlW35sCrxC5IF RVoe+aXM4xpGrIIqCBKDWwrATcjEjgVLK84qWIJoRMyYgN NIxIy5Wbzq3Jc08oQB7HULwI8V38nMhIqNQ31hrWQwFgtez PxP2+QQtB0Mx4lKbCILgYFqcAQ41lFeMgloyCmmhAqud4V0 zGRhIIusqJLsJdPXiXdi7pt1e3bRrXVLOoooxN0is6QjS5R C12jNuogih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+LryWjyByjPzA+fwB5up7 y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uE OGzJ7YhEwjjKgs65ct8kd/FlE=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3 UV62vqEs3g6XgQkoiBbssuHFnBfuAJobJdNIOnTyYuRFKy E+48VfcuFDEreDOv3HaZqGtBwYO58zh3nv8RHAFlvVtlNbW Nza3ytuVnd29/QPz8Kir4lRS1qGxiGXfJ4oJHrEOcBCsn0h GQl+wnj+5mvm9ByYVj6M7mCbMDcko4gGnBLTkmecOJSK7yb EjQ0ewAAaZ9DIltRDrHPZzrC0+GoN73/DMqlW35sCrxC5IF RVoe+aXM4xpGrIIqCBKDWwrATcjEjgVLK84qWIJoRMyYgN NIxIy5Wbzq3Jc08oQB7HULwI8V38nMhIqNQ31hrWQwFgtez PxP2+QQtB0Mx4lKbCILgYFqcAQ41lFeMgloyCmmhAqud4V0 zGRhIIusqJLsJdPXiXdi7pt1e3bRrXVLOoooxN0is6QjS5R C12jNuogih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+LryWjyByjPzA+fwB5up7 y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uE OGzJ7YhEwjjKgs65ct8kd/FlE=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3 UV62vqEs3g6XgQkoiBbssuHFnBfuAJobJdNIOnTyYuRFKy E+48VfcuFDEreDOv3HaZqGtBwYO58zh3nv8RHAFlvVtlNbW Nza3ytuVnd29/QPz8Kir4lRS1qGxiGXfJ4oJHrEOcBCsn0h GQl+wnj+5mvm9ByYVj6M7mCbMDcko4gGnBLTkmecOJSK7yb EjQ0ewAAaZ9DIltRDrHPZzrC0+GoN73/DMqlW35sCrxC5IF RVoe+aXM4xpGrIIqCBKDWwrATcjEjgVLK84qWIJoRMyYgN NIxIy5Wbzq3Jc08oQB7HULwI8V38nMhIqNQ31hrWQwFgtez PxP2+QQtB0Mx4lKbCILgYFqcAQ41lFeMgloyCmmhAqud4V0 zGRhIIusqJLsJdPXiXdi7pt1e3bRrXVLOoooxN0is6QjS5R C12jNuogih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+LryWjyByjPzA+fwB5up7 y</latexit>
O
h rsr
b
i6
<latexit sha1_base64="hi XYt90onigwIztdQ/cgb0qfu7A=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3 UV62vqEs3g6XgQkoiol0W3Lizgn1AE8NkOmmHTh7M3Agl5 Cfc+CtuXCjiVnDn3zhts9DWAwOHc+Zw7z1+IrgCy/o2Siur a+sb5c3K1vbO7p65f9BRcSopa9NYxLLnE8UEj1gbOAjWSyQ joS9Y1x9fTf3uA5OKx9EdTBLmhmQY8YBTAlryzFOHEpHd5N iRoSNYAP1MepmSWoh1Dvs51hYfjsC9v/DMqlW3ZsDLxC5IF RVoeeaXM4hpGrIIqCBK9W0rATcjEjgVLK84qWIJoWMyZH1 NIxIy5Wazq3Jc08oAB7HULwI8U38nMhIqNQn1hrWQwEgtel PxP6+fQtBwMx4lKbCIzgcFqcAQ42lFeMAloyAmmhAqud4V0 xGRhIIusqJLsBdPXiads7pt1e3b82qzUdRRRkfoGJ0gG12i JrpGLdRGFD2iZ/SK3own48V4Nz7mX0tGkTlEf2B8/gB8wp7 0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hi XYt90onigwIztdQ/cgb0qfu7A=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3 UV62vqEs3g6XgQkoiol0W3Lizgn1AE8NkOmmHTh7M3Agl5 Cfc+CtuXCjiVnDn3zhts9DWAwOHc+Zw7z1+IrgCy/o2Siur a+sb5c3K1vbO7p65f9BRcSopa9NYxLLnE8UEj1gbOAjWSyQ joS9Y1x9fTf3uA5OKx9EdTBLmhmQY8YBTAlryzFOHEpHd5N iRoSNYAP1MepmSWoh1Dvs51hYfjsC9v/DMqlW3ZsDLxC5IF RVoeeaXM4hpGrIIqCBK9W0rATcjEjgVLK84qWIJoWMyZH1 NIxIy5Wazq3Jc08oAB7HULwI8U38nMhIqNQn1hrWQwEgtel PxP6+fQtBwMx4lKbCIzgcFqcAQ42lFeMAloyAmmhAqud4V0 xGRhIIusqJLsBdPXiads7pt1e3b82qzUdRRRkfoGJ0gG12i JrpGLdRGFD2iZ/SK3own48V4Nz7mX0tGkTlEf2B8/gB8wp7 0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hi XYt90onigwIztdQ/cgb0qfu7A=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3 UV62vqEs3g6XgQkoiol0W3Lizgn1AE8NkOmmHTh7M3Agl5 Cfc+CtuXCjiVnDn3zhts9DWAwOHc+Zw7z1+IrgCy/o2Siur a+sb5c3K1vbO7p65f9BRcSopa9NYxLLnE8UEj1gbOAjWSyQ joS9Y1x9fTf3uA5OKx9EdTBLmhmQY8YBTAlryzFOHEpHd5N iRoSNYAP1MepmSWoh1Dvs51hYfjsC9v/DMqlW3ZsDLxC5IF RVoeeaXM4hpGrIIqCBK9W0rATcjEjgVLK84qWIJoWMyZH1 NIxIy5Wazq3Jc08oAB7HULwI8U38nMhIqNQn1hrWQwEgtel PxP6+fQtBwMx4lKbCIzgcFqcAQ42lFeMAloyAmmhAqud4V0 xGRhIIusqJLsBdPXiads7pt1e3b82qzUdRRRkfoGJ0gG12i JrpGLdRGFD2iZ/SK3own48V4Nz7mX0tGkTlEf2B8/gB8wp7 0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hi XYt90onigwIztdQ/cgb0qfu7A=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3 UV62vqEs3g6XgQkoiol0W3Lizgn1AE8NkOmmHTh7M3Agl5 Cfc+CtuXCjiVnDn3zhts9DWAwOHc+Zw7z1+IrgCy/o2Siur a+sb5c3K1vbO7p65f9BRcSopa9NYxLLnE8UEj1gbOAjWSyQ joS9Y1x9fTf3uA5OKx9EdTBLmhmQY8YBTAlryzFOHEpHd5N iRoSNYAP1MepmSWoh1Dvs51hYfjsC9v/DMqlW3ZsDLxC5IF RVoeeaXM4hpGrIIqCBK9W0rATcjEjgVLK84qWIJoWMyZH1 NIxIy5Wazq3Jc08oAB7HULwI8U38nMhIqNQn1hrWQwEgtel PxP6+fQtBwMx4lKbCIzgcFqcAQ42lFeMAloyAmmhAqud4V0 xGRhIIusqJLsBdPXiads7pt1e3b82qzUdRRRkfoGJ0gG12i JrpGLdRGFD2iZ/SK3own48V4Nz7mX0tGkTlEf2B8/gB8wp7 0</latexit>
 a†ia†j  (r)
<latexit sha1_base64="1W 4DP9iygNquqED1NZwzHsEd0Uo=">AAACOHicdVDJSgNBEO2 JW4xb1KOXxiBEkDAjgjkGvHgzglkgE0NNTyVp7Vno7hHCk M/y4md4Ey8eFPHqF9hZDjHRgqYf772iqp4XC660bb9YmaXl ldW17HpuY3Nreye/u1dXUSIZ1lgkItn0QKHgIdY01wKbsUQ IPIEN7/5ipDceUCoehTd6EGM7gF7Iu5yBNlQnf+UKpK4XCV 8NAvOlMLx1fej1UHb4f8IddU+o66PQUJy1yOFxJ1+wS/a46 CJwpqBAplXt5J9dP2JJgKFmApRqOXas2ylIzZnAYc5NFMb A7qGHLQNDCFC10/HhQ3pkGJ92I2leqOmYne1IIVCj3YwzAN 1X89qI/EtrJbpbbqc8jBONIZsM6iaC6oiOUqQ+l8i0GBgAT HKzK2V9kMC0yTpnQnDmT14E9dOSY5ec67NCpTyNI0sOyCEp Eoeckwq5JFVSI4w8klfyTj6sJ+vN+rS+JtaMNe3ZJ7/K+v4 BF3muUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1W 4DP9iygNquqED1NZwzHsEd0Uo=">AAACOHicdVDJSgNBEO2 JW4xb1KOXxiBEkDAjgjkGvHgzglkgE0NNTyVp7Vno7hHCk M/y4md4Ey8eFPHqF9hZDjHRgqYf772iqp4XC660bb9YmaXl ldW17HpuY3Nreye/u1dXUSIZ1lgkItn0QKHgIdY01wKbsUQ IPIEN7/5ipDceUCoehTd6EGM7gF7Iu5yBNlQnf+UKpK4XCV 8NAvOlMLx1fej1UHb4f8IddU+o66PQUJy1yOFxJ1+wS/a46 CJwpqBAplXt5J9dP2JJgKFmApRqOXas2ylIzZnAYc5NFMb A7qGHLQNDCFC10/HhQ3pkGJ92I2leqOmYne1IIVCj3YwzAN 1X89qI/EtrJbpbbqc8jBONIZsM6iaC6oiOUqQ+l8i0GBgAT HKzK2V9kMC0yTpnQnDmT14E9dOSY5ec67NCpTyNI0sOyCEp Eoeckwq5JFVSI4w8klfyTj6sJ+vN+rS+JtaMNe3ZJ7/K+v4 BF3muUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1W 4DP9iygNquqED1NZwzHsEd0Uo=">AAACOHicdVDJSgNBEO2 JW4xb1KOXxiBEkDAjgjkGvHgzglkgE0NNTyVp7Vno7hHCk M/y4md4Ey8eFPHqF9hZDjHRgqYf772iqp4XC660bb9YmaXl ldW17HpuY3Nreye/u1dXUSIZ1lgkItn0QKHgIdY01wKbsUQ IPIEN7/5ipDceUCoehTd6EGM7gF7Iu5yBNlQnf+UKpK4XCV 8NAvOlMLx1fej1UHb4f8IddU+o66PQUJy1yOFxJ1+wS/a46 CJwpqBAplXt5J9dP2JJgKFmApRqOXas2ylIzZnAYc5NFMb A7qGHLQNDCFC10/HhQ3pkGJ92I2leqOmYne1IIVCj3YwzAN 1X89qI/EtrJbpbbqc8jBONIZsM6iaC6oiOUqQ+l8i0GBgAT HKzK2V9kMC0yTpnQnDmT14E9dOSY5ec67NCpTyNI0sOyCEp Eoeckwq5JFVSI4w8klfyTj6sJ+vN+rS+JtaMNe3ZJ7/K+v4 BF3muUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1W 4DP9iygNquqED1NZwzHsEd0Uo=">AAACOHicdVDJSgNBEO2 JW4xb1KOXxiBEkDAjgjkGvHgzglkgE0NNTyVp7Vno7hHCk M/y4md4Ey8eFPHqF9hZDjHRgqYf772iqp4XC660bb9YmaXl ldW17HpuY3Nreye/u1dXUSIZ1lgkItn0QKHgIdY01wKbsUQ IPIEN7/5ipDceUCoehTd6EGM7gF7Iu5yBNlQnf+UKpK4XCV 8NAvOlMLx1fej1UHb4f8IddU+o66PQUJy1yOFxJ1+wS/a46 CJwpqBAplXt5J9dP2JJgKFmApRqOXas2ylIzZnAYc5NFMb A7qGHLQNDCFC10/HhQ3pkGJ92I2leqOmYne1IIVCj3YwzAN 1X89qI/EtrJbpbbqc8jBONIZsM6iaC6oiOUqQ+l8i0GBgAT HKzK2V9kMC0yTpnQnDmT14E9dOSY5ec67NCpTyNI0sOyCEp Eoeckwq5JFVSI4w8klfyTj6sJ+vN+rS+JtaMNe3ZJ7/K+v4 BF3muUQ==</latexit>
> a†ia
†
j  (r)
<latexit sha1_base64="6VDoF28MGkDcl5IOU/qxZ3YQQdg=">AAACNnicdVDLSgNBEJyN7/iKevQyGIQIEnZFMCcJeP EiKJgHZGPone0kY2YfzMwKYclXefE7vHnxoIhXP8HZmENMtGGYoqqa7i4vFlxp236xcguLS8srq2v59Y3Nre3Czm5dRYlkWGORiGTTA4WCh1jTXAtsxhIh8AQ2vMFFpjceUCoehbd6GGM7gF7Iu5yBNlSncHVOXS8SvhoG5kthdOf60Ouh7PD/hHvqH lPXR6GhNG2Ro6NOoWiX7XHReeBMQJFM6rpTeHb9iCUBhpoJUKrl2LFupyA1ZwJHeTdRGAMbQA9bBoYQoGqn47NH9NAwPu1G0rxQ0zE73ZFCoLLdjDMA3VezWkb+pbUS3a20Ux7GicaQ/QzqJoLqiGYZUp9LZFoMDQAmudmVsj5IYNoknTchOLMnz4P6 Sdmxy87NabFamcSxSvbJASkRh5yRKrkk16RGGHkkL+SNvFtP1qv1YX3+WHPWpGeP/Crr6xsZz61O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6VDoF28MGkDcl5IOU/qxZ3YQQdg=">AAACNnicdVDLSgNBEJyN7/iKevQyGIQIEnZFMCcJeP EiKJgHZGPone0kY2YfzMwKYclXefE7vHnxoIhXP8HZmENMtGGYoqqa7i4vFlxp236xcguLS8srq2v59Y3Nre3Czm5dRYlkWGORiGTTA4WCh1jTXAtsxhIh8AQ2vMFFpjceUCoehbd6GGM7gF7Iu5yBNlSncHVOXS8SvhoG5kthdOf60Ouh7PD/hHvqH lPXR6GhNG2Ro6NOoWiX7XHReeBMQJFM6rpTeHb9iCUBhpoJUKrl2LFupyA1ZwJHeTdRGAMbQA9bBoYQoGqn47NH9NAwPu1G0rxQ0zE73ZFCoLLdjDMA3VezWkb+pbUS3a20Ux7GicaQ/QzqJoLqiGYZUp9LZFoMDQAmudmVsj5IYNoknTchOLMnz4P6 Sdmxy87NabFamcSxSvbJASkRh5yRKrkk16RGGHkkL+SNvFtP1qv1YX3+WHPWpGeP/Crr6xsZz61O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6VDoF28MGkDcl5IOU/qxZ3YQQdg=">AAACNnicdVDLSgNBEJyN7/iKevQyGIQIEnZFMCcJeP EiKJgHZGPone0kY2YfzMwKYclXefE7vHnxoIhXP8HZmENMtGGYoqqa7i4vFlxp236xcguLS8srq2v59Y3Nre3Czm5dRYlkWGORiGTTA4WCh1jTXAtsxhIh8AQ2vMFFpjceUCoehbd6GGM7gF7Iu5yBNlSncHVOXS8SvhoG5kthdOf60Ouh7PD/hHvqH lPXR6GhNG2Ro6NOoWiX7XHReeBMQJFM6rpTeHb9iCUBhpoJUKrl2LFupyA1ZwJHeTdRGAMbQA9bBoYQoGqn47NH9NAwPu1G0rxQ0zE73ZFCoLLdjDMA3VezWkb+pbUS3a20Ux7GicaQ/QzqJoLqiGYZUp9LZFoMDQAmudmVsj5IYNoknTchOLMnz4P6 Sdmxy87NabFamcSxSvbJASkRh5yRKrkk16RGGHkkL+SNvFtP1qv1YX3+WHPWpGeP/Crr6xsZz61O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6VDoF28MGkDcl5IOU/qxZ3YQQdg=">AAACNnicdVDLSgNBEJyN7/iKevQyGIQIEnZFMCcJeP EiKJgHZGPone0kY2YfzMwKYclXefE7vHnxoIhXP8HZmENMtGGYoqqa7i4vFlxp236xcguLS8srq2v59Y3Nre3Czm5dRYlkWGORiGTTA4WCh1jTXAtsxhIh8AQ2vMFFpjceUCoehbd6GGM7gF7Iu5yBNlSncHVOXS8SvhoG5kthdOf60Ouh7PD/hHvqH lPXR6GhNG2Ro6NOoWiX7XHReeBMQJFM6rpTeHb9iCUBhpoJUKrl2LFupyA1ZwJHeTdRGAMbQA9bBoYQoGqn47NH9NAwPu1G0rxQ0zE73ZFCoLLdjDMA3VezWkb+pbUS3a20Ux7GicaQ/QzqJoLqiGYZUp9LZFoMDQAmudmVsj5IYNoknTchOLMnz4P6 Sdmxy87NabFamcSxSvbJASkRh5yRKrkk16RGGHkkL+SNvFtP1qv1YX3+WHPWpGeP/Crr6xsZz61O</latexit>
 a†ia†ja†ka†l  (r)
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a) b)
UV
IR
FIG. 8. a) HOBET’s 3S1 − 3S1 effective interaction. The UV expansion (first column) proceeds from the top down, from
the UV toward larger r, with convergence controlled by the dimensionless parameter r2sr/b
2, discussed in the text. Various
scalar operators are formed by combining the indicated ladder operators. The IR expansion (second column) proceeds from
the bottom up, from the IR (where OPEP is sufficient) to smaller r, where more complicated operators might be needed in the
chiral expansion. Each row thus indicates the theory for a given UV order. b) If one approximates the isoscalar contribution
of V IR2pi as σ exchange, the IR LECs for both V
IR
pi and V
IR
2pi can be evaluated analytically: they depend on the dimensionless
parameter α =
√
2mb, where m is the exchanged mass. UV calculations at LO, ..., N3LO require the IR expansion to provide
LECs of orders > NLO, ..., N4LO. The leading LECs are plotted for Vpi (blue solid) and V2pi (red dashed). The vertical
dashed lines indicate the values for α and ασ when b= 1.7. While relativity suppresses the Vpi contribution, the Yukawa falloff
suppresses V2pi, with effects larger at higher order. One finds that V
IR
2pi is only a 5% correction in a N
3LO calculation, for the
lowest order IR operator. In contrast, it is dominant at LO.
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FIG. 9. The Lepage plot of S-wave matrix elements of Heff
computed in HOBET in the deuteron (3S1−3 D1) channel at
the deuteron binding energy, starting from Argonne v18 phase
shifts. The fractional error in Heff – calculated by comparing
the results to exact Argonne v18 H
eff matrix elements – is
plotted vs. the sum of the nodal quantum numbers. All
points plotted are predictions unconstrained by the fit.
evenly spaced in k from 1 to 80 MeV in various chan-
nels, LECs up to N3LO were fit. From a small number of
LECs parameterizing the small basis Heff in each channel
phase shifts are regenerated and compared to the original
phase shifts in Fig. 10.
This convergence answers a persistent effective in-
teractions problem first clearly analyzed in the early
1970s [495, 515, 516]. The exemplar used was of two nu-
cleons outside an 16O core. Various perturbative expan-
sions of the effective interaction in a P -space were tried
without success. The convergence problem was traced to
a spectrum overlap between PHP and QHQ, prevent-
ing convergence of perturbative expansions. In HOBET
all states of H overlapping P are included, avoiding the
spectrum overlap problem. Energy dependence enables
HOBET to carry much more information about the spec-
trum of H in a small P -space.
Early LQCD calculations of NN phase shifts with non-
physical pion masses of 800 [231, 234] and 450 MeV [232]
demonstrated the feasibility of computing phase shifts
directly from QCD. Recent advances in supercomput-
ers and techniques will soon give us access to physical
pion mass results. Thus in the relatively near future, the
HOBET program can be executed with such input. Sec-
tion III C 7 describes how to adapt HOBET to use LQCD
input in a more elegant way.
5. A-body HOBET
While the HOBET discussions here have focused on
the two-body system – the operators, power counting,
and LEC fitting – the intended use of HOBET is to
build a controlled theory of nuclei in which two-body,
three-body, . . . input from experiment or lattice QCD
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FIG. 10. Phase shifts regenerated from LECs fit to data from
1 to 80 MeV and compared to the original phase shifts from
Argonne v18. In the
1S0 channel the low energy behavior
down to 50 keV associated with a resonance at ∼ 74 keV
is reproduced from data above 1 MeV. In the 3P0 and
3P1
channels even NLO results based on a single LEC reproduce
phase shifts quite well.
can be propagated into more complicated A-body sys-
tems, to produce results with quantifiable uncertainties.
The soundness of this approach is predicated on many
years of empirical success in the shell model, where a sim-
ilar approach based on phenomenologically determined
potentials has been successful. HOBET allows such an
approach to be carried out systematically as a cluster
expansion, with the convergence in cluster size demon-
strated numerically. Converged results must be accu-
rate to within the inherent uncertainties of the two-body,
three-body, . . . input, as no other approximations are
made. Here we described the first step of the treatment,
derivation of the HOBET two-body interaction needed
in an A-body calculation.
The starting point is the assumption that HOBET two-
body solutions have been obtained for the cutoff ΛSM for
the Hamiltonian
HA = TA + VA =
A∑
i<j
(Tij + Vij) , (48)
where we assume a potential, but will shortly build the
ET by replacing that potential, as before. The corre-
sponding A-body ET space is defined by the condition
Λ˙1 + · · ·+ Λ˙A−1 6 ΛSM , (49)
where Λ˙1, Λ˙2, . . . correspond to the dimensionless Jacobi
coordinates r = (r1−r2)/
√
2b, (2r3−r1−r2)/
√
6b, . . . .
While this constraint is defined in terms of the intrin-
sic wave function, it is easily converted to a constraint
on the A-body Slater determinants employed, where it
applies to excitations relative to the naive ground state:
(The separability of the ET spaces we are using allows
one to use standard Slater determinants to enforce anti-
symmetry, while numerically forcing the center-of-mass
into its ground state by adding a large multiple of the
center-of-mass Hamiltonian to the intrinsic interaction.
Constraints on the number of quanta in the intrinsic wave
function can then be imposed by limiting the sum over
single-particle quanta.)
The A-body BH equation for HeffA can then be written
HeffA (ΛSM) =
PΛSMA TA EGQΛSMA TA
PΛSMA +
A∑
i<j=2
V effA ij(ΛSM) , (50)
where
V effA 12(ΛSM) = P
ΛSM
A EGTAQ
ΛSM
A
[
V12
+ V12
1
E −QΛSMA HA
QΛSMA VA
]
EG
Q
ΛSM
A TA
PΛSMA
→ PΛSMA EGT12QΛSMA
[
V12
+ V12
1
E −QΛSMA H12
QΛSMA V12
]
EGQAT12P
ΛSM
A (51)
In the last line we have retained only the scattering
among the pair, thereby defining the first term in the
cluster expansion, HOBET’s analog of the reaction ma-
trix G0. V
eff
A 12 is an A-body operator as the projection
operators PΛSMA and Q
ΛSM
A act in the full A-body Hilbert
space. E is the total energy of the A-body system.
In Eq. (50) the nucleons other than 1, 2 do not scatter,
and thus are diagonal in PA. We define a projector acting
on the intrinsic wave function of these spectator nucleons
P¯A12(χ) ≡
{
1 if Λ˙2 + · · ·+ Λ˙A−1 = χ
0 otherwise
⇒ PΛSMA =
ΛSM∑
χ=0
P¯A12(χ)P
ΛSM−χ
12 ,
where PΛ12 limits Λ˙1 6 Λ. This allows one to factor
Eq. (50) into scattering and spectator contributions. In
summary, the two-body cluster approximation is defined
as
HeffA (ΛSM)→ PΛSMA T EGQATA PΛSMA
+
ΛSM∑
χ=0
A∑
i<j=2
P¯Aij (χ)V
eff
ij (ΛSM − χ)
V eff12 (Λ) = P
Λ
12EGT12Q12
[
V12
+ V12
1
E −QΛ12H12
QΛ12V12
]
EGQ12T12P
Λ
12 (52)
With the two-body contribution isolated, we can then
make the ET substitution
V eff12 (Λ)→
PΛ12EGT12QΛ12
[
V IRpi 12 + Vδ 12(Λ)
]
EGQΛ12T12P
Λ
12 (53)
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The spectator dependence requires one to provide the
effective short-range interactions Vδ 12(Λ), 0 6 Λ 6 ΛSM.
One can derive these from Vδ 12(ΛSM) through a set
of shell-by-shell BH reductions PΛ12 → PΛ−112 . Thus
if Vδ 12(ΛSM) has been determined by fitting HOBET’s
LECs to scattering data, no further fitting is required.
One can then continue to three-body clusters and be-
yond. For A > 2 Eq. (48) can be rewritten
HA =
A∑
i<j<k=3
Hijk ≡
A∑
i<j<k=3
1
A− 2(Hij +Hik +Hjk)
A bare three-body interaction can be added to the above.
In analogy with Eqs. (50) and (51), the BH equation is
HeffA (ΛSM) =
PΛSMA TA EGQΛSMA TA
PΛSMA +
A∑
i<j<k=3
V effA ijk(ΛSM)
V effA 123(ΛSM) = P
ΛSM
A EGTAQ
ΛSM
A
[
V123
+ V123
1
E −QΛSMA HA
QΛSMA VA
]
EG
Q
ΛSM
A TA
PΛSMA
→ PΛSMA EGT123QΛSMA
[
V123
+ V123
1
E −QΛSMA H123
QΛSMA V123
]
EGQAT123P
ΛSM
A ,
(54)
making the three-body cluster expansion in the last line.
We definine
P¯123(χ) ≡
{
1 if Λ˙3 + · · ·+ Λ˙A−1 = χ
0 otherwise
⇒ PΛSMA =
ΛSM∑
χ=0
P¯123(χ)P
ΛSM−χ
123 ,
where PΛ123 limits Λ˙1 + Λ˙2 6 Λ. Finally the analog of
Eq. (52) becomes
HeffA (ΛSM)→ PΛSMA T EGQATA PΛSMA
+
ΛSM∑
χ=0
A∑
i<j<k=2
P¯Aijk(χ)V
eff
ijk(ΛSM − χ)
V eff123(Λ) = P
Λ
123EGT123Q123
[
V123
+ V123
1
E −QΛ123H123
QΛ123V123
]
EGQ123T123P
Λ
123
(55)
The cluster expansion process can be continued, and
one is guaranteed to recover the exact solution of the BH
equation when the cluster size reaches A. Consequently
the theory is exact, and the only question is the rate of
the convergence: this rate is being determined in work
currently underway [513]. As Eqs. (52) and (55) are the
full two- and three-body cluster results, a comparison of
the two is a first step in measuring this convergence. As
we have separated out the full kinetic energy term – no
cluster expansion was done in this term – the difference
of Eqs. (55) and (52) depends only on the potential term.
This difference can be used to the coefficient of a three-
body short-range operator we denote as Vδ ijk. Likewise
V IRpi ijk is the three-body contributions of the pion, analo-
gous to those shown in Fig. 3. Thus “when all of the dust
settles” in building the ET – when we divorce ourselves
from the concept of a high-momentum potential, Heff at
the three-body level becomes
Heff = PΛSMA TEGQAtAP
ΛSM
A
+
ΛSM∑
χ=0
[
A∑
i<j=2
P¯Aij (χ)V
eff
ij (ΛSM − χ)
+
A∑
i<j<k=3
P¯Aijk(χ)V
eff
ijk(ΛSM − χ)
]
, (56)
where V effij is given by Eq. (53) and
V eff123(Λ)→
PΛ123EGT123QΛ123
[
V IRpi 123 + Vδ 123(Λ)
]
EGQΛ123T123P
Λ
123
(57)
As the result is now reduced to the ET level, Vδ 123(ΛSM)
would be fit to observables at A = 3, or more precisely, to
discrepancies found between calculation and experiment
when a calculation is done at the two-body level. The
“bootstrapping” extension to arbitrary A is clear
In the above the kinetic energy has been written in its
exact form. There is an exact rewriting of this term us-
ing the free Green’s function, that requires only a matrix
inversion in P , that is practical for modest A. Alterna-
tively, there are iterative Lanczos-based Green’s function
methods that can be used. However this is evaluated, it
should be held constant as the cluster expansion is carried
out, so that the differences in the various Vδs accurately
reflect how that strong-interaction expansion converges.
Use of HOBET’s Heff in the shell model complicates
calculations only modestly. Spectator dependence must
be taken into account and self-consistent states must be
found by fixed point iteration. Basically all of numerical
power of modern codes, some capable of handling spaces
ranging to 1011 basis states, can be exploited.
6. Effective Operators in HOBET
The BH equation also gives a prescription for operator
evaluation. Given a short-range operator O,
Oeff,Λji (E) = P
Ej
Ej −HQO
Ei
Ei −QHP .
In the above, i and j label eigenstates of the Hamilto-
nian, or of the effective Hamiltonian. As discussed be-
fore, the Green’s functions used above with appropriate
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boundary conditions reconstruct the full wave function
from the projections of eigenstates. For bound states
this boundary condition is simply that the wave function
exponentially decays outside the range of the interaction.
While the above statement is formally correct, when
using HOBET with LQCD input, the full Hamiltonian
is not available. Instead, we would like to express the
operator in a parallel way to the HOBET effective in-
teraction, containing a lowering operator expansion with
each operator paired with an LEC:
Oeffji = P
Ej
Ej −HQO
Ei
Ei −QHP ,
= P
Ej
Ej−TQ
[
O + V Q
Ej
Ej −HQO +O
Ei
Ei −QHQV
+ V Q
Ej
Ej −HQO
Ei
Ei −QHQV
] Ei
Ei −QT P ,
→ P Ej
Ej − TQ [O +Oδ]
Ei
Ei −QT P .
The last step depends on the operator O being short
range so that the last three terms are capped on each
end by a short-range operator, either O or V . The sum
of the three terms is then short range and can be re-
placed by the same form of effective theory expansion
as before. The expansion can then be fit to observables
in the same way as Heff . With H and O in hand, the
matrix elements for Oeff can be calculated directly for
different eigenstates i and j. Then the LECs can be fit
in a scheme-independent way, showing a small energy
dependence. The energy dependence is small because
most of the energy dependence has been captured in the
Green’s function for GQT . As was also the case with H
eff
this residual energy dependence can be absorbed into the
highest order LECs when fitting to observables across a
range of energies, yielding an effective operator based on
energy independent LECs.
Since the operator may not respect the same symme-
tries, channels omitted in Heff such as OSPδ which violate
parity may have to be included in the expansion. When
the two-body effective operator is applied in an A-body
context, the two-body P space is reduced by the quanta
of the spectators in much the same way as the effective
interaction becomes spectator dependent.
The next section, Sec. III C 7, will show how the ef-
fective interaction LECs can be fit directly to the two-
nucleon spectrum in a finite volume, as can be produced
from LQCD. The effective operator now has the same ex-
pansion form and we expect that much the same process
can be used to fit the operator LECs to two nucleon oper-
ators evaluated in a finite volume. An important example
where this can be applied is the ∆I = 2 hadronic parity
violating matrix element in proton-proton scattering.
7. HOBET in a Box
A way to make a deeper and more direction connection
between LQCD and the HOBET effective interaction is
to fit the LECs directly to finite volume observables such
as the spectrum of two nucleons. A few key properties
of HOBET make this possible. First, the only place that
boundary conditions appear in HOBET is the Green’s
functions for GQT . As long as the cut off HO basis and
Vδ are shorter range than the volume, then the boundary
conditions have been segregated into the Green’s func-
tion, with the result that Vδ and the LECs controlling
the expansion are independent of the volume, finite or
infinite. Instead of using the Lu¨scher method to con-
vert the finite volume LQCD spectrum to infinite volume
phase shifts at the energies specified by the quantization
condition, one can tune one set of HOBET LECs across
one or more volumes of the same physical sizes as are
used in the LQCD computations, until the FV spectrum
is reproduced. These LECs can then be used to predict
the infinite volume physics, be it bound state energies or
the scattering phase shifts. Note, this also alleviates the
need to perform an effective range expansion fit, or some
other parameterization of the phase shift results, which
can be problematic if there are deeply bound states.
Second, a 3D harmonic oscillator can be described
equivalently in either spherical or Cartesian form.
Spherical-Cartesian brackets give a unitary transforma-
tion between sets of states with the same number of
quanta. In a finite volume or box, the effective theory
is much easier to write in Cartesian form, where we can
write the expansion for Vδ in terms of 1D HO lowering
operators ax, ay, az, acting in the xˆ, yˆ, and zˆ directions
with their own LECs. Example operators with Carte-
sian LEC names can be found in Table II. The numeric
fields in the names express the number of lowering op-
erators and directions to the left and right. Operators
that are transformed into each other via cubic rotations
or reflection share the same LEC.
TABLE II. LECs and Cartesian operators
LEC operators
c000d000 δ(r)
c100d100
(
a†xδ(r)ax + a
†
yδ(r)ay + a
†
zδ(r)az
)
c100d010
(
a†xδ(r)ay + a
†
xδ(r)az + a
†
yδ(r)az
)
+ h.c.
c200d000
(
a†2x + a
†2
y + a
†2
z
)
δ(r) + h.c.
c110d000
(
a†xa
†
y + a
†
xa
†
z + a
†
ya
†
z
)
δ(r) + h.c.
c200d200
(
a†2x δ(r)a
2
x + a
†2
y δ(r)a
2
y + a
†2
z δ(r)a
2
z
)
It is harder to express rotational invariance in the
Cartesian form so we do not bother, generating a larger
set of operators and associated LECs. While this expan-
sion is written in terms of its own set of LECs it must
describe the same Vδ. Using spherical-Cartesian brack-
ets the matrix elements on non-edge states of P of the
Cartesian form can be transformed to the spherical ba-
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sis where the two expansions must be equal at the same
order. V cartδ = V
sph
δ . This equality establishes a linear
relation between the spherical LECs and the Cartesian
LECs, which can now be replaced by linear combinations
of the spherical LECs:
c000d000 = a1S0LO ,
c200d000 = a1S0NLO ,
c200d200 = a1S0NNLO22 + (2/3)a
1D2
NNLO ,
c200d020 = a1S0NNLO22 − (1/3)a1D2NNLO ,
c110d110 = 2a1D2NNLO .
A nice side effect of the substitution is the automatic
imposition of rotational invariance on the Cartesian Vδ.
In the above equation you can see that the last three
Cartesian LECs are functions of just two of the spherical
LECs.
The periodic boundary conditions are enforced by
working in a basis that respects them. The periodic box
has side lengths Li (coordinates from −Li/2 to +Li/2,
and i = 1 . . . 3 for direction). A complete basis of states
in the periodic box is a set of sine and cosine waves in
each dimension such that φ(−L/2) = φ(L/2). For calcu-
lation purposes we impose a cutoff N on the size of the
basis, which is enlarged until results converge. We use
normalized odd and even real wave functions.
φi,s,m(x) =
√
2/Li sin(αi,mx), n = 1, . . . , N/2
φi,c,0(x) =
√
2/Li(1/
√
2), n = 0 ,
φi,c,m(x) =
√
2/Li cos(αi,mx), n = 1, . . . , N/2 , (58)
with αi,mi = 2pi |m| /Li. Letting m range from −N/2
to N/2, the negative indices indicate the sine members
and positive indices to indicate the cosine members of
the basis. We can then write the basis of 3D solutions as
φm (x, y, z) = φmx (x)φmy (y)φmz (z) . (59)
Overlaps between these momentum states and HO states,
specified with label n can be analytically calculated (see
Chapter 9 in Ref. [511]):
χn,m = 〈n|m〉 . (60)
The kinetic energy operator depends on the possibly dif-
ferent side lengths Li. For example, if the LQCD cal-
culation involves a boosted system along an axis, with
non-zero total momentum, this can be handled in part
by reducing the box size in HOBET by the Lorentz con-
traction factor of the boost.
Tˆ φm (x, y, z) = 2pi
2
( ∑
i
m2i
L2i
)
φm = λmφm (x, y, z) .
(61)
The Green’s functions in Eq. (33) can be computed by
expansion over the periodic momentum basis.
EGQTP = EGT {PEGTP}−1P . (62)
Using a bilinear eigenfunction expansion we can write the
Green’s function GT as
EGT (E; r, r
′) =
∑
m
E
E − λm + iεφm (r
′)φm (r) .
Applying this expansion to an HO state involves inte-
grating over r′ and yields a sum over momentum states.
EGT |n〉 =
∑
m
E
E − λm + iεχm,n |m〉 . (63)
Inserting this into matrix elements for {PEGTP} yields
〈n′ |EGT |n〉 =
∑
m
E
E − λm + iεχn
′,mχn,m , (64)
which is a key component in the evaluation of the effec-
tive kinetic energy. See Section 5.2 in Ref. [511] for a
derivation of the final expression below.
T effn′,n =
〈
n′
∣∣∣∣GTQ [T + T QET
]
GQT
∣∣∣∣n〉 ,
=E
(
δn′,n − 〈n′ |EGT |n〉−1
)
.
Other pieces of Eq. (33) can also be evaluated via the
same process. The most expensive calculation is obtain-
ing the matrix elements of V LR, which involves a double
sum over the momentum basis.
As before, LECs are fit using Eq. (46). Some care
must be taken to ensure that when fitting a channel such
as 1S0 that the finite volume states used are from cu-
bic representations overlapping the angular momentum
of the channel.
Since a sufficient data set from LQCD is not yet avail-
able we generate a set of eigenstates of a known potential
Vtest in a finite volume. Then the method can be tested
by first fitting the LECs of the finite volume Heff to re-
produce the eigenvalues. Then the LECs are used to
construct infinite volume Heff (Ej) for a set of energies
{Ej}, solving for phase shifts that result in energy self
consistency. Given that the finite volume spectrum was
generated from a known potential, the phase shifts can
then be compared to phase shifts derived directly from
Vtest. A sample Vtest is given below and shown in Fig. 11.
This potential has a long range OPEP behavior:
V LRtest (r) = −130
exp (−mpir)
mpi (r + 0.75 fm)
MeV , (65)
Vtest (r) = V
LR
test (r) + 179.4 exp (−4mpir) MeV . (66)
A Λ = 500, b = 1.7 fm calculation in infinite volume
yields a bound state at −4.0518 MeV, which we expect
the HOBET interaction to predict. The spectrum in an
mpiL = 10 box with L = 14.3 fm and mpi = 138.039 MeV
was determined on lattices with sizes 3503, 4003, and
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FIG. 11. The full Vtest (solid, blue) which reaches HOBET
purely through the FV spectrum in Table III, and the long
range part V LRtest (dashed, gold) corresponding to the role of
the OPEP in earlier sections.
TABLE III. The positive parity spectrum of H = T + Vtest
in a periodic volume with L = 14.3 fm including the overlap
with angular momentum states.
Rep MeV L=0 L=2 L=4 L=6
A+1 −4.4428 0.5 0 0.866 0
A+1 2.0314 0.155 0 0.988 0
E+ 7.5995 0 0.424 0.361 0.830
E+ 15.2980 0 0.474 0.393 0.788
A+1 21.6167 0.326 0 0.265 0.908
E+ 23.2423 0 0.468 0.597 0.651
A+1 29.4041 0.521 0 0.853 0.023
E+ 30.9457 0 0.567 0.428 0.704
A+1 35.2449 0.655 0 0.189 0.732
E+ 38.4043 0 0.882 0.176 0.437
A+1 45.1402 0.526 0 0.576 0.625
4503, enabling a continuum extrapolation of the energies
of states shown in Table III. For the fit at N3LO in the
S-channel we choose the six states overlapping L = 0,
yielding the LECs in Table IV. An error estimate from
the truncation of the expansion can be made for HO-
BET results by exploring the natural range of the next
order or in this case N4LO LECs using Eq. (47). Based
on these LECs, a self consistent infinite volume bound
state energy of −4.066 MeV was found by fixed point it-
eration, which should be compared to the −4.052 MeV
value found in a large basis, yielding a difference similar
in size to the omitted next order LECs.
TABLE IV. S-channel LECs from fit to six states in L = 14.3
fm box. The LECs (given in MeV) show the expected order
by order magnitude reduction.
LEC aSLO a
S
NLO a
40,S
NNLO a
22,S
NNLO a
60,S
N3LO a
42,S
N3LO
Value 70.0274 10.2596 1.94882 3.12887 0.13716 0.10177
TABLE V. Phase shifts in degrees from the potential Vtest,
HOBET, and Lu¨scher’s method from a L = 14.3 fm periodic
volume.
From From Leading Next Order
E [MeV] Vtest HOBET Lu¨scher Lu¨scher
1 142.023 141.931 142.498 142.269
2 128.972 128.860 129.515 129.166
4 113.602 113.464 114.159 113.552
8 96.919 96.752 97.552 96.330
10 91.473 91.296 92.212 90.651
15 81.672 81.480 82.849 80.398
20 74.876 74.691 76.670 73.303
Phase shifts have been generated directly from the po-
tential, from the HOBET ET, and from a first order
and second order Lu¨scher’s method calculation based on
Equation 8 of Ref. [200]. The Lu¨scher’s formula results
are used to fit an effective range expansion, including
terms up to k6, to the phase shifts for five positive ener-
gies, which are in turn used to generate the phase shifts
in Table V. Column V should be considered the reference
value. The second order Lu¨scher results depend on the
accurate calculation of δ4 directly from Vtest. In normal
practice the second order Lu¨scher formula only estab-
lishes a relationship between δ0(E) and δ4(E), so one
would combine it with a multi-channel generalization of
the effective range expansion, fit to all the data, to tease
out the two values at each energy. In addition, the next
order formula represents a cutoff on the angular momenta
considered. In the HOBET formulation, no such cutoff
is imposed. A last source of error for the Lu¨scher for-
mula is that the tail of the potential does overlap the
edge of the box, violating slightly the requirement for a
region of free propagation where free propagating waves
in Cartesian and spherical bases can be matched. HO-
BET does not have this requirement and images of V LR
from neighboring periodic iterations are included.
In actual practice, there are other sources of error such
as finite volume effects on particle masses that are ex-
ponentially suppressed in L and which are common to
both the HOBET and Lu¨scher approaches, but the rela-
tive impact of these error sources and the previous ones
have not been evaluated (the leading exponential correc-
tions to the Lu¨scher relation have been derived for the
isospin-2 pipi scattering length [517] and for the NN phase
shifts [518], but they have not been compared in detail to
LQCD calculations.) A study of these effects would be of
interest. Fitting the HOBET LECs directly to the states
found in an LQCD volume yields an accurate effective
interaction which can be used for more than simply gen-
erating phase shifts. The interaction is also suitable for
A-body calculations leading to projected wave functions
that can be used for operator evaluation.
HOBET effective operators have a similar expansion
that can also be related to a Cartesian finite volume form.
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This means that the operator LECs can be fit to finite
volume LQCD results and the resulting infinite volume
operator with the same LECs can then be used in a shell
model context.
One exciting prospect is the fitting of a three-body ef-
fective interaction following the model of Eq. (37) that
can be formulated in terms of lowering operators for two
Jacobi coordinate oscillators. Fitting such an interac-
tion in a finite volume would give a straightforward path
to infinite volume three- and higher-body observables, a
problem yet to be solved in the Lu¨scher formalism.
8. HOBET Outlook
HOBET’s effective interaction corresponds to a single,
complete set of operators whose LECs can be fit on the
UV side to experiment, and determined on the IR side
by chiral symmetry. These two expansions meet seam-
lessly at intermediate scales. HOBET’s philosophy that
all short-range physics should be treated as unknown and
absorbed into the LECs of low-order operators, signifi-
cantly simplifies HOBET’s treatment of the pion, which
is used only for long-distance corrections associated with
high-order operators. The pionic physics simplifies as
the order of the UV expansion increases, with the pion
treatable at tree-level at and beyond N3LO.
HOBET forms a direct bridge from QCD to nuclear
structure and observables. The effective interaction can
be directly fit to the finite volume spectrum of nucleons
calculated in LQCD. The LECs are independent of the
volume, finite or otherwise, so the interaction matched to
LQCD in several finite volumes can be immediately used
in infinite volume.
The fact that the effective wave functions are simply
projections of the full wave functions gives a straight-
forward implementation of effective operators. These ef-
fective operators also have a volume independent short-
range expansion like the effective interaction and can also
be fit to LQCD finite volume observables.
The resulting two-body effective interaction can be ex-
panded into an A-body effective Hamiltonian where we
expect rapid convergence in the number of interacting
nucleons. Work is underway constructing a HOBET-
enabled shell model implementation. NN scattering spec-
tra from LQCD calculations are eagerly awaited to enable
light nuclei calculations firmly anchored in QCD.
IV. NEUTRINOLESS DOUBLE BETA DECAY
The search for lepton-number-violating (LNV) neu-
trinoless double-beta decay (0νββ), in which two neu-
trons are converted into protons with the emission of two
electrons and no neutrinos, was originally suggested by
Racah [519] and Furry [520] as a way to test Majorana’s
proposal that the neutrino, thanks to its lack of elec-
tric charge, may be its own antiparticle. However, this
process has not been observed to this day. In addition
to being a second-order weak process, its rate is propor-
tional to an effective absolute mass scale for the neu-
trinos. Current observational and experimental bounds
indicate that the masses of active neutrinos have to be
smaller than 0.1 − 1.0 eV [521, 522], leading to another
large suppression of this decay mode compared to typical
nuclear decay energies of a few MeV and momenta of the
order of ∼ 100 MeV.
Despite these overwhelming challenges, an enormous
world-wide effort to detect 0νββ is underway [15–29],
with the goal of answering fundamental questions on
the nature of massive neutrinos that cannot be ad-
dressed by oscillation experiments alone. This experi-
mental program has led to the precise measurement of
the lepton-number-conserving two-neutrino double beta
(2νββ) half-lives of various isotopes [523–531]. Ranging
between 1019 and 1021 years, these are the rarest nuclear
processes ever observed. In addition, the current gener-
ation of experiments has placed limits on the 0νββ half-
lives at the level of 1025 − 1026 years [17, 19, 21, 22, 25–
29]. The observation of 0νββ will determine that neu-
trinos are Majorana particles [532], and give insight on
the absolute scale of neutrino masses and on the high-
energy dynamics responsible for their generation. In ad-
dition, 0νββ will shed light on one of the most important
open problems in contemporary physics, the origin of the
matter-antimatter asymmetry. The observation of lep-
ton number violation in 0νββ would provide support for
“leptogenesis” scenarios [533], in which the lepton asym-
metry induced by LNV and CP-violating decays of very
heavy right-handed neutrinos is converted into a baryon
asymmetry by nonperturbative SM processes. A recent
discussion of the implications of 0νββ experiments on
leptogenesis is given in Ref. [534].
Experimentalists utilize special nuclei for which
double-beta decay is the only energetically allowed decay
mode, e.g., 76Ge, 130Te, or 136Xe. In the U.S., a next-
generation ton-scale experiment is currently planned as
one of the flagship enterprises outlined in the 2015 Long
Range Plan for Nuclear Science [1]. Several different
technologies, materials, and designs are being tested at
WIPP and Sanford Laboratory, as well as at other lab-
oratories around the world with large U.S. involvement.
The European 0νββ effort is similarly denoted in the As-
troparticle Physics European Consortium report [535].
Theoretical input is key not only for the planning stages
behind these next-generation experiments, but also for
understanding different potential mechanisms behind the
decay and the interplay with neutrino oscillation experi-
ments, and for constraining models of BSM physics.
Figure 12 shows the effective 0νββ mass parameter
mββ as a function of the lightest neutrino for the two
possible neutrino mass hierarchies, inverted and normal
(where the pair of neutrinos with the smallest mass split-
ting are the heaviest and lightest, respectively). The
green bands denote the bounds from existing 0νββ ex-
periments. The next generation of experiment aims at
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FIG. 12. Effective neutrino Majorana mass mββ as a function
of the lightest neutrino mass. The blue and orange regions are
the predictions based on the neutrino oscillation parameters
reported in Ref. [521] in the normal hierarchy (NH) and in-
verted hierarchy (IH). The bands include 3σ uncertainties on
the oscillation parameters, and are obtained by marginalizing
over the Majorana phases. The horizontal green bands show
the current 90% confidence level upper limits on mββ from
the KamLAND-Zen 136Xe experiment [17], the GERDA 76Ge
experiment [29] and the CUORE 130Te experiment [25]. mββ
was extracted using the nuclear matrix elements in Refs. [536–
546]. The dashed black line is a projection of the sensitivity
of the next generation of 0νββ experiments [1].
probing |mββ | & 0.015 eV, thus covering the full pa-
rameter space of the inverted mass hierarchy. However,
Fig. 12 was obtained assuming that 0νββ is dominated
by the exchange of light Majorana neutrinos, a minimal
scenario realized in only a fraction of BSM models. In
addition, the calculations of the nuclear matrix elements,
even though performed with state-of-the-art many-body
methods, are still affected by unquantified but necessar-
ily large theoretical uncertainties, which affect our ability
to extract microscopic LNV parameters, and thus falsify
models of neutrino mass generation. In the next two Sub-
sections we discuss the role LQCD and nuclear EFTs can
play towards the reduction of these theoretical uncertain-
ties, in both standard and non-standard 0νββ scenarios.
A. Light-Majorana neutrino exchange
The most studied scenario for 0νββ is the so called
“standard mechanism”, in which LNV is mediated by
the Majorana masses of three left-handed neutrinos. In
the SM, a renormalizable Majorana mass term is forbid-
den by the SU(2)L ×U(1)Y gauge symmetry of the the-
ory. It is however possible to introduce a dimension-five
gauge-invariant operator [547], suppressed by one power
of the high-energy scale Λ, which, after electroweak sym-
metry breaking, gives rise to neutrino masses and mix-
ings. To explain neutrino masses in the 0.1−1 eV range,
the scale associated with the operator has to be very
high, Λ ∼ 1014 GeV. In the next section we will discuss
additional scenarios, in which the effective LNV scale is
lower, and higher-dimensional operators become compet-
itive. In the standard mechanism there is a direct relation
between the parameters constrained in oscillation exper-
iments and those responsible for 0νββ. Indeed, 0νββ
rates are proportional to mββ =
∑
U2eimi, where mi are
the masses of the neutrino eigenstates, and Uei elements
of the PMNS mixing matrix. This relation is illustrated
by the blue and orange bands in Fig. 12. The extrac-
tion of mββ , and thus of an absolute neutrino mass scale,
from experiment requires precise calculations of the 0νββ
half-lives, which in turn are proportional to the matrix
elements of the nuclear 0νββ transition operator. The
nuclei of interest are medium and heavy open-shell nuclei
with complex nuclear structure, challenging to describe
with nuclear theory. As a consequence, the nuclear ma-
trix elements (NMEs) are affected by large theoretical
uncertainties, giving rise to variations of up to a factor
of ∼ 2 depending on the many-body method employed
(see Ref. [548] for a recent review and Ref. [549] that also
provides a synopsis of current and future experiments).
The calculation of 0νββ NMEs with controlled theoret-
ical uncertainties is one of the main goals of the nuclear
physics community and is supported by a DOE Topical
Collaboration8. A large thrust in this effort has been
towards improving existing methods, by, for example,
extending the configuration space and constructing con-
sistent operators for shell-model calculations, or adding
correlations to quasiparticle random phase approxima-
tion, interacting boson model, and energy density func-
tional calculations. These efforts are reviewed in detail in
Ref. [548]. In addition, the goal of obtaining a direct con-
nection between 0νββ rates and microscopic LNV param-
eters has spurred a new focus on ab initio calculations,
in which the NMEs are computed taking chiral Hamil-
tonians fit to two- and few-nucleon data as a starting
point for many-body methods such as coupled-clusters
(CC) and IM-SRG [550]. As in the case of β decays dis-
cussed earlier, in the ab initio framework it is important
to have a derivation of the transition operator Vν that is
consistent with the nuclear interaction. At LO, Vν is a
two-body operator, with a well known long-range com-
ponent, represented by the exchange of a light Majorana
neutrino between nucleons (see for example Ref. [83]).
The neutrino interacts with the nucleons via the vector
and axial form factors, and modern derivations of Vν in-
clude the contributions of the induced pseudoscalar and
weak magnetic form factors [84]. In the 1S0 channel, the
8 See website of the DBD Collaboration: https://a51.lbl.gov/
~0nubb/webhome/.
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FIG. 13. Absolute value of the nn→ ppe−e− scattering am-
plitude Aν , defined in Eq. (68), as a function of a Gaussian
cut-off RS . The amplitude is evaluated at the kinematic point
|p| = 1 MeV, |p′| = 38 MeV, where p and p′ are the rela-
tive momenta of the nn and pp pair, and the electrons are
emitted at zero momentum. The blue points denote the ma-
trix elements of the long-range operator Vν L, which, for small
RS , are well described by Aν = a+ b logRS (denoted by the
dashed blue line). The purple points include the short-range
counterterm gNNν , which makes Aν regulator independent.
most relevant for 0νββ, Vν has a long-range Coulombic
component given, at LO, by
V
1S0
ν L =
τ (a)+τ (b)+
~q 2
(
1 + 2g2A +
g2Am
2
pi
(~q 2 +m2pi)
2
)
, (67)
where G2F and mββ have been factored out [551].
At higher orders, in addition to the form factors, one
has to consider two-body weak currents, which induce
three-body corrections to Vν [552, 553]. The three-body
0νββ operator involves the LECs c1,3,4,6 and cD, which
also enter the chiral EFT three-body force, and whose
determination was discussed in Sec. III B. Ref. [432] fur-
thermore pointed out that in chiral EFT there arise non-
factorizable corrections, that is genuine two-hadron con-
tributions that are not captured by multiplying single-
hadron weak form factors. These operators are induced
by high-energy neutrinos, with |q | & Λb, which are
not resolved in the EFT. They come with three un-
known LECs, gpipiν , g
piN
ν , and g
NN
ν , which can be deter-
mined by computing LNV scattering amplitudes, such as
pi− → pi+e−e− or nn→ ppe−e− with LQCD. Results for
the amplitude pi− → pi+e−e− and thus for gpipiν have been
recently obtained by two lattice groups [554–556].
In WPC gpipiν , g
piN
ν and g
NN
ν contribute at NLO, so their
values are important for precision calculations but they
would not significantly shift the NMEs. However, as pre-
viously discussed, WPC fails for Coulomb-like potentials
in the 1S0 channel, leading to the enhancement of short-
range effects. The problem can be identified by studying
the nn → ppe−e− scattering amplitude [433, 551]. At
first order in the very weak perturbation V
1S0
ν L , the scat-
tering amplitude is given by
Aν = −
∫
d3rψ−∗p′ (r)V
1S0
ν L (r)ψ
+
p (r), (68)
where ψ±p (r) are scattering wavefunctions for two neu-
trons or two protons in the 1S0 channel, obtained with
the chiral EFT potential, which, at LO, consists of a
contact interaction C that must be regulated (Sec. III B)
and a Yukawa one-pion-exchange potential. In Fig. 13
we show results obtained with a local Gaussian regula-
tor, with width RS , but similar results are obtained in
dimensional regularization or with a non-local momen-
tum cutoff [433, 551]. For each value of RS , C(RS) is fit
to the 1S0 np scattering length. Once C and the wave-
functions are determined, it is straightforward to eval-
uate Eq. (68). Since |Aν |2 is an observable (though in
practice unmeasurable), the matrix element should not
sensitively depend on the cut-off. However, as shown in
Fig. 13, Aν diverges logarithmically as RS is removed.
To absorb the logarithmic divergence in the LO scatter-
ing amplitude it is sufficient to promote the counterterm
gNNν from NLO to LO, as showed by the purple dots in
Fig. 13. A well defined observable requires Vν to have a
short-range component appearing at the same order as
the usual Coulombic long-range piece [433, 551],
V
1S0
ν = τ
(a)+τ (b)+
{
1
q 2
(
1 + 2g2A +
g2Am
2
pi
(q 2 +m2pi)
2
)
− 2gNNν
}
. (69)
While the analysis was performed on scattering states,
the same problem affects transitions between bounds
states, as long as the nuclei are described in chiral
EFT. The situation for the 0νββ operator mirrors what
is observed in the study of charge-independence break-
ing (CIB) in nucleon-nucleon scattering. The charge-
dependence of the nuclear force is manifest in the differ-
ence between the scattering lengths for pp, np and nn in
the 1S0 channel. In WPC, the CIB potential has a long-
range component, mediated by photon exchange, and a
pion-range component, induced by the electromagnetic
pion mass splitting, which, as Vν L, behave as 1/q
2 at
large |q |. Both in pionless EFT [368, 431] and in chiral
EFT [551], the Coulombic nature of the CIB potential
induces logarithmic divergences and, in order to obtain
regulator-independent phase-shifts and to reproduce the
observed scattering lengths, it is necessary to introduce
a CIB short-range interaction at LO in the EM coupling
e2, enhanced by two orders with respect to WPC. We
stress that the importance of short-range CIB effects is
not peculiar to chiral EFT, but appears also in high-
quality phenomenological potentials such as Argonne v18
and CD-Bonn [514, 557].
While the analysis of the renormalization of LNV scat-
tering amplitudes and the analogy between CIB and
LNV, which can be made formal by using the approx-
imate chiral and isospin invariance of the QCD La-
grangian [433, 551], provide strong indication of the need
of a LO short-range component of Vν , they are not suf-
ficient to determine the finite piece of gNNν and thus its
numerical impact on 0νββ NMEs. This is a perfect op-
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portunity to highlight the symbiotic relationship between
LQCD and EFT. This 0νββ nn → pp amplitude can be
computed with LQCD in the exascale era and analyzed
with EFT which will both determine the strength of the
short range contribution, and thus the overall strength
of the NMEs, as well as establish which power counting
scheme describes the physics. It will also be interesting
to match the LQCD calculations to HOBET, with an
extension of the finite volume formulation (Sec. III C 7)
that includes matrix elements of external currents, and
see if such a short range operator is relevant in this ET.
Such calculations are computationally and theoreti-
cally challenging due to the need for the insertion of two
vector and axial current operators, leading to a so-called
four-point function calculation. Computationally, this
requires the calculation of propagators from all points on
the lattice and ending on all points (all-to-all propaga-
tors), to ensure proper momentum projection at all times.
These volume by volume computational operations be-
come daunting when coupled with the nucleon signal-to-
noise problem discussed in Sec II. In Refs. [383, 558] an
LQCD calculation was performed for 2νββ, in which the
effects of background axial fields were folded into modi-
fied propagators. This method avoids the calculation of
expensive all-to-all propagators, but currently does not
have a clear extension to 0νββ. Interestingly, this calcu-
lation found that the effects of two-nucleon contact oper-
ators were enhanced in these processes relative to expec-
tations from power-counting. While this calculation was
performed with mpi ∼ 800 MeV, it highlights the need
for full, non-perturbative LQCD input for reliable dou-
ble beta decay predictions. The formalism required to
relate these four-point calculations to the infinite volume
amplitudes of interest is more complex [286, 559]. Two
promising LQCD calculations [554–556] have addressed
some of these computational and theoretical issues in the
much simpler pi− → pi+e−e− process for 0νββ, paving
the way for future calculations of the full nn → ppe−e−
process.
B. Short-range NMEs
The standard mechanism, while minimal, is by no
means the only possible scenario for 0νββ. In well-
motivated models of BSM physics, the dimension-five
Weinberg operator is suppressed by additional small cou-
plings, such that the exchange of new heavy particles
are important. For example, left-right symmetric exten-
sions of the SM lead naturally to the well-known seesaw
mechanism, a favored explanation for the relative light-
ness of the neutrinos compared to all other SM parti-
cles [560, 561]. In these models, heavy right-handed neu-
trinos can also drive 0νββ, and may even be dominant
depending on the values of the masses and mixing pa-
rameters. While na¨ıvely one might expect heavy particle
exchange to be suppressed by the large mass in the heavy
propagator, light neutrino exchange is proportional to
the tiny light neutrino mass, and is therefore also heavily
suppressed. In a simple seesaw scenario, both the heavy
neutrino propagator and the light neutrino mass scale
roughly as 1/Mh, where Mh is the mass of the heavy
partner neutrino; which mechanism dominates depends
upon the details of a particular model.
In addition to left-right symmetric models, there is an
array of proposed new physics models containing heavy
beyond the SM particles that may also drive these short-
range processes. As an example, the decay may involve
the exchange of heavy charged leptonic superpartners
in R-parity violating supersymmetric extensions of the
SM [562–564]. R-parity is imperative for the stability of
the lightest superpartner, which is a dark matter can-
didate. Therefore, if theorists can relate experimental
bounds to these supersymmetric models, we may be able
to constrain potential R-parity violating parameters [90],
even if 0νββ is never observed experimentally.
Mechanisms in which LNV arises at scales Λ  v
can be captured by higher dimensional operators in the
SM-EFT. LNV operators have odd dimension [565], and
they have been studied in several papers (see for exam-
ple Refs. [90, 566–569]). In particular, Ref. [568] iden-
tified all the dimension-seven SM-EFT operators. The
full list of dimension-nine SU(2)L ×U(1)Y -invariant op-
erators is still unknown, but Ref. [569] constructed
the complete set of operators with four-quark and two-
leptons, clarifying several issues in the literature. To
calculate 0νββ rates, the LNV operators at the EW
scale are matched onto SU(3) × U(1)em-invariant op-
erators at the QCD scale [86, 87], and then onto LNV
interactions between pions, nucleons, electrons and neu-
trinos [85–87, 90, 570, 571]. Earlier derivations of the
0νββ transition operators [85, 570] relied on unwarranted
assumptions, such as factorization of four-nucleon ma-
trix elements, which lead to large, uncontrolled errors in
the 0νββ half-lives. More modern constructions [87, 90]
take into account the constraints from the symmetries of
QCD, but still they require non-perturbative input from
LQCD to determine the couplings in the 0νββ transi-
tion operators, and thus to model-independently connect
various models and experimental detection rates. Lat-
tice QCD can thus make an immediate and quantitative
impact on the study on non-standard 0νββ scenarios.
The lowest-order chiral Lagrangian induced by SM-
EFT LNV operators up to dimension-9 is given in
Ref. [87], which built upon the seminal paper [90]. After
integrating out heavy SM degrees of freedom, one finds
two kinds of corrections. First, there are LNV charged-
current interactions between quark bilinears, electrons
and neutrinos. These induce long-range contributions to
the transition operator, parametrized by the nucleon ax-
ial, vector, scalar, pseudoscalar and tensor form factors.
As discussed in Sec. II, these form factors can and have
been calculated in LQCD, with good accuracy. The one
exception is the recoil-order tensor form factor g′T , which,
playing a small role for non-standard β decay searches,
has not yet been computed. As for the standard mech-
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FIG. 14. Diagrams contributing to two-nucleon 0νββ at (a)
LO, (b) NLO, and (c) NNLO (from left to right), according
to chiral EFT [90]. Yellow dots represent an insertion of any
of the 4-quark operators from Eq. (70). Purple dots indi-
cate pion-nucleon couplings. Note that the NLO diagram will
not contribute at this order to the 0+ → 0+ nuclear transi-
tions studied by experiment; they will, however, contribute at
NNLO with a single derivative at the vertex.
anism, a consistent power counting requires the transi-
tion operators induced by most non-standard charged-
currents to have a short-range component as well [87], to
be determined via a dedicated LQCD calculation. Only
in the case of pseudoscalar charged-current the LO 0νββ
transition operator is purely long-range.
The second kind of correction is represented by local
dimension-nine LNV four-quark two-electron operators.
The operators have been tabulated in Refs. [90, 569], and
include “scalar” and “vector” operators, depending on
the Lorentz transformation properties of the electron bi-
linear. Focusing on the scalar operators, one has
O++1+ =
(
q¯Lτ
+γµqL
) [
q¯Rτ
+γµqR
]
,
O′++1+ =
(
q¯Lτ
+γµqL
] [
q¯Rτ
+γµqR
)
,
O++2+ =
(
q¯Rτ
+qL
) [
q¯Rτ
+qL
]
+
(
q¯Lτ
+qR
) [
q¯Lτ
+qR
]
,
O′++2+ =
(
q¯Rτ
+qL
] [
q¯Rτ
+qL
)
+
(
q¯Lτ
+qR
] [
q¯Lτ
+qR
)
,
O++3+ =
(
q¯Lτ
+γµqL
) [
q¯Lτ
+γµqL
]
+ qL → qR , (70)
where (. . .) and [. . .] denote color contractions and the
O++i+ and O
′++
i+ mix under renormalization. The contri-
butions of these operators to two nucleon 0νββ have been
categorized according to chiral EFT (see Fig. 14), where
the LO contributions occur via light pion exchange, and
the N2LO contributions include both a pion-nucleon con-
tact operator, and a two-nucleon contact operator.
A complete calculation of the LO contribution from
these operators, at the physical point with all system-
atics controlled has been presented in Ref. [92]. The
lattice QCD calculation determined the matrix elements
for the operators within a single pion state undergoing
a pi− → pi+ transition, which are then inserted into a
modified pion potential for the two-nucleon system. The
results from Ref. [92] confirm that the pion matrix el-
ements of the operators O++1+ , O′++1+ , O++2+ , O′++2+ are
of O(F 2piΛ2χ), while O++3+ induces much smaller contribu-
tions, ∼ O(F 2pim2pi), in agreement with expectations from
NDA and vacuum saturation. While the relative sizes of
the matrix elements are also similar to the vacuum satu-
ration predictions, the LQCD matrix elements are typi-
cally smaller, roughly by a factor of 0.3 or 0.4, indicating
the importance of QCD dynamics. These results [92]
enable a demonstration that the “factorization” assump-
tion used in some of the literature, where matrix elements
of the operators Eq. (70) between two neutrons and two
protons are reduced to products of nucleon currents, does
not accurately describe the hadronization and can lead
to severe underestimates of the transition operator [87].
This pion exchange contribution Ref. [92] is LO in
WPC. As noted in the previous subsection, such light-
particle exchange effects can become enhanced and also
require a short range operator to properly renormalize
the amplitude (Fig. 14(c)), an effect that may also be im-
portant with pion-exchange [87]. Furthermore, in some
models, such as left-right symmetric models with no mix-
ing between left- and right-handed W bosons, the single
pion LO contribution vanishes exactly and only higher-
order contributions are present. Therefore, it is also
important to perform the full LQCD calculation of the
nn → ppe−e− amplitude in order quantify the impor-
tance of the various contributions appearing in Fig. 14
and understand which power counting is more correct.
Such calculations will be possible in the exascale era.
V. NUCLEAR-MATTER EQUATION OF STATE
In this section, we review recent advances in nuclear-
matter calculations based on chiral interactions and high-
light potential connections to LQCD. We focus the dis-
cussion on the status of 3N forces as well as how such
important contributions can be included in state-of-the-
art calculations up to N3LO (and beyond). These devel-
opments have gained importance because of the dawning
of multi-messenger astronomy. This new era began with
the first direct detection of gravitational waves by the
LIGO-Virgo collaboration in 2016 [572]. One year later
followed the first multi-messenger observation of the bi-
nary neutron-star merger GW170817 [573–575]. Multi-
messenger astronomy sheds light on long-standing prob-
lems, such as the synthesis of heavy elements in the uni-
verse through the r-process [576].
Neutron-rich matter plays a central role in this set-
ting, covering physics over an extreme range of densi-
ties [47, 402, 577]. Constraining the EOS simultaneously
from terrestrial experiments (e.g., at FRIB or FAIR at
GSI), observations, and theory is therefore an active field
of research. Advances on the theory side have become of
particular interest given novel observational constraints
anticipated in the near future, such as precise radius
measurements from the Neutron Star Interior Composi-
tion Explorer (NICER) [578, 579], or the planned Large
Observatory for X-ray Timing (LOFT) [580, 581] and
Enhanced X-ray Timing and Polarimetry (eXTP) mis-
sions [582]. LQCD calculations of two- and few-nucleon
systems can bridge chiral EFT and QCD to provide
truly QCD-based predictions for the EOS in the fore-
seeable future. In particular, matching chiral LECs to
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lattice data for which experimental data is either limited
or unavailable (see Sec. I A) will help guide extrapola-
tions of the EOS towards the high densities relevant for
neutron stars. Reducing theoretical uncertainties in the
low-density regime has important consequences for as-
trophysical applications. For instance, the neutron-star
radii are most sensitive to the EOS at about twice satu-
ration density [46].
Homogeneous nuclear matter is an ideal environment
for testing nuclear forces derived in EFTs in medium.
Additionally, it provides tight constraints of the EOS at
nuclear densities and the structure of neutron stars [95,
109, 577]. Neutron and (isospin-)symmetric matter have
been studied with chiral NN and 3N interactions in
numerous many-body frameworks: coupled-cluster the-
ory [106, 422, 583, 584], quantum Monte Carlo meth-
ods [409, 425, 426, 585, 586], self-consistent Green’s func-
tion method [587–593], and many-body perturbation the-
ory (MBPT) [415, 455, 590, 594–601] (see, e.g., Ref. [47]
for a review). On the other hand, only a few direct (and
more involved) calculations of isospin-asymmetric mat-
ter are available [599, 601, 602]. This section focuses on
recent advances in MBPT. Neutron matter is well-suited
for deriving tight constraints on the neutron-rich EOS
as well as testing different power counting schemes since
all many-body forces up to N3LO are completely deter-
mined by the NN forces. The N2LO 3N forces associated
with the 3N LECs cD,E vanish due to the coupling of pi-
ons to spin and the Pauli principle, respectively [603]. In
addition, the term proportional to c4 in the 3N two-pion
exchange does not contribute.
The energy per nucleon E/A(n, β) at zero tempera-
ture is a function of the total density n = nn + np and
isospin-asymmetry β = (nn − np)/n. Here, nn (np) de-
notes the neutron (proton) density. Asymmetric matter
can reasonably well be interpolated between symmetric
(β = 0) and neutron matter (β = 1) using the quadratic
expansion in β [599, 601, 602],
E
A
(β, n) ≈ E
A
(β = 0, n) + β2Esym(n) , (71)
or similar parametrizations, such as the one inspired by
energy-density functionals in Ref. [604]. A typical proton
fraction in (β-equilibrated) neutron-star matter is x =
np/n ∼ 5%, corresponding to β = 1− 2x ∼ 0.9. Omitted
higher-order corrections [605], such as the quartic term
∝ β4, give rise to non-analyticities [601, 606].
The nuclear symmetry energy in the expansion (71),
Esym(n) ≈ E
A
(β = 1, n)− E
A
(β = 0, n) , (72)
corresponds to the energy required to convert symmetric
matter into neutron matter. It is a key quantity for the
EOS and the structure of neutron stars [95, 607]. For
instance, its slope at saturation density,
L = 3n0
dEsym
dn
∣∣∣∣
n=n0
, (73)
is correlated with the neutron-star radius [46] and with
properties of heavy nuclei measurable in laboratory ex-
periments, such as the electric-dipole polarizability or
the neutron-skin thickness of 208Pb [608–610]. The
Lead (Pb) Radius EXperiment (PREX) measured a re-
markably large neutron-skin thickness of 208Pb, Rskin =
0.33+0.16−0.18 fm [611], but the uncertainties are too large to
draw a definite conclusion. If the more accurate PREX-
II confirms PREX’s central value, the EOS at nuclear
densities is expected to be stiff, whereas the relatively
small radius constraints from GW170817 suggest a soft
EOS at about twice saturation density. This transition
from a stiff to a soft EOS could indicate a phase transi-
tion (e.g., to exotic matter) inside neutron stars [612]. As
pointed out in Sec. I A, future LQCD data can provide
the constraints necessary to improve EFT interactions
for strange matter in order to address (and eventually
solve), e.g., the the long-standing hyperon puzzle.
Predictions of Esym(n0) − L based on the neutron-
matter calculations by Hebeler et al. [603, 604, 613] using
MBPT with chiral NN and 3N interactions, and by Gan-
dolfi et al. [585] using QMC methods with NN and 3N
Hamiltonians adjusted to a range of symmetry energies
are in remarkable agreement with empirical constraints
(see Ref. [46, 604, 613] for details). In fact, theory pro-
vides the most precise determinations; especially, for the
relatively uncertain L parameter.
Constraining the symmetry energy further from both,
theory and experiment is an important task [108, 614].
The doubly magic 48Ca is, to this end, of particular inter-
est since it can be studied in ab initio calculations and
experiments [469, 615, 616] such as the upcoming Cal-
cium Radius Experiment (CREX) [617]. On the theory
side, this requires, in particular, an improved treatment
of 3N forces in many-body calculations [599] and reliable
fit values for the two 3N LECs up to N3LO [415, 618].
Many-body frameworks for computing the EOS are
generally formulated for NN interactions. Implement-
ing 3N (and higher-body) forces directly in these frame-
works is therefore not straightforward. Normal ordering
with respect to a given reference state has become the
standard approach for including dominant 3N contribu-
tions as density-dependent effective two-body potentials
in many-body calculations of finite nuclei and nuclear
matter (see Refs. [47, 101] for details). In infinite mat-
ter, the Hartree-Fock reference state is a natural choice.
Applying Wick’s theorem decomposes a general 3N
Hamiltonian exactly into its normal-ordered zero-, one-,
and two-body contributions and an irreducible (residual)
three-body term [101]. Contributions from the latter can
be assumed relatively small and are thus typically ne-
glected (see also Refs. [619–621]); besides, it would re-
quire implementing 3N forces explicitly in many-body
frameworks. At second order, this approximation has
been assessed later by direct calculations for a set of chi-
ral 3N interactions [415] up to N3LO.
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Normal-ordering for 3N forces sums one particle over
the (occupied) states in the Fermi sphere [603, 622],
V 3N = Trσ3Trτ3
∫
dk3
(2pi)3
nτ3k3 A123V3N , (74)
which involves the initial antisymmetrized 3N interaction
A123V3N, sums over spin and isospin quantum numbers
σ3 and τ3, respectively, and an integration over all mo-
mentum states weighted by the neutron or proton dis-
tribution function nτ3k ; e.g., the Fermi-Dirac distribution
function at zero temperature, nτ3k = θ(k
τ3
F − |k|), with
the Fermi momentum kτ3F being related to the proton
and neutron density of the system, respectively.
The effective two-body potential (74) depends on the
total momentum P of the two remaining particles, in
contrast to Galilean-invariant NN potentials. This addi-
tional momentum-dependence makes it conceptually and
computationally difficult to combine effective potentials
with genuine NN potentials in many-body calculations,
VNN+3N = VNN + ξ V 3N. The combinatorial normal-
ordering factor ξ depends on the specific calculation of
interest and has been discussed [414, 599, 603].
To elude these difficulties (and to make the derivation
actually tractable), Refs. [603, 622] evaluated the effec-
tive two-body potential (74) semi-analytically by fixing
P = 0, an approximation that was assessed by com-
paring 3N Hartree-Fock energies. The derivations in
Refs. [603, 622] are based on the operator definition of
the N2LO 3N in neutron and symmetric matter. This
approach ties the derivation to a specific isospin asym-
metry and 3N interaction term. Changing one of them
requires a rederivation of the effective potential, which
is very tedious, especially, in view of the operator-rich
N3LO 3N forces (see also Refs. [623–625]).
A generalized normal-ordering framework for asym-
metric matter and arbitrary partial-wave decomposed
3N forces has been introduced along with an improved
P angle-averaging approximation in Ref. [599]. A com-
parison of 3N Hartree-Fock energies demonstrated that
the new approximation is generally more stable beyond
n = 0.13 fm−3; however, reasonable overall agreement
was found up to about saturation density. Due to the
development of an efficient method for the partial-wave
decomposition of chiral 3N forces [626], normal-ordered
3N interactions can now be included in all partial-wave
based infinite-matter calculations up N3LO without any
additional efforts. In neutron matter, first applications
to the EOS [590] and BCS pairing gaps [414] followed
soon after. This paves the way for infinite-matter stud-
ies at consecutive orders in the chiral expansion as well
as consistently-evolved many-body forces [467, 627] with
controlled approximations. Such order-by-order calcula-
tions are mandatory for truncation-error analyses of the
chiral expansion.
MBPT applied to soft(ened) potentials is a compu-
tational efficient framework, capable of estimating the
many-body uncertainties through order-by-order com-
parisons. Despite these advantages, MBPT for infinite
matter at zero temperature had only been applied up to
third order in the many-body expansion, including the in-
volved particle-hole diagram [597, 600, 628]; at finite tem-
peratures, yet only at second order [596, 598, 629]. Im-
proving the treatment of 3N forces beyond the Hartree-
Fock approximation [590, 595] and the rapidly increas-
ing number of diagrams [630, 631] towards higher orders,
especially the ones with particle-hole excitations, were
among the serious challenges.
The novel Monte Carlo framework for MBPT devel-
oped in Ref. [415] has overcome these challenges effi-
ciently using automatic code generation based on the an-
alytic expressions of chiral interactions and many-body
diagrams directly in a single-particle basis. Lepage’s
adaptive Monte Carlo algorithm VEGAS [632] allows for
the accurate computation of multi-dimensional momen-
tum integrals. In a first application [415], NN (normal-
ordered 3N) interactions up to fourth (third) order in
MBPT were considered in addition to the residual 3N
term at second order, which had only been evaluated
for contact interactions [633]. These residual 3N con-
tributions turned out to be small relative to overall un-
certainties from the chiral EFT expansion, as expected.
Whether or not that turns out to be the case at third
order will be interesting to see.
In a second application, the Monte Carlo framework
was used to compute the complete fourth-order term in
the Fermi-momentum (or kFas) expansion of the ground-
state energy of a dilute Fermi gas for the first time [634].
At this order, logarithmic divergences need to be renor-
malized, which gives rise to a non-analytic term. Com-
parisons against quantum Monte-Carlo results showed
that the Fermi-momentum expansion converges well for
spin one-half fermions in the region |kFas| . 0.5. In
addition, the range for the normal (i.e., non-superfluid)
Bertsch parameter obtained from two Pade´ approxi-
mants, ξn = 0.33− 0.54, was found to be consistent with
ξn ≈ 0.45 as extracted from experiments with cold atomic
gases [635]. Resummation techniques (such as Pade´ ap-
proximants) greatly benefit from these high-order calcu-
lations. Future applications to the nuclear-matter EOS
are therefore promising in order to extract “converged”
results in calculations of slow many-body convergence.
Thanks to the automated generator of many-body di-
agrams recently developed by Arthuis et al. [631], the
Monte Carlo framework can be applied to push MBPT
for infinite matter to (arbitrary) high orders. Preliminary
proof-of-principle calculations at fifth (and even sixth)
order based on chiral NN potentials have already demon-
strated the efficacy of the approach. The Monte Carlo
framework has achieved a high level of parallelization and
performance optimization by taking advantage of GPU
acceleration. These advances set the stage for future ap-
plications to the nuclear-matter EOS at finite temper-
atures and arbitrary proton fractions. They moreover
enable order-by-order studies of the chiral as well as the
many-body convergence up to high orders for Bayesian
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uncertainty quantification [363, 419]. Work along these
lines is currently in progress (see also Ref. [636]).
The advances in many-body methods have revealed
major challenges with chiral interactions: none of the
presently available interactions is capable of describ-
ing both, experimental ground-state energies and charge
radii of nuclei, over a wide range of the nuclear chart [106,
618]. Most chiral NN and 3N interactions that were con-
strained in the two- and few-body sector are able to pre-
dict light nuclei in agreement with experiment; however,
theoretical uncertainties increase with mass number (see,
e.g., Ref. [423]), and significant discrepancies have been
observed in heavy nuclei [423, 637, 638]. A simultane-
ous reproduction of experimental ground-state energies
and charge radii has yet to be achieved. Ab initio cal-
culations of medium-mass and heavy nuclei empirically
indicate that realistic saturation properties of symmetric
matter are important [106, 455, 464, 469, 639? ]. Op-
timizing the chiral potential “NNLOsat” with respect to
heavier nuclei [106] improves, as expected, the agreement
with medium-mass nuclei as well as the empirical satu-
ration point [469, 640–642]. Scattering phase shifts, on
the other hand, can only be reproduced up to relatively
low energies.
In a first attempt to fit nuclear interactions directly to
the empirical saturation point, Ref. [415] studied satura-
tion properties of chiral NN and 3N interactions up to
N3LO as a function of cD, which was related to cE by
matching the 3H binding energy. Sets of Hamiltonians
with reasonable saturation properties, close to the em-
pirical point but typically slightly underbound, could be
identified for all considered NN interactions; specifically,
the potentials by Entem et al. [397] with momentum cut-
offs Λ = 420, 450, and 500 MeV.
Subsequent IM-SRG [501, 643] calculations of selected
closed-shell nuclei up to 68Ni with these potentials found
that ground-state energies and charge radii have a signifi-
cantly weaker dependence on cD as compared to nuclear-
matter calculations [618]. Furthermore, charge radii
did not follow the trend expected from the correspond-
ing saturation densities. The ∆-full N2LO potential of
Ref. [464], on the other hand, leads to better agreement
with these observables, which might indicate similar is-
sues with SU(2)HBχPT(∆/) as discussed in Sec. III A.
This clearly shows that a quantitative understanding of
the empirical correlation between nuclear saturation and
properties of medium-mass to heavy nuclei needs further
investigation.
The remarkable (phenomenological) success of the
NN and 3N interactions fit by Hebeler et al., fore-
most the softest potential labeled “1.8/2.0”, in repro-
ducing ground-state energies of closed-shell nuclei from
4He to 100Sn may provide useful hints in this direc-
tion, even though their charge radii also tend to be too
small [639, 642]. These SRG-evolved N3LO NN poten-
tials combined with bare N2LO 3N forces exhibit rea-
sonable saturation properties (see the Coester band in
Ref. [415]), but were only fit to two- and few-body ob-
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FIG. 15. Energy per particle in neutron matter (top row) and
symmetric nuclear matter (bottom row) based on consistent
chiral NN and 3N at N2LO (first column) and N3LO (sec-
ond column) that were fit to the empirical saturation region
(taken from Ref. [415]). The fitted Hamiltonians are labeled
by Λ/cD in the legend. The blue (Λ = 500 MeV) and gray
(Λ = 450 MeV) bands estimate the theoretical uncertainty
following Ref. [362]. The gray box denotes the empirical sat-
uration point as obtained from a set of energy-density func-
tionals.
servables. Quantifying theoretical uncertainties in cal-
culations with these potentials is, however, very difficult
since NN and 3N forces are treated at different orders
(and not consistently evolved). The use of such incon-
sistent potentials has been greatly reduced, though, in
favor of full N2LO calculations, while N3LO 3N poten-
tials are being actively developed (e.g., by the LENPIC
collaboration).
Figure 15 shows the state-of-the-art MBPT calcula-
tions of Ref. [415] in neutron matter (top row) and sym-
metric nuclear matter (bottom row). The 3N forces
were fit to the triton as well as the empirical satu-
ration point (gray box). For each momentum cutoff,
Λ = 450 and 500 MeV, three Hamiltonians with differ-
ent cD/cE values were considered (see legend). These
six Hamiltonians collapse to two lines (corresponding to
the two momentum cutoffs) in neutron matter because
the shorter-range leading 3N interactions do not con-
tribute, as already discussed. The 4N Hartree-Fock en-
ergies are small compared to the overall uncertainties,
only ≈ −(150− 200) keV for the two cutoffs and isospin
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FIG. 16. Pressure P of symmetric nuclear matter divided by
the pressure of the free quark gas PSB as a function of the
normalized density n/n0 as obtained from chiral EFT (blue
bands), FRG (red band), including results from an approxi-
mation without accounting for a diquark gap (orange band),
and pQCD (green band). The blue bands correspond to the
results shown in Fig. 15. This figure was taken from Ref. [49].
asymmetries, and thus were not included in Fig. 15. The
annotated values represent the predictions for the sym-
metry energy and the L parameter at saturation density.
Both are predicted with remarkable accuracy.
In contrast to N3LO, the results for the energy per par-
ticle of symmetric matter are clearly separated for the
two momentum cutoffs at N2LO, indicating a reduced
cutoff dependence at N3LO. The uncertainty bands es-
timate the chiral convergence following the EKM ap-
proach introduced in Ref. [362], with Q = p/Λb, break-
down scale Λb = 500 MeV, and average Fermi momen-
tum p =
√
3/5 kF. Although the bands overlap and
get smaller from N2LO to N3LO, as expected, the un-
certainties remain relatively large with several MeV at
saturation density. The dominant uncertainty in these
calculations comes from the chiral convergence. A few
years back, the uncertainties in the neutron-matter EOS
were dominated by ci variation in the 3N forces (see
Fig. 10 in Ref. [47]). This has considerably changed with
the precise Roy-Steiner equation analysis performed by
Hoferichter et al. Comparing these values to LQCD ex-
tractions will be possible in the exascale computing era.
Determining LECs robustly from two- and few-body
data is important for model checking and selection of chi-
ral EFT derived within different power countings. Nu-
clear matter allows for this validation to be performed
in medium, with important consequences for nuclear-
structure applications. Future LQCD results will pro-
vide here guidance as well as insights into the weakly-
constrained isospin T = 3/2 components of the 3N forces,
which are crucial for the neutron-rich matter EOS (as
discussed in Sec. I A).
Astrophysical applications of the nuclear-matter EOS
necessitate a wide range of densities that is usually be-
yond the reach nuclear EFTs; for instance, typical central
densities of neutron stars exceed nuclear saturation den-
sity many times. The nuclear-matter EOS thus might
undergo phase transitions (e.g., to exotic matter). Up to
which densities chiral EFT converges is a priori unknown
and should be manifested in the uncertainty bands for the
observables. Bayesian methods are powerful in inferring
EFT truncation errors and breakdown scales from data.
Piece-wise polytropic expansions [644] and speed-of-
sound parametrizations of the EOS [645], guided by
causality and observational constraints, have been stud-
ied extensively to construct the high-density EOS with-
out making assumptions on the composition of mat-
ter. The speed of sound is not necessarily contin-
uous when using polytropic expansions. The pre-
cise mass measurements of two neutron stars with ∼
2M [140–142] provide strong constraints for the ex-
trapolations since all realistic EOS have to be compati-
ble with these lower maximum-mass limits (see Fig. 11
in Ref. [604]). Recently, Cromartie et al. raised the
lower maximum-mass limit by measuring a neutron star
with 2.17+0.11−0.10M [143]. The uncertainties, however,
are still relatively large compared to the other measure-
ments. On the other hand, precisely measuring neutron-
star radii is much more challenging, e.g., due to the small
number of suitable neutron stars [109]. Other obser-
vational constraints come from, e.g., gravitational-wave
detections (tidal deformabilities) [573–575] or neutron-
star radius measurements. GW170817 has been used
to constrain the radius of a 1.4M neutron star to be
. 14 km [575, 646–648](see also Refs. [649, 650]). The
most stringent constraints on neutron-star radii were re-
cently determined, R1.4M = 11.0
+0.9
−0.6 [651]. A compre-
hensive Bayesian analysis of the EOS exploring the im-
pact of future direct radius measurements can be found
in Ref. [45].
The Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equa-
tions [652, 653], two coupled differential equations,
connect the mass-radius (M −R) relation of nonrotating
neutron stars to the EOS bidirectionally. That means,
the M − R relation can be calculated given an EOS,
and vice versa, the EOS mapped given simultaneous
M − R measurements of neutron stars. Simultaneous
mass-radius constraints have been inferred (e.g., in
Ref. [654]) and the first precise radius measurements,
which are observationally very difficult to realize, are ex-
pected in the near future from NASA’s NICER mission.
This will tighten the uncertainties of the high-density
extrapolations considerably. Observations, however,
provide only indirect constraints on the EOS in contrast
to microscopic calculations.
Leonhardt et al. [49] used two complimentary micro-
scopic approaches to study the zero-temperature EOS of
symmetric nuclear matter over a wide range of densities
as shown in Fig. 16: at n 6 2n0, based on the Monte
Carlo framework applied to a set of modern chiral NN
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and 3N interactions (blue bands), while at n > 3n0, di-
rectly based on QCD using the FRG (red band), which
matches the high-density limit of pQCD (green band).
Specifically, Fig. 16 shows the pressure P divided by
the pressure of the free quark gas PSB as a function of
density in units of nuclear saturation density, n/n0. The
blue uncertainty band estimates the EFT truncation er-
ror using order-by-order calculations with consistent NN
and 3N up to N3LO. Although the two approaches break
down individually at n ∼ (2 − 3)n0, the results in the
different regimes indicate a promising consistency that
seems to allow smooth interpolations for the construc-
tion of the EOS over a wide range of densities.
A similar comparison in neutron-rich matter is essen-
tial for astrophysical applications. That requires an ex-
tension of the FRG framework in Ref. [49] to matter with
arbitrary proton fractions. On the other hand, the tem-
perature dependence of the EOS can be studied once the
Monte Carlo framework has been extended to finite tem-
peratures. Work along these lines is in progress.
This is an exciting era for nuclear physics and nuclear
astrophysics. Once chiral EFT has been connected to
LQCD, the outlined approach combining EFT and FRG
calculations will enable truly QCD-based (i.e., ab initio)
predictions of the nuclear-matter EOS with reduced the-
oretical uncertainties, from the low to the high densities
inside neutron stars. This will enable the construction of
the EOS as a function of density, isospin-asymmetry and
temperature that can be used in large-scale astrophysi-
cal simulations, aiming at understanding the process of
nucle- osynthesis in the universe.
VI. OUTLOOK
The exascale computing era will be particularly ex-
citing for the field of nuclear physics and nuclear as-
trophysics. The disruptive growth in computational
power [655] will allow us to construct a predictive theory
of nuclear structure and reactions, rooted in the Stan-
dard Model of particle physics and organized in a tower
of effective (field) theories. In turn, this will enable
us to make robust predictions of nuclear processes with
fully quantifiable theoretical uncertainties, which can be
confronted with upcoming experimental measurements
aimed at searching for BSM physics with unprecedented
sensitivity, as well as understanding the behavior of nu-
clear matter under extreme conditions within the era of
multi-messenger astronomy.
High-performance computing has already enabled to
reach milestones that were hard to foresee just a few years
ago, such as the determination of the nucleon axial cou-
pling gA from lattice QCD with a 1% uncertainty [61], or
the first ab initio calculations of 48Ca [469, 616] based
on chiral NN and 3N interactions. As shown in Fig-
ure 1 of Ref. [616], the recent rapid growth of the reach
in mass number A of ab initio nuclear-structure calcula-
tions has been fueled by algorithmic advances and high-
performance computing. This makes it necessary to re-
visit and improve uncertainties in the input Hamiltonians
derived from (chiral) EFT. As lattice QCD progresses to
deliver two- and three-nucleon observables, we will see
an earnest connection between QCD and EFT/ETs such
that a truly ab initio understanding of nuclear physics
will become a reality in the foreseeable future.
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